Introduction

Att lovers often tend t o destroy what they most admire. How
many masterpieces have lost all meaning and power after being exposed
to uninformed admiration and popularity? Many instances will come to
mind. But fortunately this coin has two sides. Sometimes this passion
for art of which 1 am complaining can help to reveal a new area by
focusing attention on objects vanishing unnoticed by the outside world.
This is exactly what has happened to the Yao taoist paintings during the
past four years. These unique art objects might have been thrown away
in despair by worshippers who (for reason of poverty o r political
pressure) could no longer practice the prescribed rituals, or burned at
the order of some Christian missionary groups, or destroyed by
communist zealots. Instead, they have been spared such a fate thanks to
the interest shown in them by curio collectors and connoisseurs of Asian
art. As a result, the sacred paintings of the Yao have made their way to
international recognition.

Their value to their original owners was a purely religious one.
But, as they became more widely known,they acquired also a considerable monetary value, increasing in proportion to the growing interest
shown in them by would be buyers. Since 1975 , their price in the open
market has risen no less than fifteen fold. This has no doubt led to a
better understanding of their true worth on the part of the Yao and
those through whose hands they pass. Orders to bum these treasures as
'Satan's paraphernalia' are less often heard since they certainly would
not be fonowed nowadays. In Laos, one may venture to hope that
even a zealous revolutionary may one day decide that Yao paintings
are worth preserving for exhibition in a future 'Psople's Museum'. But,
by that time, it is likely that not many of them will be left to acquire.
As a matter of fact, the present abundance of these paintings stems from
severe changes in the life of the Yao, caused by the Pathet Lao take over.
Whether they fled to Thailand, or remained in their villages in the hope
of surviving the drastic measures imposed on them by the Lao communist
bureaucracy, many Yao people nevertheless found it impossible to
continue their traditional religious practices. As a result they decided
to dispose of their most treasured possession: that is, the set of taoist
paintings which every true devotee should ideally possess.
Some dealers estimate that at least three to four hundred sets
must have been sold already. But this abundant flow to the international
market is already diminishing, and will dry up entirely if political
pressures are eventually relaxed. One must remember that, only ten
years ago, Yao religious paintings would have been kept with diligent
care beyond the reach of prying eyes; and, until recently, only a few
anthropologists had been allowed to see them, d ~ - i n greligious ceremo-

nies they were privileged to witness. As indicated above, the sudden
appearance of these paintings in antique shops is not an accident, but is
largely due to the dire circumatances of the hew life' which the Yao
face in revolutionary Laos.
However, once r e l e a d to art dealers and connoisseurs, a new
danger arises: the series risk being dispersed world-wide as individual
paintings, with no indication of their provenanm and history. I t will
thus be virtually impossible to date and classify them in the future.

This book has been written in order to help connoisseurs and
collectors to understand and appreciate the treasures they have acquired.
It contains the essentids of what is known on the subject, presents a few
hypotheses, and raises some questions. Later historians of art and
religion will no doubt resolve most, if not all, of the problems I have
touched on. For the time being, the important thing is to provide some
initial basic data, on which those who are better irnformed than I may
wish to speculate; and that is what I have tried to do. I have also tried
to provide art dealers whith a few keys to the identfication of a complete
series, before they sell it off as individual paintings to separate clients.
In my opinion, a kind of identification card should be attached to any
individual painting.
My subject matter has never previously appeared in book form.
Before beginning to write about it a t some length, I had to make a
choice: should 1 produce a detailed and rather dry scholarly dissertation,
o r else a typically elliptical art book?
I have tried to resolve this dilemma by juxtaposing as many comparable pictures as space allowed, so that their similarities and divergencies would be immediately apparent. This book is thus in a true sense a
study in iconography. I confess that this approach f o r d me to refrain
from comment on art forms and styles. A consideration of these points
would have called for a bigger mass of data that can be shown here. I
hope, though, to fdl this gap in a later and more comprehensive book.
In what follows, I also tried to provide some short and apposite
notes on the ethnic and religious background of the Yao. I would refer
those interested in reading more deply on the subject to a subsequent
companion volume to the present work: Les Cavaliers du Roi P'an ('Xing
P'an's Knights")).

In the course of t h i s work, I had to transcribe two different
language% Yao and Chinese. For Yao, 1 have used the Internationa1
Phonetic Alphabet (I.P.A.), chosing symboIs close to the welI-known
Wade-Giles system, which I have used for Chinese words. The lay reader
might have had difficulty with the Yao rornanization devised by the Rev.
Cox and used by Sylvia Lombard in her Yao-English Dictionnary . The
official transcription now used in the People's Republic of China might
also have been a burden for the lay reader. Consequently, I thought it
better to use neither.

To distinguish between Yao and Chinese in my transcripts, I have
used two different sets of italics. For instance, the other taoist name for
Lao-tzu is written To Ta in Yao and Tawte in Chinese. For simplicity's

sake all diacritics and tone marks have been omitted. I have however
introduced Chinese characters here and there as appropriate.

My warmest thanks are due to all those-the Yao themselves as
well as helpful art dealers and collectors-who kindly allowed me to

photograph and study the collections illustrated in this book.' Their
names, when possible, are noted under every picture, and they well
deserve this mention. Without their generous assistance, it would have
been out of the question to undertake this study.
Among my many Yao informants, Chao La (the outstanding Y ao
political leader) introduced me t~ the Yao taoist masters: Tang Fu Wang
and his father, Tang Yao Ts'ing, and more recently to Tang Tsan Kun.
It is thanks to these highly articulate teachers that 1 have been able to
present, within the limits of my own understanding, what I hope is an
authentic view of Yao religion.
The work on which this book is based was done partly in Laos
(under war conditions), and partly in Thailand, in the course of other
anthropo10gical research among the Yao people. It gives me pleasure to
acknowledge my gratitude to my sponsors in the Ministry of Education
of the former Kingdom of Laos, and t o the National Research Council
of Thailand for their enthusiastic and unstinting support. It is no fault
of theirs if circumstances have delayed the publication of this book,
born in travail on an ocean of tumultuous and sometimes unfriendly
seas. M y thanks are. also due to the National Research Centre of France
(C. N. R. S.) which has sponwred all my research since 1965, and furthermore to the Documentation and Research Centre for Southeast Asia and
Indonesia (CeDRASEMI) in the person of its Director, G. Condominas,
for the support given to my long-range field studies during the past
fifteen years. AU this help I am grateful to acknowledge now.
Finally, I must acknowledge the contribution of my friend
Donald Gibson. He has a long acquaintance with the Yao, and for this
reason was glad to clarify and to some extent rewrite my original text.
He also read through the final version of the text- I am most grateful to
him for this help, given in time he could ill spare. All the same, 1 must
of course take responsibility for any errors of fact or style which this
book may contain.

My readers, both Iay and pmtessional, may wish to know that
this book is the first in a series of publications about the Miao-Yao
-ethno-linguisticfamily. The series is to include dictionaries and translations, as well as the results of historical and anthropological studies, all
of which form part of the CeDRASEMI's Mitz~Yaoh j e c f . The purpose
of this collective Project is to shed more light on a group of peoples of
whom little has been known until now, but who nevertheless have been
able to maintain their individual triial culture and identity as liv&~
evidence of an important stage in the development of Man in Asia.

Cllapter 1 : The Yao and their History

Who are the Yao and how did they come to inherit such a
magnificent art from the Chin= religious tradition ?
Most visitors t o Northern Thailand have met these engaging and
colourful people. The women in their turbans, their flowing gown with
a red woolly collar, their hand embroidered trousers On their backs
their youngest child, slung in a decorated cloth babycarrier, the older
children running beside. The men in indigo jackets, with silver buttons.
But who are they, and where did they originate ? What are their
religious beliefs and rituals ? In the following pages, some answers to
these questions are suggested.

The Yao people are linked with the most ancient period in
Chinese history. All Chinese scholars, and most people interested in
China's folklore, have read the story of P'an Hu, the Palace dog who
married a Chinese Emperor's daughter. As told in the Chronicles of the
Later Han Dynasty, Hou Han Shu ( l&Sf !, written by Fan Yeh in the
Vth Century k D., the protdhinese Emperor Kaehsin (243 5-2365
B.C.) had promised to give one of his daughters in marriage to anyone
who could rid him of General Wu, the chief of the marauding Chuan
Jung ('Dog Jung') tribe. A five-coloured dog named P'an Hu, a familiar
pet of his Court, succeeded, and brought back General Wu's head to the
Emperor. The dog and the princess were subsequently married and their
children (six boys and six girls, who intermarried) became the fo~.fathers
of the Yao tribes.
The name of 'YaoY(P i is not found in Chinese documents earlier
than the T'ang dynasty (618-906 AD.), at which time it first appears in
the expression mo yao A 3 meaning hot subject to compulsory service',
to indicate the ancestors of the modern Yao. The first part of this
expression was no longer used in the Sung dynasty (960-1279 A-D-X
That is how these people, previously called Man, or Nan Man ('Southern
Barbarians'), or Shan tse ('Sons of the Mountains'), or P'an Hu Chung
(%IS 'Race of P'an Hu'), gradually came to be called Yao.
Pan Hu's story is of course pure mythology. Some earlier
commentators1 have already pointed out that the "five coloured dog'
may be a metaphorical term for a senant, or (if one sticks to the word
I. As, for instance, d'Hervey de Saint-Denis in his Ethographie des Peuples
Etrangers, G e n m 1883, in the pages wnceming the Yao. or f i n Hu Chung.
This b a k is an annobted translation of Ma Tuan Lin's chapter on the Southern
and Northern Barbarians in hi Wen hsien t'ung k'ao 'Comprehensive Study
of Civkation', first printed in 1322.
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% ), used here for 'dog') possibly a tribesman of the sameJrurg *&('Dog Jung') people as his victim. For example, in his
Myths and Legend of China (London 19221, E.T.C. Werner includes the

story which he recorded from She tribesmen living 'in the mountainous
country not very many miles inland' from Foochow, as a Jung myth.
Other authors believed that the legend could account for the origin of
all the southern Chinese ethnic groups. But a more careful look will
acknowledge that the only groups or tribes (that is the ShE in the hills
of Chekiang, Fukien and Chaochow. and the Miao on Hainan island)
who claim P'an Hu as founding ancestor, are definitely of the same
ethnic stock as the Yao. Be that as it may, P'an Hu's legend has become
a symbol which both the Chinese and the Yao have found expedient
to use, each for their own purposes. On the one hand, later generations
of Chinese extended dog ancestry, at first given only to the forefathers
of the Yao, to every non-Chinese tribal people, and classified all their
ethnic n a m e under the 'dog' ( 3 cMm).radical. On the other hand,
some of the tribal people have retained the Chinese version of the story,
so that they could claim that one of their two original ancestors was a
Chinese princess. According to Chinese imperial customs, such a
prestigious ancestry entitled them to special privileges. That is why,
among the modem Yao, eating the flesh of dogs is taboo and how they
explain the traditional wedding veil, which, as among the Chinese,
completely covers the bride's head, as a device to hide from her the
bestiality of the groom2. By maintaining this pseudehistory of Pan Hu,
thc Yao (and related groups) gave themseives, as it were, a bargaining
counter in negotiations with the Chinese Empire.

At the beginning of this century, when the civil and military
administrators of French Indochina first came into contact with groups
of Yao who had moved into Tonkin and North Laos, they were handed
a Chinese document, known since then as the Yao (or Man) Charter.
The Yao call this document: Kia s m Dong X h IZ Its full title reads in
mandarin :
P'irrg-hang e-tikk
Rub fangden yo~&yuan
Zf 2?%SBmBSii&
'King Ping's Charter : permanent safe-conduct for
crossing the mountains'. It reproduces quite faithfully P'an Hu's story.
But it is at variance with Fan Yeh's version. The most important
variation changes the identity of the Chinese Emperor concerned from
Kaehsin to King P'ing of theCh'uKingdom (528516 B.C.)3, and that
2. Werner's d d p t i o n is worth quoting here :
large and paculiar headgear constructed of bamboo splints resting on a peg
inserted in the chignon at the back of the head, the weight of the structure in
front being counterbalanced by a pad. serving as weight, attached to the end of
the splints, which projected as far down as the middle of the shoulders. This
framework was covered by a mantilla of red cloth whih, when not rolled up,
concealed the whole head and face. ... One account says that at the original
bridal ceremony the bride wore h e red man& to prevent her seeing her husband's
ugly features, and that is why the headdress is worn by the women and not by
"... a

the men, or more generally by the former than the latter, though others say that
it was originally worn by the ugly children of both sexes. Werner op.cit. pp. 422.
See also H o Lien Kuei. I19571 -

3 . Some versions do not specify any particular dynasty or kingdom. Strangely,
the only other King P'ing is to be found in the Chow dynasty (770-719 B.C.).

of his enemy from General W u t o King Kao 5 It gives P'an Hu twelve
children, six boys and six girls, as in the Chinese version, from which it
then differs, by stating that they found spouses outside the family,
instead of intermarrying.

The story serves as an introduction to an imperial edict in which
King Ping : fmt, posthumously grants P'an EIu the title of 'King Fan'
(P'an Wang), w Pien hung in modern Yao ; second, exempts his
descendants from all taxes and lcvies ;and third, allows them permane-nt
freedom to cultivate 'by the sword and fire' (i.e. 'slash and bum') all
the mountains of the Empire4.
Did Fan Yeh have a copy of this Charter when hc wrote the
chapter on the Nan Man in the Hou Han Shu ? Or did he rely on an
oral tradition ? The oldest available version of this Charter seems to be
a Ch'ing dynasty copy of a document dated a century later, in the 5th
year of thc medieval Sui dynasty (595 A.D.). All thc other versions date
from the first year of the Ching Ting era (1260)' under the E-rnpe~dr
Li-tsung of the Southern Sung Dynasty.

Many questions are raised by the variation between Fan Yeh's
account and the 'indigenous' Yao Charter. If Fan Yeh's account was
the fmt one to be ever writtcn, we may think that the Yao version of
the Chinese story was later recordcd by local Chinese administrators as
an agreement with independent or rebellious t r i i people. It must have
been used by both sides as a way of achieving peace-, which explains
why its appearance virtually coinaides with the emergence of the name
of 'Yao', with the connotation of 'not subject to the corvee' (moyao).
The -widespread discmination among the Yao today of King P'ing's
Charter must be related to the numerous Yao rebellions in that periodDr. Lam Tin Wai5 found, in the Chinese annals, records of no less
than 38 Yao uprisings during the three centuries of existence of the two
Sung dynasties. The Yao priviIege of avoiding taxes and the corvee,
among other things, appears to have been at stake in these events.
For instance, in his chapter on the Yao, the great Chinese encyclopedist of the XIU* century, Ma Tuan Lin6,quoted a memorandum
dated 1 1 63 A.D. to the Sung Emperor, Hsiian-tsung,which denounced a
new form of f x a l evasion in Hunan province:
'Fields are freely exchanged and sold at will between both parties
He actually had to transfer his capital to avoid the marauding Chiian Jong. This
possibly explains the reason why Fan Yeh daied that story back to King Kao W n
(24353445 BC). In the Yao version, Kng Kao is actually the adversay of King
Piing. AU this is vety confusing and probably r e i l d s the perpiexity of the Chinese
a d m ~ t o r when
s
trying to establish a suitable hiorical document for the Yao.
4. This is only a rough summary of this rather lengthy document. The full version
is to be found in La Revue Indochinoise (1906),original text in Chinese with
a French translation (unfortunately anonymous). Another publication (without
hanslation) will tw found in Shiratori Y.,Yao Documents, Tokyo 1975.The
oldest Sui Dynasty version was published by Yamamoto T. Man-mku no sankanbo-tokuni kdensetsu to ijii keiro ni tsuite- ('Charters of Man people' : Shankuan-pu), Tokyo bunka kenkyu-jokiyo, 7 : 191-269.Tokyo 1955.
5. See Lin T'ien Wei (Lam Tin Wai) : Sung-tai Yao-ruon p'ien-nien chi-shih
"Chronology of the Yao uprisings in the Sung period".

(ie. the Han and the Yao); and many rich Chinae families even give
their land in trust to Yao famiJies, in order to free themselves of any
liability to tax-on it.'
The maintenance of Yao privileges must have been often
discussed by the Chinese administration, e s p d y when, as shown in
this quotation, the Yao were close neighbouw of the Han Chinese population.
As one can see from these few hints, the early history of the
Yao is still obscure. Consequently, 1 haitate to guess at where and
when the Yao first emerged as a distinct ethnic group. Nowaday~ we
find them widely scattered in parts of South China, and speaking a
variety of locally influenced dialects (Map I). Of these, the most
important are: the mien and mu#;the pu nu; the iu ngkn and the
la& k/;a. The Yao of presentday Thailand and Laos are most closely
related to the mien group, which is by far the most numerous. Unlike
other Yao groups, the wide distribution of the Mien Yao over South
China seems to have been more recent; an identical vernacular tradition
of their migrations is kept by the whole group, in places as far apart as
Kwangtung Province in China and Northern Thailand. It is embodied
* *
in a thanhgmng
ritual - called tzo dang ( 352 1 - in honour of the Lords
of the Sanctuaries, miu hung l .aE ? , one of them being their first
ancestw, P b Hung, ie. P'an Hu. This tradition deserves mention here
because it is also illustrated in 4the series of Y ao paintings. According
to it, the Mien Yao were driven away from the Nanking Administrative
Circuit ( N m-g
tao&SH ) in the second half of the XIV fh century
A.D. when, following a period of civil war, the fmt Ming Emperor,
Hung-WU, defeated his rival and acceded to the throne. Chinese local
chronicleq translated by Ling Zeng Seng7, also state that the Yao living
in the mountains of Hunan and Kwangsi took advantage of disorders
and troubles in China and had invaded Chinese territory, ptundering
cities and ravaging the country. Repressive expeditions started in the
Sixth year of Hung-wu (1373 A.D.).
The Yao account is significantly different. It first touches on
the Creation of the World by P'an K u ~ ,
the restoration of the human
6 . Wen&en tun+kbo, chapter on the Nan Man (Swthern httwiam). I quote
from the French transbtion by d'Hervey de Saint Denis.

7.Lin Zeng Seng (alias Lin Shun Sheng) Recherches ethnographlques sur les
Yao & la Chine du Sud, Paris 1929.
8. According to a wide-spread Taoist tradition, Pan Ku is the cosmic man born
from dw migind chaas through the interaction of he T Iand Yang, antqcmbk
and complementary powers of Nature. As Sky and Emfh became more distinct
from one another, his body e x p d d to form the Universe, "hi work occupied
eighteen thousand years, during w h i he formed the sun, maon and stars, the
heavens and the earth, himself inmeasing in stature day by day, being daily six
feet taller than the day before, until his labours ended, he died that his work might
live. His head became the mountains, hisbreath h e wind and douds, his wia
the thunder, hi limbs the foor quarters of the earth, hi blood the rivers, his flesh
the soil, hi beard the constellations, hi skin and hair the herbs and trees, hi
teeth, bones and marrow the metal, rocks, and predous stones, his sweat the
rain, and the insects creeping over his body human beings ...." Werner op-cit.
p. 77. 1932

race by Fu Hsi's marriage to his sister after the universal flood,and the
Han Chinese recognition of the Twelve Yao Clans by King P'ing's
Charter. Then passing to the accession to the throne of the Ming
Dynasty, the Yao version of these events goes on to say9 :

"..... Let us now turn to the birth of the Ming Dynasty, which
destroy4 the Empire and killed tens of thousands of people among the
Hundred Clans (ie. the Han ~hinese)
Our Holy King seated in
his Golden Palace, was the one who had established the Ten Protected

...!o

Areas" (shih p o tutg +rXR ) in the administrative Circuit of Nanking,
with their irrigated rice fields in the plains which we had cultivated for
no less than 1,854 years.

"Let us now pass to the Yen and Mao years (1386-87A.D.) (of
the reign of Hung-wu) when the King of Heavens rebelled, and the King
of Earth let loose a flood of troubles ruining the people in the EmpireI2 .
As the reign of Hung-wu began, the holy King gave way. The Blessed
Descendants of the Twelve Yao Clans, abandoning their rice fields and
property, retreated to the 80,000 mountain tops of the Nan Hai where
they cultivated mountain after mountain.
"We then come to the second Yen and Mao years ( 1 39&99 A.D.),
when the whole Empire suffered a great dmught which lasted three
years. Neither rice nor other grain remained in the Imperial public
granaries and storehouses. The deepest ponds went dry, and not the
smallest ripple was left in which the carp could swim. Firewood caught
light of itself, and dry logs began to smoulder. The hearts of our people
were troubled. There was no way in which they could make a livelihood.
They ate anything they could find. Lords devoured lords, and the people
fought each other for survival. Sadness reigned in all hearts. The Blessed
Descendants of the Twelve Yao Clans could stand it no longer. After
much thought, they (hit upon the idea of) crossing lakes and seas They
had so fured the course of the ships that after seven days and seven nights
the prows would come to shore, the poops to the quayside. But after
three months at sea, their course had led them nowhere. The prows
9. These events are recorded in the many individual manuscripts used in the tzo
&ng m o n h , all of which differ slightly. Here I pmtichly rely on two texts,
one belonging to Tsiou Luang Ts'ing in Laos, and the other to Tang Tsan Kun
in Thailand. I basad my translation on the first one, and 4 the second to r-lue

points of doubt.

10. Here I omit a sentence which is repeated below, and seems to be an interpolation introduced by a copyist. In any case, it does not add anything of substance to the text.

11. A tung
is literany a 'cave', a 'grotto' ; but the ward was also used to mean
the smalIest adminisbative unit of a barbarian territory which had passed under
Imperial conhl and adminkbation. Here shih p a o d n g may be understood either
as a place name, or (if literally translated) as 'ten protecied districts'.
12, The historical sequence is not clear. Hung-wu's reign started in 1368, and
suppressive campaigns against the Yao in 1373.1have not yet found any event
in the annals of 1386-87 that could be linked to the Yao migration to Nan Hai.
The same problem arises over the great drought which the Yao claim occurred
in 1398-99. Further historical research will probably substantiate or disprove
the story.

of thc vcssels could not be brought to shore, nor their poops be berthed
at the quay. The Blessed Descendants of the Twelve Yao Clans searched
the Heavens with anguish in their hearts. But they saw no way out, as if
they wcrc gazing at a mountain too high (to see thc pass). They leaned
overboard to plumb the sea, but the watcr was too deep. Thus they
feared lest evil winds would blow them away to the gate of the Dragon
Kings of the Five Seas. At first, huddled amidships they sought a
gateway. Was thcrc no one- who would comc to rescue the Blessed
Descendants of the Twelve Yao Clans ? Since the beginning o f time,
the Holy King P'an had sent the Five Banners of Horsemen to save our
people. So he would surely save the Blased Descendants of the Twelve
Yao Clans.
They at first prepared rnoney from white paper, and made ready
three animals for a major sacrifice. They beseeched the {Pantheon of)
Ancestors wreathed in eternal incense, thcir Founding Ancestor and
Forehcars, and the Five Banners of IIorsemen, to turn thcir heads and
faccs upon them. They made a written promise of a great tzo dang
cerenlony if these Holy Beings would enter their ships and protect the
Blesscd Descendants of the Twelve Yao Clans.
After this, before three days and seven nights had passed, the
ships found their proper course. The waters opened a way and brought
the vessels to the shorc, the horses to the streets. The prows of the
ships went ashore, the tails of the horses- wavcd in tht: countryside.
They settled down in Kwangtung province, in the Lochang district of
hsiao chou (Shao-chow) Prefecture."

Map I : Geographic distribution in C h h of the four main Yao languagss. Note how the Punu language location is close to the Wu-ch'i
'Five Torrents' area which some Chinese traditions make the country of origin of the Yao. A black dot further indicates the location
of anthropological research work already published.

This story of the Voyage across the Sea at the Mercy of the
: , has become a second origin myth
Waves, piu iu chia khoi ; H E
for the Mien Yao. Significantly their close neighbours, the Mun or Man
Lan Tien, do not seem t o have it. The text included in the tzo dang
ritual is further substantiated by oral tales and folk songs. It also
mentions the thanksgiving cercmony which the Yao held three years
a f t e ~their safe arrival in Kwangtung. And this ceremony has still a
bearing on their life today. For example, the twelve clans were further
segmented by legend in to different numbers of subclans whose names
are derived often dircctly from this thanksgiving ceremony. Thus , the
Tsiou
clan distinguishcs a subclan called Beng Min Tsiuu iT
,
descended from the people who stood 'on the top of the cliff. fmm
another called Beng Dia Tsiou :+&S,descended from those who stood
'at the bottom of the cliff during that ceremony. The Tang Clan divides
between the Tang K'ang, named for the rack they used to offer pigs,
and the Tang Swi, named for the citrus offered at the same ceremony.
W e may assume that after their odyssey they must have foreseen
a shortage of eligible spouses from other clans, as their total numbers
were too few. The purpose of this division into subclans was to enable
the Yao to maintain the Chinese rule that one may not marry another
member of one's own clan. Nowadays in the small and scattered
communities of Southeast Asia, the rule of exogamy is n o longer
respected at the level either of the c h or of the s u b c h . One may marry
within one's own scgmmt provided that the couple has no common
ancestor for at least three generations.
It can be argued that this tradition of 'crossing the seas' has n o
basis in fact. 1 would venture to disagrec with this view, and to think
that one disregards the account at one's peril, until it has been proved
to be wrong Many points in it have a strong flavour of history. The
name of Nan Hai I SG5 ; , 'The Southern Seas', was formerly given t o
the southeastern coastal provinces of China, from Chekiang to K w a n ~
tung So one may surmise that the course they took was that suggested
in Map 11.

Furthermore, m the mountains of these coastal provinces we still
find groups of Sh; (see Map 111). According t o Ho Lien Kuei , they
appeared for the first time during the Ming Dynasty, and were given
this name (which means 'swiddeners') by the Chinese country folk in
Fukien; and Professor Jao Tsung Yi (who collected an illustrated version
of the P a n Hu story among the she of Chaochow13 ) has even noted
that, in the same Ming period, the She were usually called 'Yao Shp by
the Chinese. Unfortunately, no Iinguistic data are yet to hand which
might indicate that the She could have been the remnants of the Nan Hai
Yao who did not join thc odyssey at sea.

in the sedes of
among the She by Prof.
Jao Tsung-Yi. the P'an Hu story
ends UP with the d i p r s a 1 of his
'On's
reprodud
The
eldest leaves in a sedan to seek
fortune (above). ....

The Yao story docs not give the proposed destination of the
seafarers. Did they intend to make a landfall in Taiwan, the traditional
refuge of the losing side in China ? But in the event, having been driven
to the Kwangtung coast, they may well have made their way up the
Peichiang River and finally arrived in the mountainous district of
Lochang, in the Shaochow Prefecture. That area has still important Yao
settlements today. Let us for now accept that the story is broadly true.
The question then arises: how is it that the Mien Yao have spread from
thc western hills of Kangtung Province to their present habitat 3 Another
Yao ritual book can help us in this. It tells in verse of their adventure
and of their subsequent migrations to Hu Kwang (Hunan) in the North,
and to Kweichow, Kwangi and Yuman in the West:
"They settled in the Lo Chang district of Kwangtung
All of them thanked (the gods) for having eased their
anxiety
And, in the crossing ofthe sea, steered their boats in the
right direction.
The sleeves of their gown parted, and each group went
their own way.
One party went ahead t o the Hu Kwang Region
And another moved off towards Kweichow
A third tried to find a territory in Kwangsi.
Where the mountains are wide there can be no concern.
And there are still the borderlands of Yunnan ! "

The second son leaves
by boat
(compare this picture with the
ones - illustrating chapter 19)....,

This is a reasonably accurate account of their geographical
distribution in China and the "peripheral states" today. Whatever may
emerge from further historical research about the Yao's dlaim to have
been plain-dwellers in the Ten Pao-tung of the Nanking Circuit at the
beginning of the Ming Dynasty, they have now become in the main
mountain peasants, subsisting by slash and burn (swiddcn) agriculture,
and moving their villages every twenty years or so. And in this situation,
13. Jao Tsung Yi, 'The She settlements in the Han River Basin, Kwangtung.'
in Drake, F.S. edit. Pramdings of the Symp&um on H
u Archadgical and Linguistic Studies on Southem China, Southeast Asia and the
Hong Kong Region, Hong Kong 1967 See also Ho L i i Kuei 'Problems of the
She ,in Min-isu wen- huei yen-chiu 'Ethnic C~llturalStudies', Taipei 1951, and
She-& chien-shihSuc~inctH i o y of the She People', Fuchow 1980

Map IiI : The Yao in South China and mainland Southeart M.The dots indiwte Yao population (without distin~ishingbetween
the four main language illustrated in Map I), the squares indimte the Sh8. Note their position in cornparision with the Sea Odyssey
of the Mien Yao illustrated in Map I I.

anthropologists who have worked with them in Northern Thailand, have
found them competent slash and burn farmers, and most careful to
conserve their environment By cultivating the fields in long rotation.
they usually allow the tropical forest time to regenerate.

They produce mainly rice for their own consumption, and maize
with which to feed their poultry and pigs. Opium, which was introduced
at the time of the XIXfh Century SineBritish Opium Wars, provides
their main source of cash income. With the money earned by the sale of
their opium b e s t , their pie and surphs rice, they may occasionally
move down to the town and become merchants. However, the majority
prefer the isolation and security of the mountains where their culture
is not subject to any outside pressure.

In their villages they tend to maintain an extended family in the
same household as long as possible, and to retain lineage bonds whenever
such households break up. The need for additional labour and endemic
female sterility induce them to adopt as many children as possible from
neighbouring tribes. With a complete absence of racial prejudice, they
consider that cultural background is far more important than blood
origins.
The efforts of the Mien Yao t o preserve their own culture, in
spite of the difficultia and sacrifices which this entails, is a matter of
fact which deserves consideration. It explains their overwhehing vitality

Tbe third son 'ride8 into the I d s
on a dragon' (?) ...-..

THAILAND
Map I V :Geographic distribution ofthe Y w in Larw and Thailand prior to May 1975. For
the migration roads from China through Law and Burma I rely on Chob K a h a Ananda's
inquiries (see bibliography1.

in CGna, where they form the majority of the current Yao population
of 1,200,000 souls. It also accounts for their move to the Tonkin area
of Vietnam, where they represent a significant percentage of the 180,000
Yao (Giao) said to be living in thewholeof the country; and for their
even more recent migrations to Laos and Thailand, where nowadays
over 20,000 of them make their home (See Map IV)
The most recent episode in their struggle for cultural identity is
their flight from Laos, and subsequent migration as refugees to Europe
and the United States, where they work hard to make their way in an
alien industrial society.
And what is this culture which still sustains them, as it has in the
past, amid d l the vicissitudes they have encountered ? The paintings
which form the main theme of this book provide a good standpoint
from which to review it.

Chapter 2 : Yao religion : Taoism

The Y ao rituals commemorating P'm Hu, as well as their other
protective divinities, are now recorded in Chinese characters, a skill
which the Yao learned at the same time as they adopted their presentday religion For some reason or other, many observers in past decades
have failed to see for what it is this whole body of rituals, and the books
and baintin@ on which it relies. One or two of the dozen or so Chinese
researchers who have been to the Yao hills during this time have noted
in passing that some of the rituals they watched were 'taoist-like', but
most other anthropologists have sought to explain Yao religion in terms
of archaic and indigenous tribal beliefs. This is surprising, because one
needs only a minimum knowledge of Chinese religious practices to
understand that Yao religion and rituals can only be a borrowing from
a more powerful tradition. And this tradition is Chinese Taoism.

Although most casual visitors overlook it, the Taoism of the
Mien Yao quietly manifests itself in many ritual aspects o f their everyday
life. But if one has the chance to be in their villages during the last two
months of the Chinese calendar year (which they observe), when most
of the great ceremonies are performed, one cannot fail t o be impressed
by the discovery of a strongly structured religion. The paintings which
are displayed on such occasions are also all the more striking and it is
difficuit to ascribe them to a primitive tradition. Unfortunately, the
common prejudice that mountain people are 'backward' has somehow
blinded some of their most enthusiastic supporters. Ignorance of the
Chinese script has also been a serious obstacle for most Western anthm
pologists working with the Yao.
To acknowledge the Yao religion as taoist raises as many problems
as it appears to solve. When and where wasTaoism introdumd to them ?
To answer these questions, one must not only be competent in
Yao language and ethnography but also must understand the Chinese
liturgical texts reproduced in Yao books. Besides this, one is then
confronted with the massive 1,120 volumes of the Taoist Canon15 as
the reference collection for identifying and dating Yao rituals. Then

15. This number refers to the 1923-26 and 1962 reprints ; the last reprint in
Taipei fl Wen and Hsin Wen Fens, 1977) has reduced it to sixty volumes. The
cdlaction of Taoist documents gathered into the Canon (tao Tsang 3s ) started
as early as the VIIIh century under Tang Hsiian-tsung. It was first printed by
woodblwk in the XVfi century under the Ming Dynasty.

comes the problem of relating Yao tradition to one or &her of the
various taoist traditions. Fortunately, a number of Yao ritual books
published in Y. Shiratori's Yao documents (Tokyo 197 5 ) recently came
to the notice of an historian of Chinese Taoism, Dr. Michel ~trickrnann'~
To this competent specialist of Chinese Taoism, Yao books undoubtedly
relate to 'a body of ritual texts that was first revealed to mankind during
the Northern Sung. It was called the "True Rites of the Heatt of Heaven"
( T'h-ksin -fa
x ~ ~ 1Z ZThe liturgies of the movement were
systernatised and codified during the reign of the great Taoist emperor,
Hui-tsung.'.
Emperor Hui-tsung ( 1 1 0 1- 1 128 A.D.) was the last emperor of
the Northern Sung dynasty. A great painter and calligrapher, his reign
was ended by the invasion of the Jiirchen tungusic barbarians who
founded the Kin empire (1 126-1234 A.D.). Hui-tsung was made prisoner
in his capital and died in captivity. But a Sung prince who had taken
refuge in the Southeastern city of Hangchow gathered the remnants of
the empire around a new Southern Sung dynasty, which lasted until
1279 A.D. before being overpowered by the Mongols of invading Kublai
Khan.
According to Dr. Strickmann, it was during this fifty year period
that the T'krz-hsin Cherag-farites were widely diffused throughout South
China:
"T"kmhh Ckng-fa priests worked as ambulant missionaries
bringing their exorcistic and therapeutic rituals directly into the homes
of the common people. There is evidence that they received official
support....several magistrates who were initiated into the movement...
made use of T'ien-hsin rites in the course of their official duties: for
pacifying their district, reducing epidemics, and guaranteeing the
harvest 17.'
With the shifting of the political center from North to South,
the Empire was coming into closer contact with Southern ethnic groups.
Among these, the Yao must have been the fmt to have been encountered.
(Even today, the Yao and the She" are the northernmost of all the
Southern China ethnic groups.) Thus as a first step, the Han might have
16.1 am mush indebted to Dr. Michel Slrickmann for hi enlightened mmmentaries of Y.Shmtons Yao D a m e n t s , given in a wmrnunication to the Amercan Oriental Society. Western Branch : 'The Tao among the Yao : Taoism and
the sinification of South China', Los Angeles, 2 April 1979 ; and more briefly in
his 'History. Anthropology, and Chinese Religion', a review article of Michael
Saso's The Teachings of Taoist Master Chwng, New Haven 1978, in the
Harvard Journal of Asiitic Studies, Vol. 40 Nr. 1, June 1980.p.242.
I myself identified Yao religion as Taoism in 1972 in my 'Un curieux point
d'Hioire: l'aventure maritime des Mien' (see bibliography) and again in my
chapter on 'Les peupks non Han de la Chine' in Encyclopdie R6gIonaIe U ;
Paris 1978 p. 811, 814. But my lack of erudition in Taoist literature prevented
me horn linking Yao Taoist texts to their Chinese sources. For example, the Tienhsin Cheng-fa school is specifically mentioned in a text inbducing Yuan Shih
Tien T'sun "The Primordial Heavenly Worthy" but hsin 'heart' is orthographed
hsing 'siar'. In any case the identity of this tradition among the Yao is beyond

doubt.
17. Smdrman, 1979,op. cit.

brought the Yao rebellions t o an end by granting the Yao Charter
This was, of course, not a Taoist document. But after
that, there might have followed the Taoist missionary-administrators
with their rituals for universal pacification to which the Yao of today
still adhere. Or, as Dr. Strickmann puts it: 'Thus, it seems probable that
the recently-subdued Yao had already been exposed to this rapidly
expanding stream of Taoist practice by the XIIIth century - from which
time dates the imperial charter granted t o the Yao18 '
Now, if we maintain the working hypothesis that the Yao could
have been converted to Taoism in the second half of the XIIIfh century,
the question then arises: were the Yao already taoists when they
embarked on their Sea Odyssey ? To answer this question, we must
turn to Yao hoist practices.

(1260 A.D.).

To distinguish their Taoist religion fmm other ceremonial
activities, the Yao call it: tsong rsei, meaning Taoist liturgy, in contrast
to lei nyei {"etiquette"). In the latter they include all the formal
behaviour used in dealings with their ancestors, and the rules and
ceremonies relating to marriage. It has a strong Confucian flavour in
the best Chinese tradition As may be expected, the 'etiquette' is
perceived as a body of communal rules that everybody in the community
must follow. At first, Yao Taoism has also the appearance of a
communal cult to which all must adhere. But a more careful look a t
viliage practices reveals a quite different situation, because Taoism
among Yao communities even today is still in a stage of active proselytism. That explains the care which its priests take to maintain its
rituals. Its attractivenas as a way to salvation from one's sins has of
course led to its wide-spread acceptance among the Yao, and has made
it virtually impervious to the efforts of other missionary groups. But in
a crisis, as for instance when Yao refugees in Thailand are asked to
abandon their faith and em brace Christianity in return for more generous
help, the Taoist priests complain that they feel deserted and abandoned
by the faithful, as priests of any other religion would do in similar
circumstances. This brings out the fact that in most Yao communities
them is always a fringe element which stays apart from the active religious
observances of the majority. In normal conditions, it is usually poverty
which makes them stand aside. Taoist rituals are expensive, and the
ability to perform them emphasizes the power given by a rare combination
of initiation and full literacy which remains the privilege of only a
minority of those who have been ordained.

It should be remembered that the physical art of writing petitions
or memorials to the gods is an essential part of Taoist ritual These
messages are transmitted to Heaven by burning them after a ceremonial
reading. During preparations for major ceremonies, many weeks are
spent in writing these memorials, and the omission of one or the other
18. Ibid.

of them can upset the flow of the whole ceremony.
From this, it can well be understood that the art of calligraphy
stood in the first rank of the basic teachings which the Yao received
from their Chinese instructors. The major rituals could not be performed
without the writings. Nowadays, as soon as Yao boys reach the age of
four or five, they begin to learn how to write Chinese characters with a
brush. Fathers prefer to teach their sons themselves; but if they do not
have the ability or the time, they may hire another villager or even
better a casual Chines: visitor to perform this task. But despite the time
and care they may have devoted to it, many Yao adults cannot in fact
write correctly. They are thus unable to prepare for themselves the
essential memorials to the gods, and also cannot undertake any further
studies of rituals with a fully quaed
ritualist. These semi-literates
must therefore remain satisfied with the performance of simple oral
rituals which they call sip mien SA5b "to deal with spirits (or gods)"-

There are in fact two categories of priests in a Yao Taoist
community. One has reached the hierarchy grades but is unable to
perform important rituals; and the other is composed of qualified
professionals who are recognised by their fellow villagers as sai chia
E?bX "Masters", or tom sai chia A Bjc' "High Priests".

The religious life of a Yao layman may start very early. Between
the ages of five and twenty, and usually around seventeen, but sometime
later, a Yao man is introduced to the Taoist Pantheon through the kwa
tang
"hanging the lamps" ceremony. Its main purpose is to entitle
him to perform some rituals, and to confer on him a fmt "official"
degree in the clerical hierarchy. As a result he will be granted a religious
name fa Bua Z8 when he will drop his middle generation name's and
replace it by the word fa 2 ,"The Law (of Tao)" 20. For example,
somebody whose adult name reads Tang (family) Fu(generation) On
(personal) PBGS will then be called Tang Fa On PC;&% ,that is 'the
faithful On of the Tang family', in aI1 religious documents and cere
monies, including his own funeral.
19. Like the Chinese, the Yao name consists of three monosyllabic characters.
The first syllable is usually the clan (or family) name. The second the generation
name. (All the descendants of the same segment in the same generation bear
the same generation name. This is taken seriatim from a sequence of the four,
five or six words which constitute the "descent label". All the people from that
descent group will then acknowledge their close relationship by the mere exchange of names.) The thud syllable is the personal name. This is the system
Qovenning the names of adult men Children's names ; women's names, nicknames
and so on also have their own rules.
20. Taoism has incorporated quite a few Buddhist concepts. This is also characteristic of the T'ien-hsin Cheng-fa movement. Saso (1978) p.54 writes about
it: The sect used mudras and mantras modeled after the esoteric hddhist orders
....'. Fa, "the Law" (but ako %te". "magif) is one =ample. All the Taoists g d s
and adepts are said in Yao rituals to "have taken refuge in the True Rites",
Kui- y i Cheng-fa.

.

The climax of the kwa tang
ceremony is reached when the m e
ter-instructor shows him how to
walk on the-Seven Stars Bridge (the
Seven Stars of the Northern Dipper) and bestows on him the paraphernalia of a priest, hymn books,
and magic spells.
At the next level in the hierarchy he proceeds to mastership (tou
si 1 4 ).

I
LJ

I

This is a still more important
ceremony, in which the postulants
are led in a state of retigious ecstasy
to ascend a Sword Ladder ( t o tei
8 % 1. In addition, they must fast
for one week and submit to three
ordeals. These comprise a visit, in
a cataIepsic fit, to the Patriarchs of
Mei Shan;a similar visit, in the same
state, to 'The Gate of the High
Pavillion of Mid-Heavens' c E Z t l
89 7
to learn magic incantations
from the Three Pure Ones; and a
walk, protected by faith and lustral
water, across burning hot stones,
foIlowed by the carrying of a red
hot ploughshare to the house alt

After these feats they are
granted a title in the Spiritual
Administration with a charge 'to
save (the souls of) the worthy folk'.
But this already high position
a n be still further improved, to
two higher levels with more important qualifications of varying degrees, known as chia tse 7 : % "additional functions", and pwang k o
"elevation to the level of
ZfJ.2
graduation".
Henceforth. they will use,
in similar religious contexts, what
one may call a 'knightly' or 'gentfemanly' name. For instance, a man
who has already been granted a fa
bua, as in the example 'Tang Fa On'
given above, will now change it to
'Tang on yet-long! - 5 ) i f h e i s a
flrst born, meaning 'On, the First
Squire of the Tang Family'. If he is
a second or third son, this will also
be stated in a similar way.

I

These four main levels can be
rther subdivided into other interediate levels. For example, kwa
tang can either be kwa fam toi ,
tang r:+-?:.'t
, a ceremony in which
each postulant is flanked by a three
stemmed candelabrum ,or kwa tsiet
fing tang *:i -;$:f in which a 'Seven
Stars candelabrum' is lit. The Yao

~

the first two degees (or the second
and the third) in succession, sparing
the trouble of a new ceremony a t a
later stage. I n such a case. the t w o
optional kwa tang rituals are replaced by a k wa ta lo tang PI: ,\ S $2
'Great Net kwa tang'. the Great Net
being the outer part of Taoist Heavens that surrounds all the other
Heavens and this world.
For a similar purpose of sharing expense and sparing effort, it is
common to hold group ordinations,
for instance of a whole lineage. i
Their number cm go up to 40 or
I

5 . 8r 6 . In the illuminated chapel of the 'Great Net /mu tart&', t
h
W e r s walk round their disciples (ddwise aod antiddwise)
singing hymns and setting the rythrn of their proceezision with a

handbell.
>w-

50 postulants, all in the same descent group, the youngest one being
around five years old, and the oldest past skty.21~t
is little wonder that
many of them will never secure a proper training for the priesthood.
They nevertheless are handed a seal (yen ED I engraved with the formula
'Order from T'ai Shang Lao Chiin, for immediate execution ', which,
if they had to perform ceremonies, they would affix to a11 petitions and
letters to be sent to the Powers of the Beyond. They are also presented
with a ti& E , that is a patent authenticating their priestly rank. It is
made in several copies, one to be kept by the bearer and to follow him
after death when his soul is sent away to the care of the Taoist Celestial
Administration, the others to be burned and sent to the Heavenly and
Terrestrial Agencia, concerned during the ordination ceremony.

Women are not left out of these intense religious activities. They
are bound to attend ordination ceremonia, especially at the tou ajlevel,
when they appear in full ceremonial attire in a group apart from the main
participants. And they are also invited to share the mystic feast called
Lu Kwm 'Hang or 'the rice of Lao Chiin'. They are also granted a seal
and a patent, and entitled t o use a distinguished appellation which
parallels that of their husband, as for instance: 'The Third Lady of The
Pien Lineage (
)'. A wife is thus associated with her husband's
promotion. This gives her, after death, the privilege of joining the
exclusive club of women of 'superior merits' in the Palace of the Hung
Mou B@ (the Imp&
or Red Lady =). This is a Celestial abode,
somewhat lower than Lao Chiin's Ninth Heaven, in which is received
the sou1 of her husband who was fortunate enough to-go through the
Seven Stars kwa tang or the tou mi Master ordination.
Besides this, both husband and wife are rewarded in this earthly
life with the equivalent of guardian angels, known in Yao as yin peng
E& "Soldiers of the Beyond", or peng ma
"Horsemen". A small
troop of the&, handed over by the master to his disciple, is attached to
each grade of the hierarchy: 36 or 72 for the two kinds of kwa tang;
60 or 1 20 for the two levels of tou sai. This is the husband's aliocation.
The wife receives only half of this number of guardian spirits. For
instance, if a husband secures 120 Horsemen, his wife will be credited
with only 60, and so on.
The function of these spirit soldiers is to protect the family
against all kinds of evil spirits, disease, bad luck and so forth. They are
also invited to participate in the great ceremonies, impersonated by
dancers as an interlude between two important rites. Again, in an
emergency they are a h made to appear, this time in medium seances
(put tong BP), where they k i n Ancestors and warlike deities to exorcise

21. Herui Maspero in Le Taoisrne, Paris 1971, k i d to reconstitute what

he calk

'collective fasts' for the period of the vth and Wth centuries. In spite of certain
distortions, the whole d hi account is very similar to Yao practiws of today.
According to him, the number of participants was limited to 36 but we know
nothing of the kinship ties betwen them. For the Yao, there is no limit in number. The more numerous, the better : but all the participants belong to the same

descent group.

22. In which case her name is orthographed : hung mou $1 @ . For the tentative identifiation of this character, see the iconqraphic study below.

evil influences and restore the disturbed order of the house.
All this seems sufficiently appealing to the Yao to induce them

to accomplish the strenuous efforts and hard savings required in order
to meet the expenses of ordination ceremonies. In return, it certainly
gives them much confidence in their everyday struggle for life as shifting
agriculturists.
Let us now turn to the small elite of priests who have been
talented enough to learn the whole cIerical trade. Fully ordained or not
(some of them could not afford to secure the tou sai degree), they have
spent many years as the disciple of a distinguished practitioner, who h
taught them the numerous relevant rituals and the pertinent writte
documents. They have had to copy their master's books, including blan
forms of petitions, writs, memorials, hymns to be chanted du
ceremonies, submisions of reasons for the ceremony, and synopses
the main rites. All thcse they will use when remgnised as qualifie
priests themselves. Meanwhile they follow their master in ritual obse
ances and appointments, learning as acolytes the correct way to perfo
Some c-eremonies (like tou sa17 require no less than ten priests, eac
playing a different part, depending on the level he has attained
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rites. From Kwangchow's "inner caverns" comes the red lacquer ware
that holds the offerings'.
To this may be added the red silk "from the silk-worms that
Kwangtung mulberry trees feed", and most important the buffalo horn
used by the priest for calling up the gods and their spirit troops. If we
consider linguistic evidence, it appears that Yao ritual books ate- now
read in a Kwangsi Cantonese dialect. Therefore, one should not underestimate thc possible influence on the Yao adepts of Kwangtung Taoist
masters. Dr. K.M.Schipper, a leading authority on the Taoist religion,
writing about mntcmporary rituals of the orthodox Chmgj Taoist
priests in Taiwan, draws attention t o the 'superimposition of different
traditions' and the 'amalgamation of different religious movements' z4.
Even though Yao Taoism has spread in isolation to the point of being
perceived as genuine and indigenous by both Yao and outsiders, it has
not been spared the contact with this continuous flow of revelations and
magic that is characteristic of Chinese Taoism. That is why I doubt that
our understanding would be helped by an answer to the question: 'were
the Yao already Taoists when embarking on their Sea Odyssey ?'.
If the Yao were already adepts of the Mei Shan Taoist doctrine,
they certainly found new masters in the Kwangchow area who left their
mark on subsequent rituals. If they were not Taoists before coming to
Kwangchow, thcn their Cantonese (Lii Shan ?I masters would have
forged for them a Md Shan tradition, relying on their oral rituals for
the Journey uf the Dead 2 5 .

But further elaboration of these ideas would take us too far from
the scope of this book. Thc point I am trying to make is that the Yao
are undoubtedly Taoists. And Yao Taoism retains the essential features
of Chinese-Taoism 26. To summarize, all its rites aim at purification and
24. For the indispensible parallels with other Chinese Taoist practices and doctrines, I am much indebted to my friend, K.M. Schipper. who kindly lent me some
of his unpublished papers and explained some of my Yao texts to me. I am here
relying on 'Some Remarks on the Function of the Inspector of Merits' (paper
presented a t the 2nd International Conference on Taoism, Tadeshima. 1972).
A Japanese kanslation of this paper has appeared in Sakai Tadao, ed. Dokyo
no sogoteki kenkyu (Tokyo,1977). For Schipper's published work. see my
bibli9raphy in fine.

25.The Journey of the Dead is a very wide-spread oral tradition among almost
all East Asian peoples. no matter whether they are tibeto-burmese, Miao-Yao
or Chinese. See. for example, the full translation of one Journey of the Dead in
my 'L'initiation du mort chez les Hmong', L'Homme (Paris 1972) 1, 2. 3-. The
Hmong belong to the Miao group and their illiterate culture offers many parallels
with the Yao, with whom they live in amity and understanding.

26.The ethnography of r e ~ i g i o u s ~ a o i s is
m still far from adequate to provide a
sound basis for comparison. Only the Cheng-i tradition of the Celestial Masters
has been studied so far by K.M.Schipper in Tainan and M. Saso in Hsingchu.
amany the Fukien Chinew communities ot 2-imwan. A very interesting (but sfill
unpublished) sketch of the T'ien-hsin Cheng-fa and other Taoist movements
in the Sung times. has been outlined by M.Stnckmannin his 'The Taoist Renaissance in the XI1 Century' (see note 39 p.64)

ultimately guarantee the salvation of "the good people". Its priests
transmit initiation to their disciples through teaching and rituals. They
acquire this capacity through a progressive ordination in two (or three)
steps, when the disciples are introduced to the essential rituals. After
ordination, they have the right to perform ceremonies as approved
intermediaries between the gods who revealed the doctrine and ordinary
humans. Their main duty is the cleansing of those wrongdoings which
entail punishment from Spiritual Agencies, namely the visitation of
trouble and disease on the sinner in his earthly life. The priest helps to
identify the sour- of evil and to settle the matter with the Spiritual
Agency concerned. If troubles or disease have been caused by devils, he
exorcises them by the power of his magic spells, which are formulae to
call up gods and their invisible troops of spirit soldiers to join in the
battle.
But Yao Taoism differs from the actual practice of Chinese
Taoist priests in that, for the Yao, ordination is the only way to salvation and consequently must be extended to the whole community.
It thus becomes a duty that no one can escape if he wants to secure
a place in the Taoist Heavens after death If nobody has ever been
ordained in the postulant's family, he is enjoined by tradition to invite
the souls of his grand-father and great grand-father to be ordained with
him and thus to benefit from the same privileges . Ideally, Y aoTaoisrn
would like every Yao man to become ordained during his life time. This
is why group ordinations are the rule. Only the poor and those of little
faith are likely t o absent themselves from such a ritual. This is in sharp
contrast with the contemporary Chinese system, where an elite of
individually ordained priests exercises its spiritual functions in and on
behalf of a community of laymen. The Yao collective priesthood would
appear to be based on ancient practices known to have been popular
among Chinese Taoists in the V Ihand VI Ihcenturies A.D. Nowadays,
they have been abandoned among the Chinese. But their persistence
among the Yao seems to indicate that they may have remained current
among the Chinese at least until the conversion of the Yao by the T'2m
ksin Chew-fa missionary movement in the XI11 and XTV centuries. And
this perhaps provides a clue for further research by historians of Taoism.

27.In a seminal article on 'The Taoist Body'. (History of Religions, Vol. 17, N i
3 & 4.February-May 1978 pp. 355-3%), K.M.Schipper remarks that the early
structure of the Taoist rnwernent 'was headed by the Three Masters, or the three
~enemtionsof Heavenly Masters of the Chang family....' ; and adds in a footnote
that 'In traditional practice, evocation of the Three Masters is mandatory before
each major ritual. One meditates on the three first generations mentioned above,
on the three latest generations (the present Heavenly Master, his father, and
grandfather), and the three generations of one's own masters.' In my opinion,
the extension of the ordination to tbe three generations of the faithful, even after
death, empha+s in the Yao tradition a deb-te tendency to an overall p r k hood.

from a relative of his client. Consequently, from the beginnings of the
conversion of the Yao, there are several lines of copies, reproduced with
greater or lesser accuracy, depending on the talent of the painter. This
fundamental diversity of models has led t o the development and survival
of several styles. These range from the extreme refinement of the
Chinese work, even in its popular tradition, t o a touching primitivism
resorted to when the indigenous artist was limited by both his own lack
of skill and thc shortage of mlours on his palette. But, by the same
token, a number of Yao artists happened to be as talented a s their
Chinese counterparts. 1n such cases, the only details which betray them
are their typically V.-trF ~ S.es,
and sometimes, a few irrelevancies in the
the execution of the subjects, as illustrated elsewhere in this book.
When the artist was Chinese, he might well have been also a kind
of 'week-end amateur' painter. When I was in Luang Prabang in Laos,
some ten years ago, 1 knew a petty Chinese peddlar who used to settle
himself, for months at a time when business was slow, in a Yao village
near Vang Vieng. In this area, predominantly populated by lowland
Laotians and others, stood a group of three Yao villages which had been
there for about forty years, and formed, as it were, a kind of demographic
and cultural island. In spite of the villagers' attachment to their traditions and culture, their isolation increased the difficulty of securing
proper training in the Chinese script for their children, and proper rituals
by qualified High Maskers for themselves. The nearest qualified High
Master for a tou sai ceremony had to be fetched from a neighbouring
province, at five days distance on foot and by boat. It was thus a great
advantage for them t o have an itinerant Chinese copyist and teacher on
the spot. When this man announced that he could also reproduce their
sacred paintings and books,a family commisioned him t o copy a number
of rituals and a series of paintings A son of the family became his
apprentice; and this young man learned so well that, when his teacher
left, he could paint unaided from the originals already in his houx.
This example indicates how an isolated village, with neither
artists and calligraphists and with its tradition threatened by the decay
of its religious paraphernalia, can nemrtheless reconstitute its cultural
capital by making best use of opportunities as they arise. This also
explains the extreme difference in quality {but not in styles) that
paintings may show, according to the place and the conditions of their
creation. In the present case, the Yao wuld not supply the painter with
the thin 'Canton' paper normally used, and he had t o do his work on a
coarse, hard barn boo paper, using Japanese chemical water colours
instead of the traditional sophisticated formula explained below.

Whoever the painter, his work was always performed in an
atmosphere of religious devotion. Purification and cleanliness ate the
central themes of any Taoist activity. Consequently the painting of the
holy
could only be executed in a specially arranged place. Either
a room was partitioned off in the client's house, or a bamboo outhouse
was erected at the side of it. Its walls were then pasted wer with white
paper, which was next covered with brand new white cotton cloth. I t

usually took between one or two months to complete a set of paintings.
During this time, the client and the artist were committed to strict
celibacy, and the house was closed to the young males who usually came
at night to court the daughters. These measures to ensure purity in the
working area were of course taken so that the painter's work should not
be compromised by anything unclean. Moreover, the set used as a mcdel
was also in danger of being spiritually soiled. One must remember that
Yao paintings are considered as true abodes of the gods. The gods would
never enter new pictures which were 'unclean', and the spiritual soiling
of consecrated pictures would entail awesome retaliation by them.
The sense of deep devotion and piety which informs these works
can be seen even in some of the most clumsily executed pictures, and
radiates from those of a truly great artist. This spiritual radiation, if one
may call it that, can at once be sensed both by connoisseurs of art, and
- more important - by the Yao themselves; for they will not accept a
series of paintings which does not possess it. A similar beauty and sense
of piety illuminates the Italian primitives of the duecento.

I am often asked about the existence of fakes. In all honesty, 1
can only reply that I have yet to fmd any. One sees, of course, ugly and
clumsily executed pictures, with garish colours and no delicacy of line.
But I think that these merely reflect a tack of technical skill in the artist,
and perhaps parallel gaps in his faith and piety (as in the case of an
occasional Chinese painter). I have yet to find a picture painted by an
outsider with the dehierate intention of deceiving an art dealer or
connoisseur.
Reverting to the Chinese painter mentioned above, he did in fact
run into an error, which cost him dear. Besides the set of paintings which
he made in the correct 'village' conditions, he more recently made
another set in his own house (now in a refugee settlement in Thailand).
He hoped to sell it to the Yao, unaware that of course they could not
accept it, since it had been produced in impure and impious conditions.
What is more, the set originally commissioned was not put into ritual
use, though 1 do not know exactly why, and I later found it on sale to
outsiders visiting a refugee camp in Thailand. It seems to have lacked
the necessary spiritual alumination and so was regarded as useless for
ritual purposes.
One point must be made clear. Apart from the Yao young man
mentioned above, who is still in Laos if he is alive, in the past ten years
I have never heard of other contemporary Yao painters either in Laos or
Thailand. Furthermore, two Chinese painters, who were usually commissioned by the Yao for this task in Chiangrai Province, are now dead. No
one seems to have taken over their craft. Thus, even though the making
of fakes m o t be entirely discarded (fakes having been made of bronze
drums, as well as of Chinese sculptures and paintings), it does not seem
that these fakes have appeared on the market as promptly as some
may think. Furthermore, would-be imitators would be easily dissuaded
by the difficulty of mastering the special techniques used.

TECHNIQUES

Attention h3s been drawn to the glossy appearance of many Yao
painting. In fact, this effect is produced by an extremely rare technique.
Before mixing his colours, the painter prepard a kind of a glue by
boding the hide of an ox. The colours (always mineral) were added to
this base and applied while still hot. The painter started sketching out
the subjects by laying a sheet of the thin paper used on top of the
original, and then tracing the outlines. This first layer of paper would be
fixed on a frame to form the underlayer. On the underlayer he would
place another piece of fine transparent Canton paper, through which he
could see the original outline on the layer below. Then he would draw
in white colour what the Yao call 'the bones' of his subject. When the
bones were all drawn, he would add 'the flesh' and 'the costume' in
polychrome. A find coating of glue was usually applied only to the red
areas, to make them more glossy and thus enliven the subject. (To the
Chinese, red is the d o u r of life.)
Each long scr011 is usually of a size which requires three sheets of
paper to be pined together. Over the years, these joints often separate,
but usually are very easy to repair with a suitable waterfree adhesive.
Besides the two initial layers, other layers of paper form the back of
the scrolL Bands of decorated paper hold the four sides, reinforced at
the top and the foot by a bamboo stick
When the work was finished the painter himseIf 'opened the
eyes' ofeach character according to the Chinese custom for consecrating
icons But, and this emphasizes the separation of Yao Taoism from its
Chinese origins, this was not sufficient in the opinion of the Yao. A Yao
high priest would repeat the ceremony and introduce the paintings to
the gods. The same procedure is fo9owed nowadays when an old set of
paintings is bought by a Yao for use in his own house. A priest comes to
the house with his own set and calls upon the gods to come down. As
both sets are hung on top of each other, it is then easy for him to invite
the gods to pass from his own pictures into the new ones. Here- the
priest illuminates the face of each god in turn, by casting on the new
pictures the light of a candle and naming each god as he does so. Under
this glowing light, the faces of the gods come alive. The priest then dots
the top of each picture with chicken's blood, which he presses from the
crest of a living cockerel. This is followed by the solemn reception of
the whole Pantheon, and the troops of spirit soldiers, to whom is offered
a feast of sacrificed chickens. Thereafter, the gods are ceremoniously
invited to leave But this is not yet sufficient to strengthen the alliance
between the gods and the master of the house. At least three years have
to elapse before the gods can be considered as firmly settled in their
new abode. There were three steps in this process. The first was the
"opening to the light" (k'oi diang I%iE ), just mentioned. One year
later, if the almanac shows the tine to be auspicious, a ceremony is
held to " pay respect" to the gods. The third step, taken one or more
years after that, repeats the opening to the light and consumates their
"sealing and settlement in the house" (pwang ho +'I F ). Only after these
three ceremonies will the owner be entrusted to take the paintings out
of his house so that he can go to perform rituals irl the house of others.
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This text also clearly indicates that the particular family of
painters were Yao. This is proved beyond question by the names, which
are Yao, and especially by the name of the father. In typically Yao
fashion, his personal name is followed by that of his own father.

The practice of commissioning a set in two step is still alive
among the Yao, as a way to offset the heavy expense of acquiring a
full set at one time. Today, a Yao entering the Taoist religion through
a kwa tang ceremony can s t a r t with only three pictures. They are
those of 1) the Middle (or Minor) Altar Hoi Fan 5P , 2) the group
picture of the Anmtors in Religion, (or the whole assembly of gods
and immortals), Tzu Tsung @
,I
3)
%
the High Constable, 7 a i Wai AH
The flrst of the two captions referred to abwe was actually inserted in
the Middle Altar Hoi Fan picture. In other series it is also found in the
T a i Wai scroll.
Sometimes the new adept can commission up to five paintings.
To the three already mentioned will be added those of: 4) the Forebears
of the Family, Chia Fin =% , and 5) the Three Generals, T'ang, Koh
andchow, & B W .%S .
:
!
.

Each painting has a position and a role to play in the rituals.
For instance the owner of a set of three paintings may be ordained at
the initial kwa Brig rank, and thereafter may carry out funeral rites
If he can add the other two just mentioned, and in particular that of
the Three Generals, he may perform a ts'e chiai %E '"break and release"
ceremony for rescuing a captive soul, for these gods were famous in
their lifetime for delivering people from all evil and misfortune.

OTHER INSCRIPTIONS
The second paragraph of the third example abwe introduced us
to another kind of inscription also found on the back of Yao paintings.
These generally deal with important events following the creation of the
pictures, as in the following example found on the back of the scroll
depicting the whole assembly of gods, known as Tzu Tsung "the An=%
tors in religion" or Heng Fei "the Administration".
The Yao text contains a number of subsequent additions to the
original, inserted at random as space allowed. It consists of ten lines
which I have numbered in sequence from right to left. A numeral in
brackets in the translation indicates the line in question. The original
inscription is in the second line from the right and deals with the creation
of the paintings:

(2) On the Sth day of the fmt month, Yi Mao day, in the 14m
year of Chia-ch'ing, Chi Szu Year (1809), after choosing an
auspicious day, I invited Yang Chiem Hsiou and Yang Chiern
Kua, Ping Chow artists, to paint (for me) until
(3) the 12 'h, a Jen Chia day, when the work was finished and
the oictures dotted 28.

' (4) I reverently hope
' (5) that the Master Tse Fu-yong, endowed with the Great Tao
high purity, will protect the House of his acolyte with pure
propitious words for 10.000 years. May the Faur Seasons be
peaceful and the Ten Directions auspicious. May the six domestic
animals become flocks and the people in the household increase
in numbers. May the fwe cereals be always more abundant,
and may happiness and prosperity return !
( I) On the 15th day of the 10th month of the 27th year of
T ~ k u a n g ,Ting Wei Year (1 847), Pien Uen Ts'iou, Pien Uen
Men& and Pien Uen Leng hung up the lamps (the k m tang first
ordinatbn).
' (6) Pien Fa Ho and Pien Fa Luang together, on the 1 9m of the
month of the 23'd year of Tao-Kuang, Kui Mao Year ( 1843)
at the hour of the Ox (between 1 and 3 a.m.) hung up a three
stemmed candelabrum (kwa fam toi tang). The Instructor of
Fa Ho was Pien Fa Yung, his Guarantor was Pim Fa Tong. The
Instructor of Fa Luang was Pien Fa Seng, his Guarantor, Tsiou
Fa Ts'ing. Their common Witness 29 was Pien Fa Seng.
' (7) Ken Fa Beng and Pien Fa Tsoi, on the ninth day of the
10'h month in the Year Ting Ch'ow (1 877), at the hour of the
Ox, have together hung up a three stemmed candelabrum (kwa
fam toi tang). Their Instructors respectively were: Lei Wai yetlong and Pien Fa Hing, their guarantors: Pien Fa Liem and Tsiou
Fa Luat, and their Witness: Lei Tsun yet-long.
' (8) Pien Fa Siou on the second day of the 1 lth month in the
Kuei Wei Year ( 1833) hung up the lamps. Pien Fa Seng was his
Guarantor, and his Witness was Tang Fa Luang
month, in the Ping
( 9 ) Fa Seng, on the 17fhday of the 1 lth
Hsiu Year (1866), hung up the lamps ( k m tang). His Instructor
was Fa Luang.
(10) On the second day of the second month, in the Jen Tse
Year, second Year of Hsien-feng ( 1 852), at the hour of the Ox,

B. The dotting of pictures, with red ink, or c h i n blood, is a well known Chinese
custom. De Groot (1892.book 1) comments it in the foIlowing words : 'The ink
used for dotting must be red, because red is the colour of fire and light and consequently particularly identified by Chinese phiIosophy with the Yang or the chief
principle of life ... some blood of this bird (the cock) is taken to moisten the ink,
because it contains the vital energy of the very being which.. . is a principal d e w tory of the energy of the Yang and the sun, in short, of the life of nature'.

29. Each leveI in the clerical hierarchy entails the sponsorship of other priests.
At the kwa tang level, there are three such godfathers : the W i t n {of
~ the alliance
with the gods) keng meng ; the Instructor in the Doctrine. k'oi diao ; and the
Guarantor that the ritual was held according to the rules, bu tsong.

three disciples hung up the three stemmed candelabrum (kwa fam
toi tang) together with Fa Tsun. Fa Tsun's Instructor was Fa
Luang, his Guarantor was Fa Kiern. Fa Tsing's Instructor was
Fa Un, his Guarantor, Fa Ts'mg. Fa Tong's Imtructor and
Guarantor were respectively Fa King and Fa Meng. The Witness
was Tsiou Luat nyi-long '

This unabridged translation giva us the religious history of a
family, centered on the same set of paintings, between 1 809 and 1886,
a span of 77 years. The f m t degree ordinations succeeded each other
from generation to generation. But one can see from the writing, as
the years went by, that the f d i s dIigraphy deteriorated, probably
indicating a similar decay in family learning. This is striking, because
the set was nevertheless retained by the descendants of this family until
1975. Perhaps a fresh set had been commissioned, or the family was
losing faith in the religion. The period of particular devotion seems to
have coincided with the life of one of the three first converts: Pien Uen
Leng On the back of the picture of T'ai Wai in the same set, I f w d the
following inscription :
F'ien Leng yet-long was born on the 12th day of the second
month in the Yi You Year (1 825). He attained this life at the
hour of the Dragon (between 7 am. and 9 am.).

' O n the 19" day ofthe 10th month of theTing Wei Year (1847)
he hung up the lamps.
' On the 3 * day of the I 1th month he was ordained (tau mi) and
in the Hsin Szii Year ( 1881) he returned (i-e. he died).

These details were recorded on the T'ai Wai picture because of
its use during funeral ceremonies.

Besides the panoply of major paintings described in this chapter,
Yao tou sai ordination and other ceremonia require the use of small
scrolls, painted masks, and a large horizontal scroll called The Dragon
Bridge of the Great Tao' I Tom To Luang Tsiau ). But these minor
extras are never mentioned in the records of the arrangements between
the painter and the patron. The next chapter lists the individual paintings
which form a whole set, and explains the position in which each one is
displayed for ritual purposes.

Chapter 4 : The Celestial Chessboard

Yao paintings are religious, not decorative. Each has a ritual
function, and is therefore displayed in specific circumstances to play
a particular part in a given ritual exercise. If it is not so required, it is
not displayed. The divinities which the Yao worship are not all
represented in these pictures. But the oneswhich are represented
constitute a graphic chart of the Celestial hierarchy, and provide pictorial
support for the manuals of liturgy.
There is often a confusion about the exact number of paintings
in a full set. It arises from the fact that a set on saIe may not contain dl
the paintings in the possession of its original owner, who may have
wished to retain a minimum of three or fwe so that he can continue to
perform basic rituals. Moreover, if the acquisition of his paintings has
been progressive, he might well own at the end more pictures than a man
who had ordered a full set in one time.
We learned from the inscriptions that the paintings should be
17 in number. These are long scrolls to be unrolled and hung vertically
(like the kakemono of the Japanese), on average 1.40 m x 50 crn for the
largest ones. Usually the Yao wrap and display them in the following
order:
1. Tang Yun-suei 3 x 1 'Marsh&
~
Teng'
2. h i fan Ton ~1.5
P 'Minor Hoi Fan'
3. You TinKbChiem L Z B G 'ThePaIaceofthe
Right's Treasurer'. or Yang Kin Sui Fo
R H$9%
'Governors of This World and The Waters .
4. Lei T'in Sai 3 3 'Celestial Master Li'
5. Nyut Hung 32 'Jade Emperor'
6. T i Ta Z* 'Virtue of Tao'
7. Yen Si (Leng Si) % : E& i 'Original Beginning'
8. Leng Pu fl 'Sacred Jewel'
9. Seng Tsiu T I 'Master of the Saints'
10. Tsong Tan .% G (or Heng Fei fi 4 ) 'The Whole
Altar' 'The Administration'
1 1. Tai Wai A R '!TheHigh Constable'
12. C h b Fin S7F- T h e family Forebears'
13. TsiepTimLingHung
+EE$ 'TheLordsofthe
Ten Infernal Tribunals'
14. Tom Tong Hoi Fan kg=i@P
'Major Hoi Fan'
1 5. Tsiang T'in Sai E X 03
'Celestial Master Chang'

=HIS% Thepalaceofthe
T i n Fu Tei Fo x fit@13
Left's Treasurer' or
Governors of the Skies and the Underworld '.

16. TzouTinKloChien

17- Tsiou Yun-suei $3 7cW1 'Marshal Chao'
But if the client aheady owned three or fwe paintings he might
either order them again or order a set reduced to 13 or 14 pictures. That
is why some series display two Tlgi Wai pictures, or two Chia Fin. The
picture of the Three Generals Tang, Koh and Chow is rather rare. I
have come across it only twice in ten years. Of course, its special attributions are not needed when one has already a full set of seventeen.
Besides the long scrolls which may be 17, or 18 (with two Tai
Wai pictures), or even 19 (with also The Three Generals Tang, Koh,
h w ) , there are smaller scrolls (about 50 m x 25 cm), the number of
which may vary in the set on sale. They are:
18. TZUTjong .%HZ
( a r e d u o e d m o f HengFei)
19. T'inFoTejFokungtzo f i
B
'Liaison
Officers of the Gwernors of The Skies and The

Underworld'.
20. Yang Kin Sui Fo kung tzo @ H fi E 'Liaison Oficers of the Governors of This World and The Waters'.
21. MuKePengMa
5 h B kF5 TheFiveBannersof
(King Fan's) Knights '.
22. Kiem Ts'ei EE The Enforcer of Fasting'
23. Kiem Keng g E@ (rarely found in the sets on sale)
. The Enforcer of Chastity'

Fmilyj a large horizontal scroll (makimono) whose dimensions
can reach 2,56 m x 20 c m , shows the whole Pantheon ( Torn To Luang
procession to fetch the soul of the deceased
Tsiau A 3 %;) coming
~
Yao priest. Painted masks of T"ai Wai, tfsltfslen
Fong, To Ta, Yen Si, Leng
Pu are also worn during caialepsic ritual and funeral dances.

The meaning and identity of all these characters will be discussed
in the following chapters. Here 1 would Iike to sketch out their functions
for the Yao priests, and the way they are displayed in major ceremonies.
STARS AND GODS
Of the Taoist cosmogony the Yao have retained the creation of
the Universe through the expansion of Pan Ku's body after the death
of this creator. In his graphic representation of Pan Ku's cosmic body,
my Yao informant, Master Tang Ts'an Kun has depicted the transformation that took place.
In the head of the cosmic man, the eyes became the Sun and
the Moon, source and departure of the Lights in the Skis. The head was
orientated in the Eastern direction. From East starts the Sun and the
Moon in their daily revolution around the Tsi Mi Mountain (Tzu-wei
30), which dominates the World. It is in this extreme East that
30. Tzu-wei is usually known as the Pole Star. In the religion of Ancient China
one finds a TZ-wei Palace in the Northern Bushel I do not know the origin
of the Yao belief that T&-wei is a high mountain on the way to the Heavens.

The inscription on the back of the Yen Si scroll in
this series reads:
"The houselord Pien Fa Tsiou*decided to invite the
painterdisciple Lei Ta Tseou to make paintings in many
colours of a full altar of the precious host of the Fow
Adnzinistrations**of the Great Tao of the Three Pure
Ones. 'Ihe houselord paid a net price of nine ounces of
d e r and two (strings?) of cash. Respectful good wishes
to the houselord and to his household for one t h o u w d
years and ten thousand generations. May the household
increase in prosperity, may the Five Grains give a yet
more abundant harwst, may gold and jade fdl the dtar,
may the visits from the Ten Directions welcomed at this
Master's Bte increase from day to day, may the Five
Grains fill the granary, may the household increase in
number, may the six domestic animals become flwks,
may pmsprity increase s e w n by season and year by
year, may every year be peaceful and may happiness and
income (salaries) be protected! b n g life to the houselord ! "
'

:?, -. Tkis folder was made posible by the generous coopen

In this is the palace of Nyut Hung z2 ,the Jade Emperor, who rules
the affairs of this world on behalf of the Three Pure Ones. He has
however an earthly roving alter ego in the person of Seng Tsiu. 'The
Master of the Saints", who dwells in this world. Both of them act as
hinisters of the Right and of the Left for the Fam Ts'ing triumvirate.

DIVINE ROLES ON THE HEAVENLY STAGE
In the final analysis, and as the Yao themselves see it, Yao Taoism
is simply a corpus of liturgy and magic for taming the wild forces of
nature, and pacifying a menacing spiritual environment. In this respect,
the gods may be divided into three main categories :
1. The Agencies of Nature, to whom one must report before
any undertaking, and after any disaster. They are the
Governors of the Sky, the Underworld, of This World
and of the Waters These four are under the control of
the Jade Emperor and his alter ego, the Master of the
Saints. The messages from the Taoist community to
these Agencies are carried by 'liason officials', kung tzo
xhtlb ; and offerings and payments in burned paper
money are taken to the Heavenly Treasurers by spiritual
pageboys.

2. The powerful divine warriors who protect and help the
faithful in their fight against evil spirits, diseases, black
magic, and so on. These are mainly the Mashalls from
the Ministry of Thunder (Lei Fu, 'Sg Lei T'ing $.@
in Yao texts): Marshalls Tang, Ma, Tsiou and Hsin. To
the Marshalls may be added the Three Generals, T'ang ,
Koh, Chow, who assist the priests against diseases and
epidemics; and finally (for the Yao only) P'an Hu's Five
Banners of Knights.

3. The first originators of the doctrine of salvation: The
Three Pure Ones and their first acolytes, : the High
Constable, Hoi Fan, Li and Chang Celestial Masters.
They showed the way to invoke the Agencies of Nature,
and how to call upon the help of spiritual warriors.
This is the logical ordcr but not the hierarchy. When they invite
the gods, the Yao distinguish between an Upper Tribune where are
seated the First Originators and their acolytes, together with the Jade
Emperor, and the Master of the Saints; an Intermediate Tribune under
the leadership of T'ai Sui, the god of the Year and of Time; and a b w e r
Tribune where all the others ate grouped (see Chapter I 5 below).
DISPLAY OF THE PANTHEON
There are two ways of positioning the paintdepending on
the rite or ceremony to be performed However, their positions in
relation to each othcr (given above) are always the same. The difference
is that for a first degree kwa taw ordination, for all rites intended to
show respect to the paintings, and for funerals, only two walls are used.
This is thc arrangement most commonly seen, as illustrated in Figure A
be10 w.

The other way is used in major ordination ceremonies. O n these
occasions, each officiating High Priest brings his own set, to be displayed
on three sides of the sacred chapel where the gods are housed and where
postulants perform the most important rites. The strategic positions of
the various gods are governed by the complex measures needed to ensure
the purity of the sacred chapel and to permit the rites to unfold. There
may be minor variations from time to time, but the arrangement usually
follows the plan dustrated in Fig. B.
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Fig. A : Positioning of the paintings
against the middle and the back walls
of the living-room.
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POSlTIONS OF THE TAOIST GODS
DURlNG MAJOR CEREMONIES
Front
door

Fig . C : Positions of the gods inside
the hapel
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Fig. D : By way of comparison the
opposite plan (barrowed from Liu
Chi-wan's Great Propitiatory rites
of petition for beneficience a t Sung
*an, Taipei, Taiwan) shows the
positions of the corresponding Chinese gods in a Taiwan ritual. The
main divergences consist of Tzu Wei.
taking the place of Seng Tsiu T h e
Master of the Saints' and K'ang
Yuan-shudlhat of Tang Y uan-shuai(see further on pp. 78, 119.)
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At the summit of a multitudinous hierarchy of Heavenly Worthies,
the Three Pure Ones (Chin. San m'irzg ) incarnate the ch'i (or breaths)
of the Three Supreme Heavens into which the primordial cosmic ether
separated. They are : 'The Most Purc", 'The Mysterious", and "The
PrirnordiaI" Heavens. 33

Since the V" Century A.D., these three parts of "Anterior
Heaven", as it existed before the creation of the world, have also been
known to Taoists as Pearly Azure, Y=h 'hg % iE ;Upper Azure, Smgclr'hg
;and Supreme Azure, T'akh'hg A S ; a n d t h e worldhas
been catled "Posterior Heaven".

Their full titles in the Chinese tradition: Ymn-slritr T'kn-tmn
"Prim or dial Heavenly Worthy"; L w p a o T'knfsun "Heavenly Worthy
of the Sacred Jewel" ; and Ta&e T'kn-tmn "Heavenly Worthy of the
Virtue of Tao" are preserved in the Yao rituals but often abreviated in
the inscriptions on the back of the paintings as: Yen Si ( YmmsWz),
Leng Pu (Lhg-pmo) and To Ta (Toe&) Sometimes to these are added
the names of their respective heavens: Yu-ch'irrg, Shng-ch 'ing and T'ai
h
Furthermore Yen-Si is sometimes written Leng-Si ("Sacred
Beginning") by analogy with Leng Pu.
According to the Yao oral tradition transmitted to initiates, the
Three Pure Ones had first established themselves on t h e Tsi Mi (Tzu Wei)
Mountain, said to be on the way to Heaven because it is traditionally the
highest mountain on earth. At that time it was inhabited by tigers and
other wild beasts, monsters, giants, ogres and so on. There they studied
the Tao in seclusion, discovering a magic which could tame a11 this wild
environment. Their Fmst triumph was the taming of a group of giants,
known as the Ten Most Exalted Perfects ( S a p ki ku tsen * fi.%lE ), who
became their disciples.
The Three Pure Ones then pooled the knowledge and skills which
each had acquired, and began to disseminate their secrets formulae t o
humans. (My informant made the comment at this point: "Just like the
way the Americans and Russians nowadays disseminate their weaponry
and their skill at warfare to their henchmen all around the world").
Then after three years they returned to their hcavens. On earth, the
spreading of dangerous magic spells producsd in time a result contrary
to what the First Originators had intended. Initiated men, becoming
"vicious masters", misused their skills and turned them into black magic
to fight each other, to the point of endangering the existen- of
.humanity. Humans thus sent a mcrnorandum t o the Jade Emperor,
reporting the situation on earth. The jade Emperor spoke to the
Three Pure Ones in these words:
"Hasten, for your disciples are throwing the world below into
confusion ! You must return there !"
So they were reborn once more. The fifth wife of T'ang Wang
Their mother died
(!.? I 5 z?4)gave birth to them together in Peking.
following their birth, so the babia were abandoned in the forest. They
33. See K.M. Schipper : 'The Taoist Body', o p . cit.
34. T'ang Wang could be a Tang Dynasty emperor or a mythical personage.
The reference certainly alludes to the establishment of the mythical origins of
the Tien-hsin Cheng-fa movement.

remained there unattended for seven days, but still lived.
The written version is even more precise:
'Nobody was wining to take care of them, and they were abmdoned under a tuft of (the triangular shaped grass called) lo. A wild sow
and a deer fed them on their own milk. A ye-llow dragon carried water
to wash their bodies and the crown of thcir heads...'
The oral tradition goes on t o say that they grew u p studying
books. When they were fully grown, they moved to Mei Shan-There they
stayed in a grotto for three years in order t o develop thcir magical skills.
Here they were joined by T'ai Wai, the High Constable, by Hoi Fan, by
the Celestial Master Tsiang, and by the Celestial Master Lei. T'ai Wai
was to be their Instructor (K'oi diao I?! 42 ) and Hoi Fan their Guarantor,
(Bu tsong tXf 1 when they decided t o enter priesthood, showing the
liturgical way to subsequent generations of their disciples. An interesting
feature of this first kwa tang ordination ceremony was that Li Lao Chiin,
in whose name it was held (Lao Chin was the Tsevrg Meng 35 X::?
"Witness of the Alliance"), did not attend in person. Instead, he was
represented by a picture of him made for the occasion.
Thereafter they returned to Heaven, where they eternally
remain, ready t o come to the aid of their disciples when their pictures
are displayed and they are called upon t o do so.
Interestingly enough, this Yao hagiographic account of the Three
Pure Ones in relation to the Mei Shan tradition tallies with the history
of Taoism. The T'ienhsin Cheng-fa movement originated during the
Five Dynasties period (907-960 A.D.) with a book called The Secret
Method for Assisting the Country and Saving the People, written by a
certain Yuan Miao-tsung. This ritual was later adopted by the Cheng-i
movement and finally introduced at the Court of the Sung Emperor
Hui-tsung by the 30th Celestial Master, Chang Chi-hsien 36 . According
to M-Saso in this period of sectarian division among diverse schools of
Taoists, the rivalry among them was more a question of technique than
philosophy, especially the use of the new Thunder Magic. Two other
texts, Spectral Statutes in Transcendent Script, the Marrow of ShangCh'ing and the True Rites of the Heart of Heaven of ShangO'ing were
compiled by a certain Teng Yukung (Strickman, 1979).
Unfortunately we do not know the possible connection of Tc%
Yu-kung and the others. with Mei Shan, which was already a renowned
Taoist abode in these times.
35. As K.M.Schipper has explained in his 'Some remarks on the Function the
Inspector of Merits , op. cit. (see notes 24 and 27 supra), the ordination of a
Taoist priest fundamentally involves an "alliance" (meng) between the gods of
Tao and himself. Here Lord Lao is given the role of Witness. In present-day
Yao ordinations, there are Celestial witnesses : the Three Pure Ones, and a
terrestrial witness who is one of the priests conducting the ceremony.
36. This is the account found in the Tao Tsang (personal communication from
Mr. Paul Andersen). M. Saso has another account :'The Cheng - i IiturgicaI
tradition of the Celestial masters experienced a renewal during the Sung period
and they became court-sanctioned leaders of religious Taoism throughout South
China. In 1116 the Thunder Magic sect of Teng Yu-kung was introduced to
the court of Hui-tsung, through the presentation of a ststernatic manual called
The secret Method for Assisting the Nation and Soving the People. Teng called
hi sect Tien-hsin Cheng-fa and derivd many of his teachings from the Cheng-i
Heavenly Master.' The Teachings of Taoist Master Chuang, o p . cif. p.54

The Three Pure Ones, as treated in the Yao paintings, do not
substantially differ from the popular Chinese tradition. They are
represented on their throne. Each wears on his top knot the typical
golden crown that the Yao postulants receive from the Chief High
Priest during the major tw sai ordination. Prayers that are chanted in
their honour describe them thus:

YEN SI:
' The Primordial Heavenly Worthy
With the golden crown on his head
Dr&
in the black dragon and phoenix robe
Holding in his hand the secret formula of Lord Lao (Lao Chun)
His feet shod in Tao boots, His eyes
Shining beneath eyelids like stars
He is enthroned in the Celestial World
In the Upper Sphere o f the Highest Heaven
At the fragrant door of the ten worlds
He listens to the drumming from the people of the world below..
LENG fU :
Heavenly Worthy,Heavenly Worthy of the Sacred Jewel
His head wearing the gclden crown
His body dressed in the green Dragon and Phoenix robe
Holding in his hand the precious sword that illuminates the
heavens
The waist tightly bound by a d r m n scale belt
His feet shod in Tao boots . . . . '.

TO TA

:

' Heavenly Worthy of the Virtue of Tao (6a)
His head wearing the golden crown
His body dressed in the blue Dragon and Phoenix robe
Holding in his h a d the k - p o fan
His feet shod in Tao boots . . . . .'
As can be seen from the above text, each of these three characters has nevertheless special distinctive features. All three are dressed in
the 'Dragon and Phoenix' robe, a sign of imperial rank :but the colours
differ. Yen STs robe is generally black with golden embroidery, while
Leng Pu's robe is usually emerald green but sometimes blue, and To Ta's
is blue or green.

It is sometimes difficult to distinguish at first glance between
Yen Si and Leng Pu, since their faces are very alike. However, Yen Si
usually can be seen to be holding the Pill of Immortality in one hand,
while his other hand makes a mudra. Occasionally the Pill of Immortality ('the secret formula of Lord Lao') is in a small bowl (compare
Hates 22,23,27,28).
Often the hand looks empty, either because the
drug is hidden in the palm, or because the painter has forgotten to add
this detail. But the mudra gesture is always characteristic, in contrast
with Chinese popular representations of this w d with a sceptre in his
left hand, while his right hand strokes his beard.

32. LENG SI

33. LENG PU

The Buddhist sceptre of the jwi ~ E Itype is on the contrary
always found in the left hand of Leng Pu,with his right hand also on the
sceptre (41,47), or else making a mudra gesture (40,42,43,45). Late
XVIII and early XIX Century painters in Southern China may not have
been all that familiarwith a&4 sceptre ,and in their work it has developed
in length by stages to evolve into a lotus flower (40,47).

To Ta is the easiest to identify. To balance Leng Pu's left hand
sceptre, he holds in his right hand a fan bearing pictures of the moon and
the sun, of such power (say the Yao priests) that a beat of it can blow
evil spirits a thousand miles away ; and he has white hair. According to
the Yao ritual texts, Re was carried for eighteen years in his mother's
womb ; and when he was born his hair was already silver white. The true
reason for To Ta's white hair is that he is intended to represent Lao-tzu
('"The Old Infant"), the author of the Tao-te ching. Earlier Chinese
Taoist accounts of the historical birth of Lao-tzu have run into a similar
difficulty in explainhg his name, as the following shows :
'In time of King Wu-ting of the Yin (1324 - 1265 B.C.), Laotzu =again returned to the womb of Mother Li. Inside the womb, he
chanted holy books for eighty years and then was born by ripping open
her left armpit. At his birth he had white hair. Therefore he was again
called the Old Infant.
Ju- i soeptre.

..' ''

But the Y ao devised an ingenious and naive story to account for
the wide difference between him and the other two triplets. When they
were still boys, these Divine Beings argued among themsekes as to who
was the first and last born. Each wished to be the eldest ;and since they
could not come to any agreement, they decided to be born again, but
separately, to see who would enter the world fmt. Yen Si went into the

37. Wipper, 'The Taoist M y ' , op. u t . p. 363.

womb of a cat and was the €mt to be born. Lem Pu,who entered the
womb of a bitch, was born later. But To Ta had chosen a buffalo
(some even say 'an elephant'), and thus entered the world long after
his two brothers, with the result that his hair had become white in the
interval. And (the Y ao usually add), this caused him such shame that his
face turned red, as illustrated in most of To Ta's pictures.
Each of the three gods is seated on an imperial throne surmounted by a canopy on which hang wreaths. Their heads are haloed
and wreathed in radiant divine flame.. Each of the three is surrounded by
two, three or four attendms at the foot of his throne. These may be
male or female. The Taoists call them the Golden Pages and the Jade
Maidens. The Pages wear square court or sacrificial hats, Chu KO Liang
turbans or crowns on the top knot. But some of the attendants who are
acting as guards are given a full set of military equipment. The maidens
(who, in Yen Si pictures, are usually grouped about a tablet with a
caption) wear court dress with flowery diadems in the T'ang dynasty
fashion. Tbis feature was already appearing in the Taoist frescoes at
Yung-lo kung, the famous temple built between the X I 1 and XIV
Centuries in Shan-hsi Province, China. All these attendants are
difficult to identify. It is not certain that they have any specific identity. However, in one series (not illustrated here) I found inscribed on
the Court tablet of the Jade Maiden attending To Ta the following
words: 'Nan-hai Kuan-in', "The Kuan Yin of the Southern Seas" 38
All attendants are set so as to face the central Yen Si picture,
with the obvious purpose of symmetry as iii European Mediaeval
reredos. When there is a warrior, a tiger figures amow To Ta's attendants, and is balanced bv a dragon among those of Leng Pu (34,445). The
tiger and the dragon are (for the Chinese) emblems of West and East
reqxdively. The warriors are probably the Two Saints Perfect b r d s of
the Dragon and the Tiger, as mentioned in the rituals. In some Yen Si
pictures there is also a kind of spirit messenger in the bowm of the god
(P1.24), or at the foot of his tablet ( PI. 22).

Chu K d i a n g turban.

Square hat.

Flowery diadem.

38. This probably alludes to Ma-tsu Po or the T i n , hou 'Empress of Heaven',
whose cult s b r k d in the XI and XI1 Centuries and was supported by Emperor
Hui-tsung.
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Chapter 6 : The Jade Emperor and the Master of
The Saints

The Jade Emperor became known in his full style of Yu-hang
S b q - t i during the T'ang Dynasty: He is a typical product of a blending
of Indian and Chinese religious traditions, following the introduction of
Buddhism into China.
Chinese Buddhists felt the need t o sinicize the entire Buddhist
theogony of Buddhas, Boddhisatvas, gods and g u d i a n deities by riding
Chinese names for them. Thus the Vedic god Indra became YGti '"The
Pearly Emperor". His position in the Buddhist hierarchy was more or
less at the same level as that of Skurrog-ti (('TheEmperor on High''), who
was the supreme deity under the Ancient Chinese religious tradition,
so that the early Taoists had also set up anticipations of Yiihuang's role.
During the T'ang Dynasty, when Buddhist influence was at its
highest, the importance of Yii-huang's position began to emerge. Later,
during a period which some historians refer to as 'The Taoist Renaissance
of the XI1 Century'" , when many Buddhist religious themes had been
incorporated into a number of Taoist movements (such as the T'ien-hsin
Cheng-fa), Yu-huang became the most exalted power of the supernatural
world.
The position of Yii-huang as the supreme ruler of the universe
started t o be formally established by a series of visions which appeared
to the Sung Emperor Chen-tsung (998-1023 A.D.) ;and which are recorded
in the Chinese chronicles. This happened between 1007 and 10 13 A.D.
A year Iater, the Emperor ordered a statue of Yuhuang to be cast, and
worshipped it in the Palace of the Purity of Jade. Two years later, in
- 1015 A.D. he conferred on Yli-huang the ranks and titles of Highest
Author of Heaven, of the Whok -Universe,of Human Destinies, of Property, of Rites and of the Way, Very August Being, Grand Sovereign of
Heaven. But the supreme apotheosis came a century Iater, in 1 1 15 A.D.,
under the Emperor Hui-tsung, who had temples built for Yu-huang all
over the empire and granted the god the right to wear imperial robes.

This historical background helps us to understand the prominent
role of Yiihuang (Nyut Hung) in Yao rituals, which f m originated
under Emperor Hui-tsung. In them, the title most frequently given to
Yiihuang is : G ~ a August
t
and Great Saint Emperor of the Golden
Palace of the Vast Heavens' ( Z £ HA Z A S ).
His presence is usually invoked in the rites for 'calling upon the
Heavens' ( heo lung olt x ), as the supreme authority for unravelling intricate disputes between human beings, their ancestors and the subterranean
Courts of Hell. In this, his power is needed to breach the infernal walls
and deliver captive souls. A hymn dedicated to him says:
"...At the first blast of the horn, clouds and thunder cease.

*

Kui ceremonial tablet.

39. MicheI Strickmann, 'The Taoist Renaissance of the Twelfth Century'. paper
prepared for the Third International Conference on Taoist Studies, Unterager.
Switzerland, 3-9September 1979.

The Chief of Thunders (&&kmg) ascends t o join the
Heavenly throng.
And each day You (Jade Emperor) send a thousand
soldiers.
Each night You send a myriad of soldiers on patrol."
In Yao paintings, as in Chinese sculptures and pictures, Yiihuang
is shown sitting on a canopied throne, wearing the imperial dragon robe.
On his head he wears the imperial mian bonnet surmounted by a plateboard from which pearl pendants hang down to front and rear. He holds
in his crossed hands the kui ceremonial tablet. Maspero ( 1 928) commented: 'He is accorded the expressionles face which theTaoists use in
an attempt to portray majestic tranquility'
The other important aspect of Yii-huang's personality and role is
the presence with him, in the hierarchy of Yao Taoist gods, of an alter
ego: Sew Tsiu, 'The Master of the Saints". The features and gestures of
both are usually identical, and the only difference between them is the
colour of their robes: yellow for Y ii-Huang, and green for Seng Tsiu. The
latter's name has not so far been noticed in current Chinese Taoist
theogony. In Yao ritual texts, Seng Tsiu is always invoked after Yiihuang. Some place him in the Middle Heaven ( + x ), which appears
to be at an intermediate level between the a b d e of Yii-huang and the
world of men. One text is even more detailed:
"Having embraced the wonderful rites, he (who is) said to be the
Lord of the Saints, having after forty-two years compIeted his task,
ascended into the blue sky from the Wu-tang ~ o u n t a i n . ~ 'The Jade
Emperor appointed him as the Heavenly Worthy and Perfect Lord (by
whose hands) revolve the happiness of Dragon and Snake, and the Exterminator of evil miasmas."
The text ends with an unusual and interesting invocation:
"I pray the Lord of the Dark (Pavilions of) Heaven (Hm-t 'ien
Skarrg-ti +x
) to descend with the speed of fire! "
This directly associates him with a better-known Chinese deity: The Dark

+*

Warrior (Hsiianwu $2; ). who is also known as 'The Perfect Lord of Perfect Mar). Werner's commentary (1 932) on the
tiality, Adjuvant Sage" (
& %I Z E
Black Warrior tallies exactly with what the Yao rituals tell us about Seng Tsiu:
"..A reincarnation of Yuan-shih Tien-tsun, who, borne on a ray of ligFt,
entered the womb of Shan Sheng, Queen of the Kingdom of Ching-lo. At fifteen
years of age, he left his parents mcl went to Mount Tai-ho in Hupei, where the patriarch Tzu-hsii dexended from YiTch'ing, Third Heaven to teach him the wonderful
doctrine, and bestowed on him a magic sword. On an elevated peak of this mountain

he practised for forty-two years the exercices which brought him the ability to float
in the air, ... When Yuafl&ih Tien-tsun heard of this he deputed five Leading chiefs
of the Heroes of Shang Ch'ing, the Second Heaven. and a troop of immortals to
invitehim to ascend to the celestial rej@ns."
But unfortunately this is the one and only text which mentions together as
one and the same pemn Seng Tsiu and J3suan-t'ien Shang-ti. 'In other variants.of the
same ritual book, the Dark Warrior is invoked separately and more details are added:
"...& body i s dressed in red clothes and golden chainarmour.
He appears trampling under his feet the Ilragon-Snake.
Heavenly Worthy of the Revolving Wheel
Order me to destroy the evil miasmas!
I summon and pray the Supreme Emperor ofthe Dark
Heaven to descend."
Consequently one may surmise that the fist text is corrupt. This
40. Maspero 'Mythologie de la Chine moderne' in Mythologie asiatique
illuslr&e, Paris 1928. 1 quote from the French republication in Le Taoisme
op. cit.
41. The Wu-tang Mountain is situated in the North-West part of Hu-pei
Province.

Mien imperial bonnet.
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The master of The Saints
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is already obvious in the sentence about the Dragon-Snake. A hymn
dedicated to Seng Tsiu says:
"Great Emperor of the Twenty E-ightStars...
If you have silver and cash, bestow it on me.
Your disciple hopes to be wise..."
Here the twenty eight stars must be the Twenty Eight Constellations (-1.
According toFeuchtwang(1974): "Thehsiu are 28 asterisms
which in 2.400 B.C. were distributed mughly round the celestial equator..
Their primary merit in any case is that they are circumpolar, being a l l of
them visible at all times of the year and therefme making it p o d * to
think of each of them as governing one of the 28 differently sized segments of a circle whose centre is the centre of Heaven ..." And according
to Werner (op-cit.): "The gods of these constellations were all disciples
of the Taoist patriarch T'ursg-t'im-0-chu,
and became immortals
through practising his teachings". But in another Yao text, 94Tsiu's
name is immediately followed by the title "August Emperor Tzu-wei of
theNorthernBowne"(&khiTztcmifg~ri
rlk%S%~s 1). Often
the name of Tzu-wei follows Yii-huang's name in the position where one
expects Seng-Tsiu. Furthermore, when Seng Tsiu is named there is a
variant in the writing of this name, which reads "Master of the Stars"
instead of Master of the Saints. Seng in Yao pronounciation can be
written in either way. The confusion may have arisen from a copyist's
error, although it does not contradict Taoist cosmology, where most
stars are gods and vice versa. It must have been long endorsed by the
Yao tradition, since most of Seng Tsiu pictures are given the name Master
of the Saints.
In any case the Master of the Saints appears to be none other
than the August Emperor Tzu-wei of the Northern Bourne (Pole Star),
and this is substantiated by the Chinese placement of the Taoist gods as
,illustrated p.5 1 , where Tzu-wei occupies the place of Seng Tsiu in the
following example where the first line refers to the Jade Empemr and
the second to Seng Tsju:
"Great Saint, Great August Jade Emperor of the Golden Palace of
the vast Heavens.
Master of the Stars of the Centre of Heaven, Great Emperor TzuWei of the Northern Bourne."
In Chinese astronomy Tzu-wei is the name of the northernmost
star of the Northern Dipper or the Pole Star. It was the traditional abode
of the Ruler of Heaven. According to Werner (opsit.) this star was "supposed to be incarnated in the person of the Emperor". Since the incarnation of the star was the reigning emperor, an image of it was placed
in the imperial palace. Henri Dore(19 1 1) quotes the following Chinese
prayer to the Ruler of Heaven. It well emphasizes Seng Tsiu - Tm-wei's
important functions:' To thee I offer my whole life, thee do J worship
in thy palace of the Polar Star, Tzu-wei, the heavenly capital of the
world above...thou that bearest in thy hands the list of the rulers on the
earth...thou that keepest the record of all good and evil deeds...At thy
bidding, Immortals are raised or humbled in the dust.. .'
On the other hand, the Yao rituals seem to confuse Tzu-wei and
the Dark Warrior Hsuan-wu in a way which allows one to attribute to
Seng Tsiu the Wu-tang Mountain apotheosis quoted above. In my opinion, it arises from the fact that ritual texts are merely transcriptions of
memorized invocations which are said as litanies. The confusion here is
produced by the similarity that both gods are associated with the Northem Bourne. But this Yao misreading of the text probably betrays an
underlying affibtion between the two gods which deserves further study.
Be it as it may, the Chinese ritual position of the Wu-tang Mountain
saint is diametrically opposed (see Fig. E p.78) to that o f Tzu-wei.
Furthermore, he appears to balance the hero of the Lung-hu Mountain
who is of course Celestial Master Chang. The reasons for all this will
become apparent in the next chapter.

Chapter 7 : The Celestial Masters

The founders of the Chang Celestial Masters' lineage (that is,
Chang Tao-ling, his son and his grandson) are invoked as patron saints by
all Taoist schools and sects. The worship by Yao Taoists of a Li (Le17
Celestial Master may again be ascriied t o the special trend of reformed
Taoism which they derived from the XI1 Century T'ien-hsin Cheng-fa
movement. The reason for this innovation may well be sought in the
rivalry at that time between the existing Taoist establishment and the
new order, with both parties competing for the Emperor's favour. The
introduction of a Celestial Master of Li lineage was a chdenge to the
traditional sole rights of the Chang line of descent which was (and s t d l is)
the head of the Cheng-i order. The matter will: become clearer when the
identity of the Li Celestial Master has been established; and the facts of
it first emerge from a careful iconographic study of his pictures.
In many scries, Lei r i n Sa; ("The Li Celestial hlaster" sometimes
abbreviated : Lei T'in ) is shown standing in the attitude of a well mannered Court attendant, with both hands holding his ceremonial kui tablet
in front of his face. A sword is planted in the ground (or in an incense
burner) some distance behind his back, and is visible over his left shoulder (63). Sometimes a snake coils round the sword, rather like the Staff
of Aesculapus (62,70). In addition, a tortoise may figure in the foreground (60) and, when the picture is more detailed (as in 66 and 701, one
can clearly see that the god has one foot on the tortoise, or even both
feet on both the snake and the tortoise. The god is often shown wearing
a crown or a kind of topknot turban, but in many instances his hair is
shown hanging down t o his shoulders.

This brings us back to Emperor Hui-tsung. In 11 18 A.D., and
under the influence of the Taoist master Lin Ling-su (founder of the
Shen-hsiao "Divine Empyrean" order), this pious Emperor conjured up
the Dark Warrior, the Lord of the Dark (Pavilions of) Heaven, in the
middle of the day. Amidst thunder and lightning an enormous snake
and a huge tortoise manifested themselves. The Emperor then besought
the god to show himself in person. Instead, only a monstrous foot
appeared. On the Emperor's insistent demand that the god should reveal
his whole body, the Dark Warrior appeared as a tall dishevelled being
with naked feet, dressed in a black robe with pendant sleeves, and carrying a sword. A moment later the apparition vanished. But the Emperor,
being a skilled painter, made a portrait of it which became the model for
all the subsequent representations of the god.
Chinese hagiography later explained the snake and the tortoise as
frightening apparitions created by M o - w g , King of the Demons, in a
battle which he lost t o the Dark Warrior, who trampled him underfoqt
together with his creatures. But Maspero (1 928), relying on archaelogical
evidence, commented more prosaically that the snake and the tortoise,
which symbolise the North, may well have been earlier representations of

xi T i n as a warrior w a r n auign
carrying hi#f&

69. Lei T'in mounted on a kuei-niu. The ins
cription on his sword reads: ' Cod of the Spi.

b-aMote haw the
kui-niu h k n ~tyWited.Its i n m a r e
shown as flickering names The xaalre mi#&
round his sword, as well aa the tortoise r a p
pear in this picture.
70. Lei T'in r-a

the god.

When one considers the selection o f pictures of Lei T i n given in
this book, one can be in no doubt as t o the iconographic identity of that
divine being; and they tally with pictures of the god current among the
orthodox Cheng-i Taoists in Taiwan (P1.64). But the Chinese also portray
the Dark Warrior in a different style. In temples, and also in his most
sacred sanctuary on the Wu-tang Mountain,he is represented by a statue,
usually seated on a throne. His attitude and attire are reminiscent of the
Jade Emperor and the Master of the Saints, as they appear in Yao paintings. This shows that there must be two different iconographic traditions
of the Dark Warrior: one initiated by Emperor Hui-tsung's inspired portrait of the god's apparition; and the earlier traditional one, which can
still be found in Chinese temples dedicated to him.
Be that as it may, and proceeding with o u r iconographic inventory of the different representations of thisgod: we come to Fig. 67.
Here the snake, tortoise, sword and naked feet have disappeared to be
replaced by a soldier carrying a flag. The ceremonial tablet of the god
reads: "PowerfuI Martial God of the North, Jen Kuei Direction". In the
lower part of the picture, the martial prowess of the god is emphasized in
a picture which shows him on horseback. jousting with a lance against
another August Worthy: Fu-t 'ien Hang-ti "The August Supporter of
the Heavens".
I have not yet found a satisfactory explanation for this; but the
Yao appear to invoke the Supporter of the Heavens simultaneously with
Lei T'in Sai
Still more puzzling is a common representation, in more recent
Yao series, of Lei T'in riding a kind of enormous buffalo. This beast is
known in Chinese mythology as a k'uei nkr ( B = ). But even in that
position, Lei T'in's bare feet rest on the backs of the tortoise and of the
snake; and, in his right hand, he holds the sword. On it is written:
"Cbdofthespiritsrandbreaths "(69). PI.. 7 0 s h o w s a k i n d o f n a i v e
compromise between PI. 62 and PI. 69: the god is still riding his
buffalo; but the beast has been reduced and sty licised, and this makes
him almost appear to be standing. In his hands he holds the ceremonial
tablet, his right foot is on the tortoise, and the sword with a coded snake
is planted in a bowl behind his right shoulder.
Here again, one is faced with an intricate problem. The k uei-rriu

is usually the mount of T'ung-t'ien Chiao-chu ' T h e Supreme Teacher of
Eastern Heaven". of whom Werner (1 9321 writes:" in mudem Taoism
the first of the Patriarchs, and one of the most powerful genii of the
sect". But his garment (a red robe embroidered with white cranes) disqualifies him for the role of the Celestial Master Li. Perhaps Lei T ' i n ' s
mount is merely a decorative detail, intended to balance the tiger on
which the Celestial Master Chang (the opposite character) is riding. The
choice of a buff o, which is an animal linked with water, is probably due
t o the fact that t e Dark Wanior, Emperor of the North, is himself under
the influence of the Water element.
We have explained so far the iconographic backround of ~ c r
representation in Yao pictures, but this does not account for the na...,
Celestial Master Li that the Yao give t o him. Finally, the Yao traditi
about Lei T'in suggests yet another hypothesis:
"When the Three Pure Ones had gathered together Nyut Hung,
Seng Tsiu, Tsiang T'in, Lei T'in, T'ai Wai and Hoi Fan on Mei-sh
mountain, and were thinking of performing their f m t ordination ce.,
mony, .they held a meeting in the Pine Grove where they were living.
Lei T'in then told them:
-We are eight brothers 42 ,and yet we have no home.When the

1

By a symptomatic error. my informant inststed on the number eight.
althought it should have been nine, unless one regards Seng Tsiu and Lei T'in
as k i n g the same person.
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-You are the strongest of us all. You go yourself to fetch it!
"At these words, Lei T'in went to the palace of the Dragon King,
Ngaduang, which stood on the topmost branches of the Ho-lo tree (as
,
illustrated in the sketch by Tang T a n Kun reproduced in the margin).
Lei T'in met the Dragon King with these words:
-King Ngao-kuang, I come to borrow your palace to hold a
tou sai ordination ceremony!.
"The Dragon King laughed heartily and replied :
-If you are strong enough to carry it, take it away with you.
You can keep it. You don't need to borrow it. But I advise
you that it is very heavy. It has been built by giants, all in
crystal and gold !
"Thereupon Lei T'in, whose strength was prodigious, raised the
crystal palace without effort and took- it away to the Pine Grove where
the ordination was to be held."
This Yao story turns our enquiry into quite a new tack. me
Dragon King Ngao-Kuang (or Ao-kuang) is usually known in Chinese
mythology as having been beaten in a fierce struggle with Li No-cha, a
divine hoohgan who had previously killed his son in a f i t . Nocha
'Yrarnpfsd on his (Ngaokuang's) body, and stripping him of his clothes,
found that he was covered over with scales, like those of a fiui. No-cha
dragged them off till the blood flowed on aif sides. Overwhelmed with
pain, the dragon-king craved for mercy. Nosha spared his life, but ordered him to be transformed into a little blue snake,which he hid in his
sleeve. He then returned home." (Werner, 1932).
So a god of Li clan name is also shown trampling on the back or
a dragon which later was changed into a blue snake. The fact that in
rather rare pictures (as illustrated in the margin) the snake on which the
foot of Lei T'in rests has become a dragon supports the idea that Li Nocha's story may well have been incorporated in the creation of Lei T'in's
personage (unless it stems from it ).
Still more puzzhg is the fact that Li No-cha's father, Liching,
another powerful warrior, infuriated by the revolting conduct of his son,
is said to have started a series of terrific struggles with this young hooligan, which eventually ended in the death of Nocha. But the important
point here is that a Heavenly Worthy granted the father a 'life preserving
pagoda'; and in Chinese Buddhist temples he is often represc--led bearing
a model cf a pagoda in his hands.
Thus we have gathered in differing order the same elementap
I:

which the hero

43

43. In the case of the Li. father and son seem to be amalgamated, the father
being given the credit for the fight between the son and Ngao-kuang. The
~mportantpoint here is the coricatenation of symbolic themes. A longer version
the Yao story (which I have n o room t o retell here) evokes a big brawl
tween Ngao-kuang. his son. the soldiers of the sea, and o u r Taoist heroes
er Lei T'in stole Ngao-kuang's palace.

of each story tramples under his feet and a m e s in his hands, respectively. After becoming an immortal, Li-ching is said to have been given the
title of 'Heavenly Prince (T'kn-wang), Prime Minister of Heaven, Guardian of the Gate of Heaven". Heavenly Prince is also the current title of
the Celestial Master Li in Yao rituds. Thus the question arises as to
which character is hiding behind this mysterious Master Li: the Dark
Warrior, as indicated by the iconography; or Liching, the Pagoda Bearer,
as suggested by the hagyography? Chinese mythology tends to lay more
emphasis on the function of a divine being than it does on his personal
characteristics. When the need arises, it is also possible to create a new
divine being by borrowing, as it were, certain individual characteristics
from two or more existing gods and uniting them to form a new divinity.
The Dark Warrior and Li-ching no doubt have widely different origins;
but elements of both have been combined t o form the composite character of Master t i . The iconographic and ritual traditions show that the
Dark Warrior dominates this dual personality; and indeed, in Chinese
Taoist rituals, the Dark Warrior occupies the nosition held by Master Li
in Yao ceremonies.

In contrast with the mythical character Lei 7 i n S . , Tsiang T i n
Sai (Chang Celestial Master) is a historical person. -Chinese chronicles,
and a number of biographical books on the Taoist saints, have retained
his narne:Chang Tao-ling (35-1 57 A.D.). He was a descendant (in the
eighth generation) of Chang Liang, who died in 189 B.C. and who had
assisted the founder of the Han dynasty in his struggle for the throne.
He has often been considered as the historical founder of religious
Taoism. After studies and research in alchemy and formulae for prolonging life, which eventually ended in the discovery of the Pill of
Immortality, Chang Tao-ling founded in the Western Marches of the
decaying Nan empire a theocratic state which he headed. It was divided
into twentyfour religious districts, each one headed by a chief libationer.
Inspectors of Merits took responsibility for the administration of
individual villages. This remarkable political achievement among the
triial and Han Chinese people of the Szuch'uan border areas was due to
his ability to heal the sick. He explained to them that their i l l n e s s were
caued by their own misdeeds or shameful behaviour. The correct
treatment was confession and expiation under the control of responsible
priests, who would be the patient's intermediaries with Supernatural
Agencies. His tens of thousands of followers provided rice and other
necessities of life for the whole organisation. Once cured, the former
sinners were employed in public works such as road repairs, bridge
building, and the like.
Werner (1932) writes :
'One of his methods was to order anyone afflicted with a malady
to write down all the faults he had committed during his life and plunge
into a river or lake holding the paper in his hands, and swear in the presence of spirits not to err again in the future. The people were thus persuaded that sickness was caused by sin, and were ashamed to commit the
same faults again.'
The secrets for he:ling sickness were revealed to him, according
jography , by Lao-tzu himself, who had appeared to him seated in
,p~uenchariot, with a large retinue, some of his followers mounted on
sr:,and dragons. This is of interest, because the Yao still retain the
tradition of this Celestial pageant in their long scroll called 'The Dragon
Bridge of the Great Tao' (see Chapter 17).
A popular version of this meeting adds that Lord Lao gave Chang
Tao-ling registers (of helpful spirits), liturgical books, a sword, and a sed;

and taught him the appropriate mudras. All these are of course the
common tools used' in rituals and exorcisms by presentday Taoist
priests.
Because he had eaten the pill of immortality, Chang's face retained a youthful appearanoe, and he was able to manifest himself in several
piaces simultaneously. At the age of 123 years, he ascended into the
Heavens. His position in the Chinese religious structure is very strong.
As Werner puts it: 'He is on earth the Vice-regent of Yil Ti, the Pearly
Emperor, in Heaven, and the Commander-h€fiief of the hosts of
Taoism'.
The sacerdotal state founded by Chang Tao-ling survived the fall
of the Han Dynasty. But under Chang Lu, his grandson, it was f o r d to
surrender to Ts'ao Ts'ao, the founder of the Northern Wei Dynasty (424532 AD.). Though temporal power was thus ceded to the new emperor,
the spiritual legacy of Chang Taeling was nevertheless legitirnised at the
same time; and the official title of Celestial Master thus came into existence. Beginning with Chang Sheng, the greatgrandson of Chang Taoling, successive Celestial Masters have made their abode on Lung& skmr,
the Dragon-Ti~rMountain in K i m g i . The present Celestial Master is
however a refugee in Taiwan. He is said to be the sixty-third direct
descendant of Chang Taeling.
This brief account shows that there is in fact a striking difference
between the Chang and Li Celestial Masters. Against this, the Yao liturgy
places then on an equal footing as the joint "Celestial Great Masters of
Magic". We have noted above that the new Taoist movement of the Xli
Century might have invented Celestial Master Li as a counterweight to
Celestial Master Chang's legacy in the Taoist establishment. Another explanation for the division of Master Chang's role into two different personnae couW have been the need for symmetry, characteristic of all
Chinese organisational charts. The Jade Emperor's function as Prime
Minister had t o be shared with Seng Tsiu, the Master of the Saints, in a
kind of binary opposition: civilian versus military, right versus left. Similarly, Chang's patronage of the magical arts was divided between the
Chang and Li Celestial Masters.
But the choice of the surname Li (the same as that of Lao-tzii,
who initiated Chang into the magical arts), and the positioning of Li's
picture at the right of the Jade Emperor, while Chang's is at the left of
Seng Tsiu, seems to indicate that the competitive considerations were
never forgotten.

In any case, another Yao story acknowledges that the Celestial
Master Li was a fabrication, intended to compete with the Celestial
Master Chang. This story relates that Lei T'h knew no magic spells in
spite of all his strength. He asked Tsiang T'in (Master Chang) to teach
him some of his large collection of powerful t alisrnans. His request was
flatly refused. After many unsuccessful attempts to gain the knowledge
he wanted, he finally attained it by seducing Master Chang's sister, who
revealed to him some spells in her brother repertoire of secret magic.

Fig. E: the Altar of the Three Worlds, which
is always placed at the rear of the chapel. The
local gods are placed, as spectatorqbehind this
altar, guarded by the pictures (reading from
left ta right) of Master Chang, the Three Rulers and the Emperor of the North, which hang
above them.

Chapter 8 : Tai Wai, the High Constable

One .of the most beautiful pictures of the Yao Taoist gods shows
T'ai Wai, the High Constable. T h i s even more enigmatic chaiacter is
always represented riding a superb white horse, brandishing a sword in
his right hand, with a seal (or a mandate) in his left hand, inscribed either
'(by order of the) Great Supreme Lord Lao'. or 'Urgent Order'. On the
sword there is sometimes an inscription saying: 'T'ai Wai, Shang Yuan,
Hsien Fang '. The banner held by the soldier marching behind the horse
bears the character: h g , indicating a commanding officer. Its side pennons sometirnks read: ' Prosperous Country. People at Peace ', and 'Nu -

merous winds, fecund rains'. It is sometimes replaced by a ling chien (an
arrow with a triangular flag attached, bestowed by the emperor as a token
of delegated authority). The lower part of the scroll shows two or three
horsemen riding together.

On one picture (87), 1 found a detail which could help to identify the god. He was named: 'Lei (Li)the Sixteenth, the High Constable'.
Ritual scriptures state more precisely: Li the Sixteenth of the Southern
Court (or dynasty) . This r a k e s a historical problem which cannot be
resolved in this book. A hymn sung during the k wa tang ritual descriies
T'ai Wai as 'Granted the lance pennon of an imperial commander,
dressed in red. . . .Li the Sixteenth of the Southern Dynasty lives in this
world at P'ing-10 District. Every day he sends soldiers to guard the limits
of the altar. Evil demons dare not enter the sacred tribune area. His
body dressed in a purple robe, riding a white horse, his hand holding the
sword for cleaving the devils in twain, he investigates into the good and
evil actions of mankind. He hastens between the Heavens and Earth,
healing sickness, striking down epidemics. Men and spirits humbly
yield to the ordeal of the red hot ploughshare and of the burning bricks.'
Hypotheses can be made about the identity of this g d . According to
Maspero (1950-1971) the first supreme triad in the earlier Taoist pantheon was that
of the Three Ones. - The first One was the Lard of the Tao (Taochiin) otherwise
known as the Supreme Emperor of the August Heavens, in fact the central star of the
North Pole. He had his abode above the Nine Heavens. The second One was the
South Pole (nanchi) 'who is the High Constable of the Heavens, one of the Three
Dukes; he presides over the Calamities, the fate of the State and the dynasties, over
the auspicious and the nefarious.' The Third One was the Yellow Old Man of the
Central Pole. Sun and Mon were the other two Dukes.
If we equate this earlier High Constable with the Tai Wai of the Yao, then
we have to understand the 'Southern Court' mentioned in his name as an allusion to
the South Pole. In the same hymn quoted above, his adherence to the Three Pure
Ones' doctrine is given thus : 'When young he was very brave, but not virtuous.
When older, he began to practice Tao, burning much incense, praying Leng Pu to let
hin~~eceivethe miptures of the True Shang Ch'ing Doctrine, (saying:) "I am strong
to extirpate evil and make the crooked straight. In a long fast of thirty years, I shall
eat no meat. Before I practised Tao, I used to kill p i p and sheep."
If we aswune that he is a deified hero of the North and South Dynasties
period, then historical chronicles may later reveal his identity. But mother clue is
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In two of my illustrations (87,
91), there is a third character at
the right of T'aiWai. He is dressed as a travelier. Without this
third figure, it would be difficult
to identify the characters in the
lower part of the picture, where
two (sometimes three) horsemen
are seenridingfogether,on black
and white, or white and red
horses. This depicts the inscription quoted above which names
T'ai Wai, Shang Yuan and Hsien

Yuan and b b
Fong. Compare with P.108 below
which shows th'lower part of the
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93. Tai Wai. f i e mandate in
his left hand dearly reads "irnpenal order".

I

91. Tai Wai, Shang

same scroll.

The three characters are
shown in the upper parr, where
T'ai Wai is in the center, while
S a n g Yuan is on his nght and
Hsien Fong carries his banner on
his left.
Fong.

IIsien Fong (detail of 91)
"Holding the flag, he entered ths
temple as The Vanguard."

92.

provided by the last two verses of the text in the margin, which may be construed as
follows:
"The faithful with a true heart remived me with respect
And made me Li, the Fortune Star of the Southern Court ."
This last epithet would equate Tai Wai with one of "The 36 Baleful Stars"
(Tien K'ang X Y ), abudes of f~roedeities. The name of the god in charge of the
Fortune Star is Li Hsien ( g !d ). 16 ( Q ) is written incorrectly here, but I have
found it correctly written in other mrsions of the same text. The character for
'Fortune', fu f , k all the same moneously written fu $1 ,both having the same
pronunuation and tone.
The identification of Shang Yuan is very d i f f h l t because tms name 1s used
many times in different contexts to designate different divinities (see Chapter 14
below). The story of the Shang Yuan in this painting is told in a long bahd which
first intraduces seven "Shang Yuan officials" (
+Zt-Z'
). Then it wncentrates on the Fifth and the Seventh on=, saying:
"The Fifth Official having money went to buy a ho~se.The Seventhofficial
having no money went to buy a cow. They went to Nan An and Lei Hua arsd then
returned with their catch, part bought, part stolen. They touched upon the mouth
of the main road to Hunan, but could not reach a village. 'Ihey settled for the night
on a sand bank. With three bets of white paper h y patched together a bed ...
Having no more glutinous rice, they ate little stone, which once within, their bellia
could not bear. So as they rested, they lay adying. In truth, they wished to go
forward, but feIt too sick. They thwght to return but the hatchet severed their
heads. A pond of blood flowed - blood flowed indeed. As their b l d left them,
their body had but this thought: "Let us cail at the Palace of the Three Pure Ones.
The Three Pure Ones will nominate us Officersleading their troops."
And the ballad ends with the invocation: 'let the two Shang Yuan descend
together!'. Virtually a l l the paintings 1have seen depict only one Shang Yuan riding
togeihe~with Men Fong in the lower part of the picture; but in both of these discussed here m.87,91),Shang Yuan (like Wen Fong) is shown twice, once in the
upper and once in the lower part.
Shang Yuan's companion, Hsien Fong (which means 'The Vanguard'), seems
to have been recruited into the Pantheon in much the s;une way, as a dangerous spirit
who. undaunted by hadied a violent death, eventually became benefmnt after
joining the Heavenly Cohorts. His story i thus told in another ballad, which follows
Shang Yuan's story : The Vanguard, otherwise called Brother Tung-pa, at the ape of
only fifteen liked to gamble and drink wine. He started robbing p p l e ,then killing
p p l e . Who knows how many o f f i d s he may have killed? He even killed women
of good families. Such riotous ways could not continue all his life. He began to fear
capture, and ran between the Eastern hills and the Western hills.. His thoughts made
tears flow from his eyes. He asked to be r e c e i d at the Dragon-Tiger Temple. Molding the flag he entered the temple as the Vanguard ..... At the fmt watch, he would
whistle as he set out on his way. at the gecond watch, he would slip into a lady's
bedroom. When he walked to the upper village and whistled once, sixty year old
gentlefolk would be s t d e n with fear. By the river, one whistle from him made the
women carrying water fall into the stream. But the Seer Master, throwing the divination sticks, identified Tung-pa the Vanguard as responsible for this ..... At the first
watch, the Vanguard whistled as he set out on his way. At the second watch, he
entered his lady's room. She presented to him a copper pan of water to wash his feet.
Having done this, he dimbed into the bed to sleep with his lady. The first watch was
good; but in the second watch, his heart felt anguish. At the third watch, people
came to seize him,with gongs and drums beating around the bed. Tung-pa was quick
to run, jumping over a seven foot m e of swords,but knew not that others awaited
him outside. They cut off his head in a stream of blood .... and buried hirn far away
in the Yang Cave of Yang-chow. But after three years in the earth his body had not
rotted, and his eyes still sparkled Eke the stars of the Northern Dipper. Nuting his
fortitude, the Jade Emperor called upon him to be a Saint, leading the ( c e l d )
troops.....'
T a i Wai and his henchmen are an interesting bevy of martial gods who
started their carreem as troublemaken during their human lives. Initiation into the
Taoist Scriptures for Tai Wai, and direct enlistment into the Divine Cohorts for the
other two, transformed them into beneficent deities and powerful protectors of the
faith. During rituals they are psted on both sides in front of the entrance to the
altar with the mission of preventing "spirits from outside'' fiom entering and creating
trouble within the holy precincts. As heavenly assault commandos, they are also
sent by the priest to secure the bridge head on the opposite bank when a spirit bridge
is made.

Chapter 9 : Hoi Fan, 'The Sea Banner'

Hoi Fan "The Sea ~ a n n e r "plays
~ a crucial yet mysterious part
in the intricate hierarchies of the Y ao Taoist Divina Comoedia. Unlike
all the other divine characters, he appears twice in any set of Yao
paintings: f
& ,as The Minor (or Middle) Altar Hoi Fan, and again as The
MajorAltar Hoi Fan

The Minor H o i Fan picture shows him riding a dragon. In
one hand he holds either a sword or sometimes a magic d e e r of the
kind used by Yao exorcists. In his other hand there is usually a small
bowl of lustral water, but in some pictures he holds the horn for summoning spirit troops. He usually wears a headband with a large buckle
on his forehead. It could equally well be a jewel or a small round mirror.
Divinatory blocks may be fmed to the headband (Pl. 98). His helmet
usually floats unsupported in a comer of the picture, though sometimes
it is on the tip ofthe dragon's tail.
This is strange enough in itself, but there is an even more striking
and curious feature in the painting of the god. One of his feet is shod
and the other is bare. The missing boot is shown either floating loose, or
else on the tip of the dragon's tail (instead of the helmet). It is obvious
that the artist wished at one and the same time to identify him and to
show him in action; and that action can hardly be anyother than
exorcism. This a w u n t s for the inscription ' Imperial Order ' on the
divinatory blocks, and also for the benediction ' Peace for the Country;
Peace in the Four Seasons ' sometimes found at the top of the picture
(as in P1.95).
Hoi Fan's identity is veiled in mystery, and the rituals do not
help to disclose it. Oral tradition has it that he lost his boot while cross
ing a river (or the sea), but his dragon was able to recover it. This last
detail serves to remind us of the Chinese demon queller god Chung K'uei,
otherwise known as K'uei-hsing, who was rescued by a giant fish when he
jumped into a river to drown himself. Even though there is no suggestion of suicide in Hoi Fan's case, the graphic presentations of both
stories show striking simiIarities. One of K'uei-hshg's feet is also bare.
Though his mount is represented as a giant carp, it is called ngao,which
is a traditional name for the King Dragons (see, for instance, Ngaoon p. 74 above). Even his face recalls that of Hoi Fan, with his prominent eyes and repulsive features, and his high forehead and bald crown.
Indeed, in popular Chinese belief, K'uei-hsing is always associated with
the Bureau of Exorcisms of the Notthem Bourne, which also plays a

-

44. Fan can be written in three ways in Chinese: i&
the name of a river;
t - a sail; and P - a banner. The last is the most hquently found,
and I have used it here to name the god.
45. See also p. 42. 'Minor Altar' means a set of three or five pictures. 'Major
Altar' means a full set of seventeen.

Hoi Fan, 'The Sea Banner'
96,97,100,101,102,103: Asanexorcistutttringrxl~.

98,W:With divinatory blocks in his head-band.
104,105: Sounding the horn.
these eleven picturn fall naturally into four groups: 1 ) 95 (1 815 ) and %
(1817) derive from 97 (1801). 2) 98 (?) derives from 99 (1825). 3)101,102,103
deriw from 100(1 793). 4) 105 (1842) derives from 104 (1 803).

95. h i Fan.The full picture. Obsem the appearance:
of the serpent, whose tongue and tail end up in red
flames. Hoi Fan's trowrs seem to end in a kind of
lace twnup matching the scales of his mount. This
detail identifies him beyond doubt with the red coated
horseman at the bottom of the scroIl. His bare foot is
hidden here, though his boot is seen floating free.
The foot is very conspicuous in PI.104, where the
f-e-wheel symbol usuafly revolving around the head
of Hoi Fan has already been incorporated into the
serpent's whirl. In H.105 the serpent Imks more &e
a dragon; and the fmwheel me a T'ai-ch'i. The latter
diplays the yin and yang symbol, which is also
reprodwed on Moi Fan's forehead buckle or pearl.

106. K'uei-hsing on the Ngao seamonster. Note the bare foot and
the attitude of the god holding a
brush in his right hand and in the
other what is supposed to be "a cap
for graduates". Compare with Hoi
Fan, holding in the same attitude a
sword and a bowl of magical water.
(From Dore', opcit.)

prominent role in Yao theology. This god himself appears as an ernbodime-nt of one of the four stars forming the square part (or in Chinese
"the bushel") of the Dipper constellation. When written as a Chinese
character, K'wi !Ci can be split into two parts. One part can be read
as "The Spirit", and the other as "The Dipper". Combined, they make
"The Spirit of the Dipper".
Henri Dore has briuantly demonstrated
how the cult of K'uei-hsing as a god of Literature may have started
from a kind of pun, because the shape of the Chinese character KSrei
"allowed artists to draw this stellar god in human form with one foot
raised, and holding a brush in his right hand ". What strikes-mehere is
the similarity of forms in the pictures of K'uei-hsing and Hoj Fan.
They are shown in the same attitude, though one is holding a brush and
a bushel, the other a sword and a bowl of charmed water. Obviously
both creations stem from the same original iconographic pattern.
But there is one decisive detail which inclines me to think that Hoi Fan
and Chung K'uei, besides having common functions as repellers of
demons, also have a common origin. This feature is the octogonal
medallion of the eight trigrarns, with the symbols of Yin and Yang in its
centre, seen in the picture of Chung K'uei. There is, as it were, a hint of
this medallion in almost all Yao pictures of Hoi Fan, even though the
trigrarns have degenerated into a kind of fire wheel which sometimes still
has a Yin and Yang symbol at its centre (Pl. 105).
This medallion is the usual Chinese representation of the T'aicki
or "The Great Ultimate Principle" which produces the Yang and the Yin,
whose interaction originates life. Its cosmic significance is strengthened
by the ring of the Eight Trigrams which surrounds the YinlYang symbol.
They read: Heaven, Clouds, Fire, Thunder, Wind, Water, Mountains and
Earth. The T'aichi symbol is often found on the front wall of Chinese
houses, to repel demons and evil infIuences.
The T'uikhi symbol has obviously been greatly changed by the
Yao and Chinese artists, as the illustrations show. In its actual form it
could equally well be a representation of the samsa~awheel of reincarnation (see P1.19 1 and 20 1 below). Another possibility could be the
coalescence of the Thi-ckS octogon and the s a w a wheel into a new
device which more closely symbolizest he character and activities of Hoi
Fan. This idea is supported by the fact that the Wheel of Reincarnation
itself is sometimes replaced by the round Yin and Yang symbol (as in P1.
192). In other words, Yao paintings show a certain tendency to use
indiscriminately a number of symbols dl of which relate to life and its
creation.
In any case, the medallion which was somewhat in the bacground in the Minor Hoi Fan pictures has advanced into the foreground
of the Major Hoi Fan ones. In the latter paintings, the "firewheel" (Taichi or samsuru or whatever it may be) is fully integrated into the action.
Most of the time it is shown whirling near the dragon's flight-path, just
between the dragon and Hoi Fan's bare foot (Pl. 126and 128). Sometimes a firewheel (or more) leads the postulants as they ascend the
Sword Ladder (Pl. 1 12 and 120 1.
The presence of the dragon is crucial in the identification of Hoi
Fan. One hymn dressed to this god has:
"I pray and call upon Hoi Fan, Chang Chao the Second.
Holy master (in the art) of subduing epidemics and transforming them into good spirits.
The Southern Serpent around his waist he went down to
the sea.
The sea waters in rolling waves do not make him wet.
On the high tower beat s the drum dong dong.
Hoi Fan mounted o n the serpent crosses from west to east."

Another text describes how he changed the Southern Serpent
into a dragon by using Tao magic. It continues:
"Hoi Fan mounted the dragon to cross the sea.
Hoi fan crossed the sea to go and study the rites (magic, The
Law ?).
Having studied the true rites, he was able to instruct the Masters.
When the surface of the ploughshare was glowing,
Hoi Fan took it on his breast.
Those who have no faith fear to die.
The faithful has the heart to go through to the end ..."
The fmt two Lines quoted above open the way to a fresh series of
hypotheses. If Hoi Fan came from across the sea, his name should read
as g & : 'The barbarian from Overseas".
From dl this it is
perhaps not unfair to assume that Hoi Fan might be a sea-farer from
among the motley foreign crews of Arabs, Portuguese and Indians whose
ships frequently called at Chinese coastal ports for centuries. Details of
his dress (Pl. 104,117 and 1 18) tend to point in the same direction. But
the high forehead a d bald crown indicate another race of "'foreign
barbarian": that is, the Japanese. In support of this, Hoi Fan's headdress in P1.113 is strongly reminiscent of the way in which Japanese
sailors and fishermen stiU like to bind a towel round their heads. Furthermore the Japanese at the time this picture was painted (early XIX
Century) still used to shave their head in a similar hairstyle.
Japanese crossing the sea to study new doctrines are frequently
mentioned in the History of Buddhism in East Asia. So may one perhaps
see here an indication of a Japanese monk associated with a syncretic
Taoist movement? Or may one perhaps speculate that a Japanese Taoist
may have joined it?
The first version of this hymn is also interesting in pointfig to
the fact that Hoi Fan's mount is not necessarily a dragon, but rather a
snake (as illustated in most pictures). Actually, whether it is a Minor or
Major Hoi Fan, the snake appears more often than the dragon. Somet imes as in P1.112, it is no longer a steed, but is coiled round Hoi Fan's
neck. Often the artist has been at pains to draw red flames around his
body which eventually take on the appearance of flames like the firewheel.
Be that as it may, the preceding verses also aIlude to one of the
ordeals to which the postulants are submitted in the course of becoming
fully ordained: the ordeal of the red hot ploughshare (see p. 26 supra).
The last four verses are identical in both versions. Thereafter the fmt
one continues:
"Tai Wai, seeing this, smiles with fluttering eyelids.
Hoi Fan, what splendid magic ! Teach me how,
H o i Fan ! Your good trick-teach me how to do it...!"
So Hoi Fan appears as a master in the magic arts. Furthermore,
a hymn "to All the Saints to be used at the Opening of the Eyes
Ceremony" describes his picture thus:
"Hoi Fan, having attained (the knowledge of) Magic, is
seated before the altar.
His hand holds the magic water from the altar.
In his mouth he holds the red hot ploughshare.
Hoi Fan knows magic well and teaches it to the Masters.
The evil demons and petty devils stampede, leaving no
trace behind."
This detail helps us to understand the way in which the Major
Hoi Fan central character is treated by the artist. He usually holds in

one hand a buffalo horn, and in the other a triangular shaped red object,
which sometimes looks like a stream of blood (see PI. 1 13).

DE TAIL FROM THE LOWER PARTS OF T'AI WAI
AND HOI FAN PICTURES
'Ihe shiMtIes between the characten in these two seria are
probably fortuitous.

I OR.

107. Tai Wai and Hoi Fan riding together (detail of 96). Hoi
Fan is weaxing his hehnet, whilt Tai Wai has a square hat with
m.The white horse is now ridden by h i Fan.A black
with t
k Northern Dipper motif waws o w Tai Wai's le
shoulder.
108. In the mm series Wen Fong and W g Yuan, from tbe
foot of Tai Wai's pictwe . (detail from 9 1)
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109. 'Ihe same as in 108. Sang Yuan is here tiding a red
horse and holding a magical staw . A simhr $taw is in fact
u d in rituals by the pie& to represent the two divine officers and Tai Wai (detail of 93.)
110. Tai Wai and Hoi Fan galloping. Note that tbty both
bran&
magical staves. Tht caption on th left, unfortunately now almost illegible, giws the date of the picture:
the Fourth year of Ta+kuang (18251, the sewnth day of
the elewnth month. Tbe presence of this caption prows
that the mctttre formed part of a Minor Altar ( s e ~p.42).

One may surmise that he is cutting his tongue with a knife,
especially when a handle is clearly depicted. This is customary behaviour of ~hihesemediums in a trance, and it is often practiced by them
while they are climbing the sword ladder, in similar rituals. But in some
pictures, no handle can be seen, and in some others the red triangular
object does not come out of the mouth (P1.117). However if we
have it in mind that the red object is a red hot ploughshare which Hoi
Fan is placing (or is about to place) between his teeth, all the varying
ways of treating this subject by different artists are seen to be consistent.
Finally another hymn, about the important tools and accessories
to be used in the rituals, ascribes to Hoi Fan the origin of the horn used
by priests t o summon Heavenly Spirit Troops:
"Chang Chao the Semnd went to ask for the horn.
The Ninth (patriarch) of M d Shan went to fetch the
soldiers."
Furthermore the rituals mention him as a teacher and an
initiator:
" In the initial period, the one studying magic

was the head of the

Chang House.
I n the middle period, the one studying magic was Celestial Master Li.
The Three Celestial Masters went to study magic.

The Celestial Masters studied magic and became Palace Masters.
From
beginning, Chang Chao the Second has stud@ magic.
From then to now, he has spread his learning to all men everywhere.
~ o d a ~ , -demonstrates
he
his magic skill.
Great King, manifest your powers to save the good folk. "

th

A variant of this is found in the conclusion of the second hymn
quoted above:
"In his mouth he holds the red hot ploughshare and jumps
on the (white hot) bricks.
He travels all over the world to transmit (his lore) to
humans.
Once taught, the brothers will be strong, the sisters will
also be strong .....
For the ordination ceremony, we beseech You,
Hoi Fan, t o make your magic (Power) appear within the
holy place.. ..."

This role of Hoi Fan as an initiator brings us back to the Yao
legend of the Three Pure Ones. When, as mentioned on p.55, the
Pure Ones received their initial ordination, Hoi Fan is said to have been
their In-tou-sai : that is, the Master who shows the way when climbing
the Sword-ladder. This feat is remembered today: when the postulant
prepare himself to climb the ladd r, he bows to the Lord of the Eastern
Bushel and successively to the ree other Directions, and prays for
them to protect his body. The fifth and last to be invoked is Hoi Fan,
with these words:
" B egracious to your little disciple and protect his body. Today from
the sky lead your disciple, that his life-span be as long as the waters of
the River".
It appears, then, as if Hoi Fan is a founding patriarch of the
doctrine, an initiator into the magic powers which allow the postulants
to go through the ordeals of the red hot ploughshare, of the white hot
bricks and of the sword ladder. He already existed as a powerful magician at the time when the Three Pure Ones established the True Rites
and received their first ordination. Since the Yao tradition makes them
the offspring of a Tang imperial consort (the 5th lady of T'ang), this
legendary story must relate to either the long period of the T'ang

A

dynasty (618-907) or t o the short Later T'ang one (923-926 A.D.). If
Hoi Fan, Chang Chao the Second, ever existed as a man before being
worshipped as a patriarch and powerful god, he is t o be found in one of
these two historical periods.

His name Chang Chao Erh Lang (or the Second) relates him t o a
famous Chinese god, Erh Lang, of whom Werner (op. cit.) gives the
following account:
"Son of Li Ping. Family name Chao; personal name Ching. A
disciple of the Taoist Li Chio. Having been appointed Prefect of Kuanchou, in Szuch'uan, by the Emperor Yang Ti (A.D. 605617) of the Sui
dynasty, he found that the peasants' fields were annually inundated by
the Leng and Yuan Rivers, whose waters were caused to swell by a
dragon,which under the guise of an ox, lived therein.
"Accordingly, when, in the fifth moon, the floods returned,
Chao Ching, with a flotilla of seven hundred ships, a thousand officers
and soldiers, together with ten thousand men standing on the banks,
who shouted and beat drums, making a deafening noise, and then.
armed with a sword, threw himself into the water and joined battle
with the dragon ..... Then the victorious Chao Ching reappeared, holding his sword in one hand and the monster's head in the other. ....
During the succeeding period of political unrest he resigned and disappeared ..... To commemorate the benefits resulting from his slaying of
the dragon, the people of the district built a temple to him ..... and hc is
now generally known as Kuanchiang-k'ou Erh Lang, Erh Lang of
Kuanchiangk'ou, etc."
At fust glance, if there is any similarity between both characters,
there appear also to be many striking differences: Erh Lang is fighting a
dragon, while Hoi Fan is mounted on a tamed serpent or dragon. Hoi
Fan is from the Chang clan but Erh Lang belongs t o the Chao. And
Werner adds that Erh Lang was later given the posthumous title of Great
Marshal. This detail too differentiates Hoi Fan from E-rh Lang.
Another hypothesis that I have advocated for a long time would
equate Chang Chao the Second with Chang Chiao (or Chiieh), the chief
of the Yellow Turban organisation (2nd Century A.D.) at the start of
the Taoist religious organisation, under the Han dynasty. Chiao is
written with the character for "horn", and we know what Hui Fan is
the patriarch who provided the horn t o the First ordainees. But here
too, further comparison proves disappointing. There is no way that
Chao could be an incorrect way of transcribing C h . Hoi Fan sornetimes wears a red turban on his head, as did the Red Head priests of the
Lii Shan Chinese tradition. The priest who leds the postulants to the
top of the sword ladder wears a similar turban.

To summarise, Hoi Fan is no doubt a stellar god associated with
the k'mrei star of the Northern Dipper. In the Taoist tradition, deified
humans are often given a star as a fief. Also stars can be reincarnated as
real historical personages. Consequently, as well as being a celestial
body, such a god may at the same time have a terrestrial existence. The
latter can be either historical or mythical. In the case of Hoi Fan,
Chang Chao the Second, we have explored many hypotheses withoui
being able to equate him with a better known standard figure. And the
problem will remain unsolved until the Chinese sources of this Yao
tradition have been f d l y elucidated.
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130, 131. Details of t
h orchestra, playing owe. cymbals,
drum and gong. Musicians are considered as priests.

The wiws stand at the foot of the Sword
Ladder but do not clunb it. They wiil
remix a priest's patent and seal at the
end of the ceremony. In these pictures
they display two kinds of headress. It
distinguishes those wives of the postulants
who will receive the chia tse ordination
from those who will reach only the tou sai
rank.

1~~

137: Young wivesofpostuh t s at Chao La's ordination.
September 1979.

136. Note the medium in a trance among tIx
priests and the wives. But the medium,as fa
85 I know, has no role in the ceremony.

The Yao divide the supernatural agencies into four departments,
grouped in two pictures. One shows the Sky and the Underground (i.e.,
the subterranean regions); the other shows This World and The Waters.
The August Emperor of This World (as illustrated here) is depicted
wearing a mandarin's hat (138'
similar to that of 7 a i Wai, or t
mien imperial bonnet with pearl
pendants like Yu-huang and Srg
Tsiu. He sometimes wears a red
rok, Wre T'ai Wai, or a yellow
one, like Y u-huang. A soldier carries his banner, On its pennon are
the usual auspicious blessings for
the increase of the household's
flocks, crops, wealth and so on. A
female attendant is seen over his
shouider carrying a gift wrapped
in a golden silk cloth. In Fig. 138
he is shown holding a brush in his
right hand, with an inscription he
has just written. It says :
'? send down my blessing, so
that treasuries and granaries may
be filled to overflowing. Rejoice at
this auspicious omen, for jade will
be bestowed and gold provided ."
A hymn to the Governor of
This World states that "He was
born in the Shao-chow Prefecture
(the place at which the Yao say
they arrived after crossing the sea)
and adds" from here stem many
senior mandarins, some still alive
and some already dead," But this
version is questionable. Another
has: 'The Governor of This World
was born in Yang-chow Prefecture.
In this district, senior mandarins
s w m like bees. In the World
Above are the Smch'uan caves. In
the World Below stands the Great
Sea Gate of Kwangtung."
Some Yao rituals also indicate
that the Governor of This World is
the head of an important department of the supernahuaI bureaucracy. Under his jurisdiction come

The Judge who holds the mirror of Truth; the Great Empress Kuar
Yin; the several gods of the earth of each loclity; the Princes o.
M a r q u e s s of the upper (or lower) local deity temples; and so on.

The liaison officer of the
Governor of This World rides "a
white horse which fliesin the clouds"
carrying reports between the sacred
tribune of the Yao priest and the
Governor's office. In PI. 152 the
priest's message is clearly seen in the
rider's left hand, while his right
brandishes a sword. In PI. 15 1 and
1 53 a hand is seen receiving the message, In 154, the liaison officer is
seen on horseback, with a sword in
each hand. Some texts specify that
he should have two sheathed swords
on his back.
The Governor of the Waters
usually wears a red robe (but a yellow one if the robe of the Governor
of This World is red as in P1.138,
140). In this last plate he is seated
"*
139.lMdffllrmR145.IbaFbg~
on
the back of a recumbent dragon.
O f ~ G O m m a C P n b ipwmtttse:
U ~ t l r a : Z o B ~ a o m u mTWWodd
s
His court tablet bears the inscription
" A I I the Saints face the Buddha"
dtbeWaton."('Ondwleff*brmnie
bfdP*P-&lPhQBh!h4-m141~
(or '?he icon"). According to ritual
poetry: 'The Governor of the Waters
~ t a b p g d u r e ~ b a a t t b k i t
stands at the Dragon Gate of the
sgttvs?IR#bm~~
~m-~_^I----JIL-mr----W
-*La11-1
Four Seas... He was born in the Prefecture of Kwangtung... In the
, waters upstream there are 300 caves.
in the waters downstream
(below Kwangtung) the gate stands open wide. The Great Sea
spreads boundless with not a soul in sight. The Small Sea spreads so
far that you cannot tell where the sky begins." I n traditional
Chinese folklore the Waters Department has separate adrninistrations for salt and fresh waters, all of them being controlled by
dragon kings and water spirits (see Werner, 1932). Consequently the
liaison officer of the Governor of the Waters is mounted "ona green
dragon", as illustrated in PI. 152,153,154.
More important is the little scene depicted at the bottom of
the painting of the Governor of the Waters. One can see a kind of
three-storeyed building (PI. 145,146) with an official waiting by the
door or in his office. This is the Treasury of the Right, to which
money is brought by a 'Tarrying money lad" (Pl. 144).
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Although he m $ k
a k i d of und6kMy
fox the Jade Emperor or for
Ruler of Heaven, the
Governor of the Sky h n e v e d w b a number ofd W c I tiwad ~ n a l c h ~ ~ H e ~ y w e a r s a y ~ ~
~---h*p*h&.Onefiyrren~thrrt'%ewmbomixr
the subrnfedm of KWW tia mi. ~e
~MC
and bushy eye
~ W S a, d t&eno account of the time of day. He is busy at buying and
d b g hdawnMdark.Emwlmencustam~todwindb,Re~
na SEcOunt of the hour.,,'"
'fie Gowmment uf the S& e n m m v : the Golden P a b e io
t r m y Third Heaven ( M e of ?he J d e Empemr]; the Sm d the
.-;5he-Rdm;fheM~oftheThree~W;~eawo
&ts Humg and Chm; the Sowreign of ttre Heamdy Mansions ( B d mi T&Faclcff47;thetwrojaoffimof*~Tmaof
w.
;the Enfcmer of Fa-; and other divinities at
h l . In PI.156 he is &own holding a bwih aria
whi& he h s just written the Benediction: "Into
theheartofthis~,le~ussendastrdrcof ~pl
gmd fortune fur the whole f d y . May she
n r m b 4by o busand a q t j l , ~
$h of the household i n a e a m ? a ~ ~ ~ ~ :
The L W n Ufiker of the Govern
uf the Sky ridts a white crane (PL163,lba
md 167). Hir features romctimas resemble
1 E of a C h h a e Immortd.
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It all begins like a bad dream, with the unexpected arrival of two
constables, sent from the court of the God of Ramparts and Moats. They
are called Oxhead and Horseface, because o f their physical appearance
(P1.173 and 178). For the Chinese and the Yao, their arrival means
death. These two awe-inspiring messengers of fate hold a warrant to
arrest the soul of a living person and convey it to the City of Hell.
Surrounded by high walls, this place is known as 'The subterranean Gaols of Feng-tu" (see P1.178). It is a Chinese Taoist adaptation
of the Buddhist Hell, which lies 20,000 yoganas below the Great Sea at
the foot of Mount Meru ; but its location has been moved to caverns
beneath a high mountain near the Feng-tu Sub-Prefecture in Szuch'uan.
However, the Yao have their own account of the fate of the soul
after death. It differs slightly from the Chinese version. Yao Taoists
believe that the dead person's soul does not come before the Ten
Tribunals until it has fkst been through the Thir tysix Caverns of Meishan in Hunan Province. These are a succession of grottoes in the Hsuehfengshan mountain range, and provide an eternal dwelling for the Saints
and Patriarchs who founded and protected the Doctrine. The visit to
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these Caverns helps the soul to prepare itself for the ordeal offacing the
ten i&m tuld powerful judges before whom it must -tJy
appear
The peregrination is d e m W in a book of ritual verses d d
" The Jowrmegr to M & h *.'
In it, the soul is e m r t d by a "spirit
rne%mger*'*and" a young woman carrying the souf's stream&'. On this
streamer, 1 have seen a number of different inscriptions, such as: " The
lad who leas the mul*', or 'Xmithabha of the boundltss Westem
hadbe." Sometimes the young spirit e m Iooks like a & or r
3

bWfiPI(PI.l?4j. XnR. 172 and 173,the cswrtacanbc seen helpingthe
soul twhkh is between them) to cross the Bridge of No Choice (
1,
and introducing it to t h e w of Hades. Tn the m o f tfikpduty,they
sumetimes bear in their a m 8 letters of intmdudh ftan a prkst, the
faithful one's religious patent (if he has been ordained), snd
documents (Pl.172,173, 177,178 a d 180). On one of the k#mCI77)
an be read: " A Man of High Pasition': O c x : the~ escort
~ inchrdes
=me comforting deities, as in P1-178,where one can identify Hoi Fan,
i W, and posibly Hgien Fong, In other pictures, the s u l aeen as
a convict, with a ca~lgueround its neck (PI.174,176, and 179)*$
&&$$&i
Some psiflings (as in PI.180) show the d e d stripped of his cbtvd- -t
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which are hung on a tree. Others it-g. Pl.177) depid ap&huy
~ I JW
E
by an examining magistrate who L an assistant to the Judge of
the F a Tribunal. He has to check carefuffv that the sou£of the dead
k of its allot4 span oflife
person has be properly summoned at the e
on Earth.

From the foregoing, we may venture to say that despite the difference in the location of Hell in the Chinese and the Y ao traditions, the
Yao seem to fo1low the same path as the Chinese once the souls begin to
appear before the Courts of Hades. I am using the words "Hades" and
'Hell" rather loosely here. It would be more accurate to regard the
Chinese Underworld as a kind of Purgatory, in the Catholic sense, to
which newly departed souls must go for triage, before their final fate is
determined. The Yao and Chinese peregrinations of the dead recall in
some measure the fascinating pictures of Hieronimus Bosch in a similar
context. All Yao paintings featuring the Lords of the Ten Tribunals
should be viewed from the bottom to the top, and from right to left.
Thus in PI. I79 the personage at the bottom right is the Judge of the
First Tribunal. Opposite t o him, in the bottom left hand corner, isthe
Judge of the Second Tribunal, and so on.
In the Chinese tradition, King Ts'in-kuang, the First Lord of
Hades, weighs the number of good and evil deeds the soul has performed
during its earthly life. If evil deeds exceed good ones, the soul is brought
before a large mirror in which it can see its victims. For example, in PI.
200, the dead perwn had been a slaughterer of cattle. Thereafter, the
guilty soul is sent t o the Second Court, where punishments begin.
However, if the soul is completely blameless, it will be at once despatched to the Tenth Court for reincarnation. On the other hand, if the
soul arrives in Hell before the expiration of the earthly life span allotted
t o it (as to all living creatures) in the Book of the Span of Lives, it wiIl be
sent back t o the World of the Living, to be a hungry ghost haunting the
place of its death. For example, the inscription in the accompanying
picture of the First Lord of Hades (Pl. 190) reads: 'Wait and wander
endlessly "-

The souls of those who died by violence, or killed themselves, are
believed to wander about the place where their lives ended, looking for a
substitute to replace them, so that they can be granted entrance into
Hell. Some clemency is shown t o those who committed suicide on moral
grounds; for example, a desire for chastity in virtuous young women and
widows, or loyalty t o one's lord, will provide sufficient excuse. But
otherwise the stranded soul will have to wait u n t l those whom it intended t o threaten or injure have forgotten it. It will then be sent t o remain
eternally in the City of Suicides, from which there is no release.
The "Journey to Meishan " referred to above says: "Beyond one
cavern, there is another cavern. Beyond one Lord, there is another
Lord. After being escorted to Mei-shan, there can bc no anxiety when
one sets forth on the path to Ts'in-kuang of the First Court. The dead
man has been escorted t o the Courts of Mei-shan. Upwards into the
Palace of the Three Origins he could wander at will, bidding farewell to
his sons and grandsons, who returned away from the spirit roads. The
paths of Mei-shan are good t o walk on. Tonight the filial sons,mourning
their loss, have sent him to Mei-shan....."
The Second Tribunal is headed by King Ch'u-chiang. He habitually deals with torturers, kidnappers, dishonest go-betweens, incompetent physicians, and masters who deny their siaves the right to redeem
themselves. The Journey to Mei-shan has 'The dead, arriving at Ch'uchiang's path, at once worships the Lord of the Law. Seated on the
eminence of his tribunal, the b r d open his mouth and asks: 'For what
reason did you come to this place?' The soul's escort lad quickly replies:
'I, this young boy, have come to Mei-sllan for a special reason. Tonight,
the filial sons and grandsons have sent the Master here, so that he may
protect sons and daughters and Fmd peace ....."

The Third Tribunal is that of Sung-ti ("Sung Emperor"). Here
are punished corrupt officials, ungrateful -commoners, troublesome
wives, disobedient slaves, undisciplined soldiers, counterfeiters, and all
those who fail t o show proper respect for parents and coffins. The
inscription on Sung-ti's tablet (PI. 189) reads: "The former life has just
been restored. Persevere and live to old age." It must refer to those who
can ex tend their life-span through proper rites, and have their soul redeemed from the tribunals of Hades.
The Journey relates:
"Having head the beat of funeral drums,
Sung-ti of the Third Tribunal has come down to the mourning

hall.
The dead has been escorted t o Sung-ti's Tribunal.
The Ninth Patriarch, seeing him there, asks for what purpose
He has come especially to the Tribunals of Mei-shan,
Considering that the way was certainly a long one?
Upon reaching the Cavern, he raises his head, staring.
As soon as he worships, he sees the Threc Luminaries (i-e. the
Sun, the Moon and the Stars.) "

The Fourth Court is under the Presidency of the Fifth Mandarin.
It deals with those who fail to pay rent, coin false money, use false
weights, spfead harmful and distorted rumours, or throw rubbish down
into the street.
The Journey comments:
"Having heard the beat of the mourning drums,
The Fifth Mandarin of the Fourth Tribunal speaks elegant
words.
The Fourth Cavern is the Tribunal of the Fifth Mandarin.
Nai-ho ~ i v k may
r
be at ebb or flood ... .."

The Lord of the Fifth Tribunal is Yarna, the Vedic god of Death
(Yen-luo in Chinese). In many Yao paintings, he is given a black skin.
This feature is also found in the most of the temple images the Chinese
make of him. His duly is t o punish brigands and harlots, seducers of
both sexes, procurers, the ungrateful and the revengeful, killers of Iiving
creatures, unbelievers, and those who have burned religious books,
cursed monks,or misused paper with writing on it.
On reaching the Fifth Tribunal, the soul of the dead mancan no
longer be redeemed, for its body on earth has already been so decomposed that the soul cannot reenter it and animate it anew. Y arna instead
orders it to be taken t o "'the terrace from which one can contemplate
his village". This enables it t o see thit his wickedness while he lived
there has led his family into disputes over the - inheritance, and caused
old and young to curse and execrate him after his death.
Prctected by his faith and his escorts, a Yao believer seems to
have nothing to fear at Yama's hands. Though the available texts of The
Journey to M e i d a n are somewhat obscure at this point, a posslhle reading could be:
' H e is received in audience by King Yen-luo of the Fifth

Tribunal.
When escorted to the Fifth Tribunal, no fears beset him.
He can already see the Cavern of the Peach Blossom Spring.
If he has not been able to pass through the grottoes o f Mei-shan
Let him raise his head and he will see the Five Teachers.
Tonight they will cross the Mei-shan range,
Attend the feast and join their joss sticks."
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The Six Kindred and the Nine Grand-Nephews have all come to
bid you god-speed,
On your way back to Mei-shan to become a True Immortal.
Friends and Brothers have all come to send you .....
Neighbours from left and right have all come to send you .....
Tomorrow, on the ridge, (there will be) a fresh mound of day.
Every family, every household, came here to send you,
Send you off on your way to Mei&n
To be an official in the Offices there for one thousand years...."
The delicate blending of Buddhism and Taoism in these verxs
seems to deny the possibility of any kind of rebirth into another earthly
Life. But a more careful look will acknowledge that they rather emphasise the imposs1iility to return to a past existence. In any case, the
prospect of reincarnation for a soul means entering a new life, without
remembering one's previous existences. According to the Yao, souls
which have passed through the Ten Tribunal of Hades are directed in two
different ways. Firstly, laymen and those who secured only a kwa rang
grade in the clerical hierarchy will go to caverns in this world (yang tsiou
tong 1
silL ). There are lower, middle and upper caverns for laymen and
for those ordained in the first and second grades respectively. Secondly,
those who were fortunate enough t o go through the tuu mi or the Seven
Stars kwa tang, or reached an even higher grade, will be sent to the
Palace of Laochiiin the Ninth (Lu Kwen chiuu long tin) in the Ninth
Heaven- But as I understand it, all these souis will be held in their
various spiritual abodes only temporarily. When their time comes, they
will be moved to the Peach Blossom Spring Cavern ( t'or nyuan tong ),
where they will await reincarnation. This Cavern is in the care of an old
couple, 'The Grandfather and Grandmother who transmit the Flowers"
(Cur pyang ow and t'or pyang ku). Flower is a metaphor for children.
A white flower means a boy, and a red flower a girl. The Journey a h d e s
to them when reaching the Seventh Cavern of Meishan:
"The Seventh Cavern of the Peach Blossom Spring is there for a

reason.
At the mouth of the Cave, the Flowers bloom. They are truly
new.
Tender flowers fear the yellow weeds,
Fear only that the Chn's fate will faU into the Void."

'Flowers' in this context are in fact the souls of children yet unborn. If these flower-souls perish, no more children will be born into the
family, and the lineage will be extinguished.

Chapter 13 : - The Marshals

The presence of the Marshals is essential for the performance of
any major ritual. They are the guardians of the holy precinct (either the
family altar or the priest's sacred tiiiune); and their duty is to bar the
way to demons and unclean malevolent influences. Consequently, the
positioning of their pictures in rituals must inevitably be on each wing of
the Divine Pageant.
The Marshals are six in number, depicted in two scrolls under the
names of Chao Yuan-shuai (Tsiou Yun Suer) and Teng Yuanhuai (Taw
Yun Suei). At the bottom of each scroll two other Marshals can be seen.
Marshal Ma 5 and Marshal Chang $E are on Marshal Chao's scroll;
and Marshal K'ang .@ and Marshal Hsin = on Marshal Teng's.

Marshal Chao is none other than Chao Kung-ming, also worshipped by the Chinese as a God of Riches (Ts'ai Shen). A Taoist biographer
introduces him thus: "His personal name was Lang-i ( ~ 6 . - ), K q - m i n g
being his social name. He was a man from the Chung Man mountains (in
Shenhsi Province). In the Ch'in period (22 1-209 B.C.), he went into
retirement in the mountains, where he assiduously studied the Tao.
When his achievements were successfully completed,hewas summoned by
the Jade Emperor to be ViceGeneralissirno of the Divine Empyrean"
Marshal Chao wears a hat of iron, and holds a knurled staff (or sometimes a sword) in one hand. Usually his other hand holds a throwing
weapon in shape of a golden quoit (P1.20 1,205). His face is often bhck,
with a luxuriant moustache and beard. He asiwnes a warlike stance,
which can appear threatening in some pictures (P1.201). Yao rituals
describe him thus:
"Marshal Chao, Guardian of the brushes at the Tnner Altar,
Fearless supernatural powers quail at the sound of his name.
In his hand a Sword of the Seven Stars to exorcise demons.
Evil demons and petty devils starnpede (in fear) in all directions."

Marshall Ma, 'The Powerful Officer", is u m d y shown in the
right hand lower part of the scroll, though sometimes he stands on the
opposite (left hand) side. To quote from Werner's compilation of
Chinese sources: 'YHe) Is an avatar of the god Chih ~iao-chi,
whom Julai Buddha condemned to reincarnation for showing too much severity in
the repression of evil spirits. In the shape of five globes of fm he
entered the womb of Ma Chin-mu ('Golden Mother Ma'), where he reclothed himself with the human form. He was born with three eyes,
and so was called Sanyen Lingkuan; 'The Divine (ox Marvellous)
Officer with Three Eyes." (Werner 1932 p. 105).
And again from Werner. 'Being a precocious youth, he could
fight when only three days old and kitled the Dragon-king of the Eastern
Sea. From his instructor he received a spiritual work dealing with wind,
thunder, snakes, etc., and a triangular piece of stone which he could at

will change into any thing he liked ..... he was rewarded by Yu Ti with
various magic articles and with the title of Generalissimo of the West,
and is regarded as so successful an interceder with Yu Ti that he is
prayed for aH sorts of benefits.'' (ibid. P.302). In any case Marshal Ma is
not known to have had any but a mythological history. Yao paintings
show him in full military uniform, holding a halberd in his left hand. His
fa= is chalk white and beardless. A third eye, set crosswise, is conspicuous on his forehead, and a triangular shaped object is in fact sometimes
seen in his hand (P1.212). Yao rituals introduce him by saying:

"The 'Powerful Officer' marshal takes up his permanent post by
the altar.
His two eyes sparkle like thunder firk....."
Marshal Chang is the object of very little ritual attention (he is
only mentioned as beating a gong and playing the oboe) and I would not
have been able to identify him without the picture in P1.2 11 on which
his name is written. His physical appearance tallies quite well with
Werner's description:
''Generalissimo Chang. Son of Chang Kuei and H u n g Shih ('a
lady of the Huang Clan'). Born in AD. 703 at Ning-hai, Shantung.
Before giving him birth his mother dreamt she saw the Spirit Chinqhia
('Golden Amour'), and rn gave him the name T'u, Disciple of Follower.
In physical beauty and his fine beard he resembles Wang Ling-kuan ( a
mediate disciple of Lin Ling-su of the Sung dynasty). Of keen intellect,
he became an honoured and just administrator, and an epidemic of srnallpox spared his district. Consequently, the people built a temple in his
honour, and Yii Ti bestowed on him the title of Pmmpt Revenger of
Injustice, with the Superintendency of Epidemics and Protection of
Children from Smallpox." Werner op .cit. p -42).

The picture of Teng Yuanauai (Marshal Teng) dominates the
other scroll devoted to the Marshals. Although his name remains a
problem for me, his features clearly indicate that he must be a Thunder
God from the Department of Thunder and Storms. Werner has recorded
a pleasing legend about one of the sons of Thunder, Lei Chen Tzu:
"He was hatched from an e%g after a clap of thunder and found
by the soldiers of Wen W ang, in some brushwood near an old tomb. The
infant's chief characteristic was its brilliant eyes. Wen Wang, who already had ninety-nine children, adopted it as his hundredth, but gave it t o a
hermit named Y un Chung-tzu to rear as his disciple. The hermit showed
him the way to rescue his adopted father from the tyrant who heId him
prisoner. In seeking for some powerful weapon the child found on the
hillside two apricots, and ate them both. He then noticed that wings had
grown up on his shoulders and was too much ashamed to return home.
"But the hermit, who knew intuitively what had taken place,
sent a servant to seek him. When they met the servant said:'Do you
know that your face is completely altered?' The mysterious fruit had not
onIy caused Lei Chen Tzu to grow wings, known as the Wings of the
Wind and Thunder, but his face had grown green, his nose long and
pointed, and two tusks protruded horizontally from each side of his
mouth, while his eyes shone like mirrors".
Werner adds that "the pictures show him with a monkey 's head
(cf. P1.215,216), three eyes, two human arms, 'ear-pressing tufts', a
falcon's nose, back, feet and wings, two tusks, and a headdress (h
'crown')."
All these features tally quite well with the Yao pictures of
Marshal Teng. He usually holds in his hands a hatchet and a stiletto with

which to attack devils and evildoers, while lightning flickers about his
head. Sometimes these weapons are rephced by a knurled stick (PI.2 15)
or a powerful club (P1.219). The features of Marshal Teng could of
course be ascribed to almost all Thunder Gods, except for the tusks. The
latter seem to be peculiar to Lei Chen Tzu, and are clearly visible in P1.
218and219. h the second picture, the tusks appear to have induced
the artist to give Marshal Teng a boar's snout. In fact Lei Tchen Tzu is
also included in the Chinese assembly of Taoist gods in Taiwan rituals
(see Liu Chi-wan, 1967, p.107). But he is not a Marshal, there being
only four of these officers in the Chinese tradition.

In Chinese popular drawings of the Thunder Gods, the Thunder
wings can still be found shaped like those of a bat. But, as Werner
remarks, they also have long since evolved into Garuda wings. .Finally
some readers may object that Marshal Teng's skin is blue in colour,
rather than preen. But in most Asian languages (and indeed in some
European ones) the division of the colour spectmrn is ?ften different
from what one might expect. The average Western European clearly sees
and defmes the difference between, for example, azure blue and celadon
green. But several Asian languages would give the same name to both
colours.
Yao rituals say of Marshal Teng:
"Teng ( Tang) Celestial Officer of the Thunder Court who sends
forth fne
Call for me upon the Five Thunders to sever the evil spirits in
twain.
As you dart about and stand erect, fearsome, in the celestid
tradition,
Your hand holding your Court tablet, you walk to the Inner
Palace.
The Jade Emperor has appointed you generalissimo.
Shake the Sky with the wund of Thunder and cut the devils in
twain !"
This summoning of the Five Thunders recalls the Five Thunders
magic ascribed to the Divine Empyrean Taoist Order in Sung times. I t
still has a considerable importance in today's Chinese Taoism (as illustrated for instance in M. Sam, 1978, for Taiwan), and is also a common
device among the Yao priests, resorted to for exorcism.
At the feet of Marshal Teng (but more often at his claws) stand
two other warriors: Marshal Hsin and Marshal K'ang. The Y ao ritual
introduces them in these words:
"Lord Marshal K'ang appointed by the Jade Emperor,
Who protects the country and saves worthy folk,
General of the Dark Emperor of the Uppermost Court,
Descend in this World t o cut evil miasmab in pieces,
Wind and Thunder in front and behind,
Make a clean sweep to ward off evil influences from Heaven and
Earth.
An iron whip a d an axe in his hands,
Trampling under his feet the black clouds of bad omen,
The mighty sound of him shakes earth and sky
He cuts to pieces devils, evils and demons.. ..."

and
'Marshal Hsin, Judge who makes the entries in the (Celestial)
Book of Accounts,

Note the Thunder d m orbiting around
flashes. Marshal
821Faarshal
Teng,md
ng wears @en m o u r .
17.

the lightning

Who investigates the good and bad deeds of mankind,
Holding in his hand a double edged sharp stylus,
The evil demons and the minor devils scatter far and wide."

Marshal K'ang is a fairly familiar figure. In Chinese Taoist rites,
his picture is displayed in the same position as that of Marshal Teng in
the Yao rituals. He was the son of a woman of the Chin clan, who lived
in the Yellow River area. Though fond of drinking wine, he did not
forget to show mercy to all living creatures. At one time, he saved the
life of a young heron which had broken one of its wings. When the bird
was full grown, it brought for him a sprig of the Herb of Immortality.
Marshal K'ang was also worshipped for his ability to Real the sick. The
Jade Emperor appointed him Superintendant of the Four Directions. In
Chinese paintings, he is usually shown with a golden axe in his left hand,
and a hammer and a jade seal in his right. However the Yao pictures
show him as an army officer holding a sword or a halberd.

Marsha1 Hsin can, I think, be identified with the Celestial Lord
&in, who is usually found as an officer of the Ancestor of Thunder (Lei
Tzu), together with the Celestial Lord T'ao. Here I must confess that the
identification of Marshall Teng's attendants puzzled me greatly. On
comparing P1:2 15 with P1.2 17, for example, we can see in the former
picture that one of the officers (who is no doubt Marshal K'ang) holds in
hands a bird (the heron mentioned above), while the other officer is in
the guise of a ThunderGod and holds an axe and a stiIetto. Could this
be Marshal Hsin? But in P1.2 17- the corresponding characters wear:
K'ang, a suit of golden armour (alluding to another god, whose name is
actually 'Golden Amour') : and Hsin, an ordinary officer's costume.
Furthermore, Hsin brandishes a sword as he tramples on mloured
clouds (of bad omen?). In the same picture, the circle of thunder drums
orbiting around Marshal Teng indicates that the artist saw him rather as
Lei Kung, The D u k e of Thunder, whose most significant attniute is a
ring of drums. When he beats them he pruduces the terrifying sound
of thunder.
Yao liturgy, however, supports my identifications, which I
therefore think must be accurate. But it also seems that the artists may
have had inadequate documentation about the characters they wanted to
depict. This could explain why, in =me series, Marshal Chao and Marshal
Teng look exactly alike, except that they face in opposite directions. An
example of this can be found in P1.204, where the picture purports to be
that of Marshal Chao, but is in fact Marshal Teng.

Chapter 14 : The Three Generals

The scroll is found but seldom in a series of Y ao Taoist paintings.
It depicts three horsemen in helmets and armour, each brandishing a
sword or a bow. The horses, each of a different wlour, gallop at full
speed, as on the battlefield. The horsemen may be alone or else mrrounded by banner carriers and footguards.
In Yao rituals, the Three Generals are usually invoked together
with the spirits and gods of the Lower Altar. Their names are T ' q kung
,Kobysng E 8 ,and Clrowu r5lzi ,and they are said
to be historical personages who lived in the IX Century B.C. OrighaUy
they held office as Censors at the Court of King Li of the Chow Dynasty.
But falling at odds with their ruler, they sought refuge in the W u State,
where the reigning king gave them asylum. When a war broke out
between the states of Wu and Ch'u, they fought bravely and won the
victory for Wu. The king of Wu was naturally delight~dand wished to
reward them for their conduct; but they constantly declined any of the
high honours he sought to bestow on them. Soon after this, they learned
of the death of King Li, which opened the way for them to return home
to Chow. King Li's successor, being well disposed towards them,
restored them to their former ranks and off~ces.Thereafter they became
the mainstay of the country ,delivering the people from all kinds of evil.
Their reputation must have become legendary, because almost
twenty centuries later, in 1008 AD. they manifested themselves to the
Sung Emperor Chen-tsung when he went up onto Mount T'ai to offer a
major sacrifice to Heaven. As a result of this, the Emperor canonized
them and bestowed on them the following titles: Venerable Supreme
Origin ( S m g - y w n ) to T'ang-hung; Venerable Intermediate Origin
(m-pun)
to Koh-yung;and Venerable Inferior Origin (HA-)
to Chow-wu. The Emperor also built a temple ('The Hall of the Three
Deified Marquises") for them on Mount T'ai and conferred on them the
power of ruling "'heaven, earth and water" respectively. By doing this,
he assimilated them into an already wisting cult of the Three Origins (or
Three Principles), 2 h t Ymn,which derived fmm the ancient original
Taoist Triad of the Three Rulers (h
K m ) . The frrst Ruler, The Celestial One, governs the Heavens. It is he who grants happiness. The Second
Ruler governs the Earth, and more specially the Underworld. He has the
capacity of washing away sins. The third Ruler is in charge of the Waters
and can protect and deliver from all harm. Furthermore, for the Yao,
the Three Origins set their stamp on dl the Mei+han lore; and indeed the
Journey to M e i b opens by claiming that it foms part of the Doctrine
of the 7 k e e Origins. Both &at Y m (in two forms,that of the Three
Origins and that of the Three Generals) and San Kz&n (the Three Rulers)
are all found in current Yao liturgy. But it seems to me that they are not
ali one and the same in every context. Against this, Shmg-yuan (uk-ho
appears with Hsien Fong the Vanguard at the bottom of the T'ai Wai
picture) should by rights be General Tang.

This is a general picture of the whole assembly of Taoist gods and
Celestial Worthies, executed in the typical Chinese tradition. It exists in
two sizes, and the name of 'Ancestors' (tzu sung) is generally used to
designate the smaller scroll. The larger one is called Full Altar but sometimes 'The Administration' (heng fei 5 ,lj ). They differ only in size and &
the quality of execution, the smaller pictures often being from a less
talented hand than the bigger ones. This "group photograph" in the
smaller scroll (Ancestors) form is, together with the pictures of Minor
Hoi Fan and T'ai Wai, the minimum requirement for a new Yao adept
before he can begin the act of worship. And indeed it contains the
essential characters on which he must focus his mind during his devotions. Here I should explain that 'Ancestors' means ancestors in religion,
and not true forebears (see Chapter 16). It was the tradition among
Chinese Buddhists, and probably also among Taoists, to establish a kind
of tie of lineage between Patriarchs and disciples from one generation to
another. The use of the term 'Ancestors' in this context means that the
Yao tradition views these gods as a kind of cosmic fraternity. The other
side of the min is that this fraternity has full responsibility for admink
tering the Universe (hence the name 'The Administration'). So the
attitude of a convert is ambivalent. He may regard hirnxlf both as a new
member of a brotherhood, and at the same time, he becomes a conscript
in the Heavenly Cohorts. As mentioned eadier, the Administration is
divided into three strata, according to the respective positions of the
gods when they are all seated in the Tao sacred area: they are the Upper,
Middle and Lower Tribune (
+r t :i TJ t ). The pictures of
the Administration purport to follow -the same three levels. The distribution of the gads in this organizational chart is more the result of their
functions in the Pantheon as a whole than of their statuses. Ritual invocations provide a List of the main deities in their respective tribunes.
The Upper tribune b reserved
for the Pantheon of the Three Pure Ones
-(fam ts'jng ta tao
-3
). It comprises : the Three Heavenly
Worthies; the Supreme ~ a d eEmperor of the Golden Palace of the Vast
Heavens; the Supreme Emperor Tzu-wei of the Northern Bourne,
Master of the Stars of the Central Heavens; the Lords of the Stars of the
Southern and Northern Dippers; the Four Perfected Saints; the Jade
Maidens, Fragrant Flowers of the Left and the Right ;the two Perfected
Saints Huang and Chao; the Immortal Masters of Magic, Changt'ien and
Li-t'ien (Tsiang T'in, Lei T'in); the Treasurers of the Two Treasuries for
Wealth and Salaries; Marshal T'ien-p'eng and ViceGeneral T'ien-you;
Hoi Fan Chang Chao the Second; the Third Lady Empress Chao, Leader
of the Saints, Castigator of diseases; and the Seven Officials in command
of the escort soldiers of the Umer Tribune.
The Middle Tribune is headed hy the awesome God of the Year
( r a i Sui ) who bars the way ;the Dragon-tree (Nqarjupta)of the Southern
Heavens; the Supreme Emperor of the Dark Heaven, 'True Warrior of the
North; the Boddhisattva Kuan Y in; Golden Pages and Jade Maidens; the
Four Fierce Generals who unfurl the Banners to lead the way.
Among the soldiers and generals of the Lower Tribune we find:
the Official Li the Fifteenth, White Tiger of the Gate of Heaven ;the Ninth
Patriarch of Yang-Shan (or Lu-Shan in other texts) and the Ninth
Patriarch of Mei-shart;the Three Generals T'ang, K'o and Chow; the Three
Immortai Dragon Phoenix Ladies; the Six Constables of the Three
Registers, whose teeth are of gold; T'ai Wai the Sixteenth of the Southem Court; the Official Li the Twelfth who allocates the soldiers; the
Official Li the Eleventh who rides his horse through the Sky;the Three
Chief Officials of the Banners; the perspicacious Eighth Official. Vanguard of the Left Palace; the Fourth Official of the Right Palace whose
name is Sha-tao ("Sharp Sword'); the Five Orderlies of Injuries and
Wounds, injuries from the h i buffalo, the white elephant, the unicorn,
the lion, the tiger and the venomous serpent ; the Spring soldiers, the
Summer soldiers, the Autumn soldiers, the Winter soldiers, the ten
thousand strong soldiers and fierce generals of the Four Seasons.

Some of these characters (such as Li the llth, Li the 12th, Li
the 15th, the Empress Chao, the Fourth Official, etc.) may appear faidy
new to the reader. But I did not find anything of importance about
them in the ritual. Some others, such as Kuan Yin or Nagarjuna betray a
definite buddhist influence. The latter, born in Western India in the III
Century B.C. ,used to five as an hermit under an Arguna tree (in Chinese:
'Dragon Tree'). He is the fourteenth buddhist patriarch and is known
both for his teaching of Amatabha doctrine and for his writings on
alchemy, which are said to have influenced Kehung, the famous early IV
Century Chinese Taoist adept and alchemist.
There are many individual variations in the accuracy with which
the different scrolls, of both sizes, depict the characters they represent.
The content is however always the same, though one must expect discrepancies in the positioning of the members of the Pantheon, and
perhaps some omissions of one god or the other, as between one scroll
and the next. Let us take the picture of 'The Administration' in P1.224,
as a typical example. Here we fmd from top to bottom:
Top row :

Second row:

Third row:

Fourth row:

The Three Pure Ones, with the Jade Emperor on their left, and the
Master of the Saints on their right. Attendants and fan carriers
(Golden Pages and Jade Maidens) sometimes appear in the background.
The central character, wearing a yeflow and black robe. appears to
be the .Governor of the Sky, a h known as the Ruler of H m n
( XC) who grants happiness and as the Upper Origin ( k 5E ). He
is flanked by eight attendants in court dress, four on each side, in
audience with him. They look very much like the attendants of
the Jade Ernpemr and the Master of the Saints. But I could not
find any satisfactory identification of them. In gome series they
wear crowns like those of the stellar gods of the Northern and
Southern Dipper, of whom there are seven and six respectively. So
the numbers do not match, which poses a problem.
Tbe character in the middle is the Bodhissatva Kuan Yin. She is
attended by the Dragon Daughter flung-nii), who sometimes holds
a willow branch, and by the youth Shan-ts'ai cgood and talented').
Beyond them, the Celestial Master Li on her right and the Celelial
Master Chang on her left. Next follow, as far as I can see, two
other Taoist patriarchs who may be the Ninth Patriarch of =&an
and the Ninth Patriarch of M e i h . Because of the colour of their
robes (black and red), I think that the two characters on the
extreme left and right could be the two lnrds of the Northern
and the Southern Dipper. The former fms the date of men's
deaths, and the latter rnrds'life spans at the Tenth Tribunal of
Hades.
l%e central character has three heads (two of which are sometimes blue) and holds a sword. The Sun and the Moon hang over
him. If we compare the Yao group p i d m of the gods with a
Qlinese one (as iUuPtrated iu H J h d 191 1-1938, vol. J,P.67), we
fmd dose to Kuan Yin the Goddess of Light, Marichi. She too has
three heads and four,ei&t or more arms, the two upper ones holding aloft the Sun and the Moon. She was i n t d u e d to China by
Tantra Buddhists under the name of Wun-ti and was adopted by
the Taoists who eventually trandomed her into a warrior god. But
Ch'un-ti's name does not appear in the enumeration of the C d s
when the Administration is invoked in Yao rituals. A Yao priest of
whom-I enquired about the identity of titis character declared that
it was Tai Sui, the powerful God of the Year. In the Taiwan
Chinese Taoist Pantheon, Tai Sui appears among the heavenly
gods, together with the W,the Three Generals, etc. A Taoist
hagiography quoted by Liu Chiwan (opcit.) gives the foiluwhg
W p t i o n of this god:" Hue face, blue body, golden crown, red
hair....& upper left hand holds the Sun,the right one holds the

232. Below Kurmn Yin, Tai Sui with six arms and three heads; and
below him the ?hree Dragon Phoenix ladies. Kuan Ym has around
her the Patriarchs ( fm row ) and the b r d s of Hades ( wond row).
At the bottom of this picture, one can just see Hoi Fan.

C d of the Soil, otherwi~known as The White Haired Old
Gentleman. In H.235, he is attended by an Accountant, who keeps
the Book of Life.
234. l l e

233. An 'Anceslors" small moll . Notice the Dark
among the Mar&& in the centre of ttre sixth row. '
man at his side could be Empress Chao who castigat

Fifth row:

Sixth row:
Sewnth row:

Eighth
row:
-

Ninth row:

Moon....." Around this central personage stand five patriarchs in
Taoist d e s and hats. At his extreme right are the three 'Dragon
Phoenix Ladies' 8E,BZb!!? in a moon window. In other scrolls,
these ladies usually appear innnediately below Kuan Ym (Hz=),
or below Tai Sui(Pl.232). T h y recall the San Nai ('llnee Matrons')
of the L u h Taoist tradition, although they h k much younger.
On either side, one can identify t h familiar faces of the Six
Marshals. The three characters in the middle could be the Three
Origins ( S n Yuan) or the Three Rulers (San Kuan); or else Marshal
Tien-p'eng, Viceperal T'ien-you Wlt the available dues are inadequate to prove any of these assumptions.
The central character is Hoi Fan brandishing a sword. He is attended
by two horsemen and two officials on each side.
Tai Wai is in the middle, flankedby mounted o
m and cavalry.
h front of T'ai Wai, who is in the row above, stands a ritual furnace of the type used by the Chinese to bum paper money for the
Celestial Treasuries. One can see a wisp of smoke rising from this
furnace through all the ranks of the central charactem until it reaches the Thee Pure Ones,wrying offerings with it. OEcasionally,
the furnace is frlled with other offerings such as a pig or a teapot.
Sometimes, it is replaced by a sacrificial table (as in Fl.230), where
one can S e the usual instruments of the priest: magic dagger, incense, paper ingot, and divinatory blocks. Other scrolls (PI. 23 5)
have a tablet inscribed: "In the upper altar the cavalry, in the
lower altar soldiers and generals". Although this inscription does
not appear in our sample scroll, it seems to me that the four horsemen around the furnace in this row are probably (on the left) the
Vanguard and (on the right) the Three Generals. On the extreme
left of the same row one can see the two treasurers with their account books, and a golden offering in the background.
At the extreme left, the God of the Soil, depicted as an old wbteW e d gentleman, sits in his shrine, xorraetimes attended (as in Pl.
238) by an accountant who keeps for hhn the books of the lifespans and death data of the human community. The five orderlies 'who bring injuries and wounds' come to him for orders. They
are mounted (fmm left to right) on a white ele-t,
a hsi buffalo,
a unicorn, a lion and a tiger. Sometirraes they look rather lilre
"gentlemen rankm" (Pl.233235); but they can be shown as ghostly hormw, as in R230.

M y identifications have left some unresolved questions: The
answers to them are perhaps to be found in the list of characters named
in the ritual invoking the Administration. Among the characters that I
could not recognize in this picture are the following: Li the Fifteenth,
White Tiger Official of the Heaven's Gate; Li the Eleventh who rides
across the Skies; Li the Twelfth who leads the cavalry; hlarshal T'ienp'eng and Vice-general T'ien-you; the Four Saints; the two Dragon and
Tiger Saints; the Dragomtree (Nagarjuna) of the Southern Heavens; and
SO on.
Of course, given important limitations imposed by the size of the
pictures, the artists were obliged to select only the most significant
characters, and to merge the others into a more or less anonymous
procession of gods, patriarchs and horsemen. Moreover there is no
consistent positioning of the gods in one or other of the Tribunes. Nor
is there a strict order of precedence among them. All this emerges clearly
from the various plates in this chapter.

Chapter 16 : The Forebears

This picture is perhaps the most specifically Yao in any series. I
have yet to see a Chinese Taoist group picture of the kind, though of
course this does not mean that none exists or existed. The painting, in
contrast with that dimssed in the preceding chapter, purports to depict
the true immediate human ancestors of the family who commissioned
the series. Hence its name: Chia Fin 'Forebears', to distinguish them
from Tzu Twng 'the Ancestors in Religion'. The Forebears are usually
shown on thrones in attitudes similar t o those of the ancestor's portraits
of the Chinese. Their order and number tally with those recorded in
the genealogy which aLl Y ao houses maintain. The last personage illus
trated is of course the father of the man who commissioned the series,
who is not necessady the father of its present owner.
As can be seen from the ilhstrations, each forebear is identified
by a caption beside h> head which bears his or her name . When a Yao
buys a second-hand series from another family, he has to paste over these
captions fresh ones bearing the names of his own forebears, unless he
prefers to order a fresh version of this picture. The picture shows both
the ancestors o f the owner and the gods associated with the earthly
life and the after-life of the family. Among the latter, we find some gods
from Hades (such as Yama, riding a dragon, or Lord Kuang-fu riding a
tiger and looking very much like a messenger of the Underworld in P1.
236); and some heavenly gods (for example, the Emperor of the Dark
Heaven, top right in the same picture). Some of them seem to belong to
the Administration of This World, like the Lord of the Blue Gown riding
a horse at the top left corner, or the Lord of the Ming Dynasty in the
centre of the top row (possibly Hung-wu who gave the Yao so much
trouble), and the Lord of the Red Gown (or Red Coat) in the centre of
the second row(see P1.236).
The Lord of the Blue Gown was a king of the Shu state, who
wore a blue gown when visiting the barbarian tribes. He taught them
how to rear silk worms, and so became a god of this indusm; particularly worshipped in Szuxh'uan. The Lord of the Re& Gown may be an
attendant of the God of Literature, Wen-ch'ang. If so, he is the legendary protector of scholars, whose full history is given by Werner (op.cit.,
pp.557-558), to which I refer the interested reader. To my regret, it is
too long to reprduce here.
Besides these customary gods, we may find other characters.
These include, for example : the Jade Emperor (Pl.237,second row, extreme right); the god Ping-teng of the Eighth Court of Hades (not shown
here); and Huang-ch'ao who was the leader of a great rebellion which
shook the Tang Empire in the second half of the IX Century A.DXPl.
237, fifth row, extreme nght ,in a red gown and riding a white horse).
In Yao rituals, Huang-ch'ao is often invoked together with the gods
'outside (the Administration)', that is local gods.
At the bottom of this picture of the Forebears, we find two
groups of young women. The former stands under a kind of rainbow.
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'l'here are seven of them, called The Seven Sisters (i.e. 'stars') of the
Northern Dipper. The latter as a rule stands under three large umbrellas,
and repreents The Twelve Immortal Maidens. I assume that they are the
twelve stars (or asterisms) which govern the fundamental destinies of aIl
mankind.
Sometimes, as in P1.244, the two groups of women a11 stand t e
gether in a harmonious whole around a central f i r e : the Hung Mou, of
whoin we have already spoken (p.28). It is with her in her palace that
the wives of the priests fmd refuge when they have entered the Great
Beyond. The lady may appear more than once in this scroll (see for
example Pl.237). Firstly, at the side of the younger wife of the fouth
generation forebear (second row, third from the left, and wearing a green
robe). Secondly, at the right of the wife of a first generation forebear
(fdth row, third from the left). There she wears a red robe-Curiouslythe
head-dresses of both distinguished women she seems to reward (or
protect) are completely identical in contrast with those of the other
ancestresses. But I have no explanation for this. Finally, she appears
again as the central character in the grouping of the Seven Sisters and
Twelve Immortal Maidens (sixth and seventh row). Furthermore, she
seems to be one of the Seven Stars, though I am not sure of that. If we
take no account of the different ways m which her name is written and
have regard only to the way it is pronounced, we may take her to be The
Royal Mother of the West, Hsi Wang Mu,who resides on the K'un-lun
Mountain together with the Immortals. Equally, she could be a consort
of the Jade Emperor. In any case, she fuWrls a very important role for
the Yao: namely, to take care of the wives of ordained priests after their
death.
In summary, these pictures are primarily concerned with the
after-life and have power over this condition. Some very rare paintings
(P1.238) emphasize this aspect by placing in the foreground the gods of
Hades, the messengem of the Four Governors and even (P1.242) the
Judge Who Forgives Sins. He holds his book of records, and his brush is
ready to erase sins and the punishments they would have entailed. On either side of this picture are the two lictors: the one who aff~xesthe chains
to the guilty (P1.243) and the other who releases them (Pl.241 ).
To return to the Forebears: these direct ancestors are either d i s
played below the gods (Pl.236) or intermingled with them (P1.237),
depending on how many gnerations of them there may be. In many
pictures one of the Forebears is mounted on a horse, because when the
painting was made hi$ was the spirit which inspired mediums to initiate
their trance. The Yao call him Yen Tong Ong 'Leader of the Mediums'
and he should be from the seventh generation above the head of the
family. Similar wooden images o f him are also placed in family altars.
There are alm the forebears from the third preceding generation, who become Chief Forebears (Chia Fin Tsiu). Normally resident in the house
altar they make their way to the Peach Blossom Cavern to beg fresh
flowers (i.e. new children) to propagate the line. Having received their
bounty they $o back to the house, where they implant the returning
souls into the wombs of the wives of the family which await them.

The family altar, decorated for the New Year
with artif~cialpeach flowers.

Chapter 17 : The Dragon Bridge of the Great Tao

Collectors who buy a series of Yao paintings may we11 be surprised at the sight of this very long scroll with its almost endless procession of characters. The Yao call it om To Tsiou 'The Bridge of the
Great Tao', and sometimes indicate the sovereign nature of this divine
pageant by calling it The Dragon Bridge of the Great Tao', Tom To
Luang Tsiou. The Taoist religion (and Y ao Taoism is no exception to
this rule) uses a symbolic bridge in many elaborate ceremonies : to recall
a soul; to restore health or virtue (the Forebears will not bring the red
a d white flowers to unvirtuous people); or to prolong destiny that is,
to increase life-span; and so on. But of all the Bridges between This
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World and The Other World, this is the only one represented in a painting. In ceremonies, it is sometimes display ed in the house above other
scm11s, but it fulfils its appointed role on only one occasion: when the
soul of a fully fledged Yao priest is sent on its way to the Tao heavenly
abode. This ceremony is held some months after his death. During it,
his patent and seal are sent heavenwards as burnt offerings in proof of
his identity. For the ceremony, the long scroll is suspended horizontally
from the lintel of the front door of the house down to the floor in the
middle of the room, thus forming a symbolic bridge corning down to
Earth from the Heavens.

The composition of this picture as a whole is quite simple. It has
three almost invariable features. Firstly, on the extreme left (that is, at
floor level) a group of Yao priests welcomes the arrival of a long procession of gods. Secondly ,in the middle of this procession, seated in a sedanchair, is the recently deceased. Finally, the Thee Pure Ones are present
at the rear of the procession (that is, the point nearest to Heaven). The
treatment of the other characters can differ greatly from one series to
another. The artist seems to have considerable discretion to select whatever characters he may prefer from among the large number already described in this book.
The earthly reception committee is composed of men and
women of priestly rank (Sai Kor, Sai Nyaam E-b% SS ) under the leadership of the high priest who is conducting the ceremony. Some of the
paintings depict with great accuracy the actual costume of Yao priests.
See, for instance, P1.249,from right to left. First, the high priest leading
the welcoming committee. He wears a Yao priest's square hat, woven
of human hair; a gown ; and above that a kind of sleeveless red surplice.
In one hand he holds a court tablet and in the other a handbell. Behind
him are two 'young lads' (tong &i ZZ7 ), that is, his acolytes-Theywear
a special head-dress characteristic of Yao Taoism. One of them is playing
an oboe and the other beats the small pair of cymbals which usually accompany rituals. Behind the two acolytes are two more priests attending
the Chief Master. In P1.246 the number of priests is still five, but women
of priest@ rank are shown kneeling in the foreground. Behind them is
seen an unexpected attendant: the God of the So3, in his shrine, who is

sometimes described as 'The White-haired Old Gentleman". In some of
the older paintings, the God of the Soil is shown leading the Divine Procession, perhaps in the role of a local agent of the Administration. As
such, it is his duty to guide its senior members when they visit his,
bailiwick. In later pictures, he is shown at his post to receive them,
which is equally appropriate for a junior official of his rank. At the
sacrificial tabte, the family incense burner stands between a pair of
candelabra, with three bowls for libations to the gods in the foreground.
Above the tabfe is an inscription saying: 'AH welcome the Yellow Tao'
(Yellow has ancient associations with pioneer Taoist movements centered round the mythical character of the YeUow Emperor). The Y ao
call this sacrificial table 'the altar of the 10,000 incenses', t o emphasize
the constant burning of incense in the family burner for generation after
generation, signifying the perpetuation of religious and ancestral cults.
In P1.252 the reception committee is reduced to three kneeling
women. A pair of young maidens stand by the sacrificial table, one on
either side of it. They r e d the 'young woman who carries the sod's
streamer'. Each holds aloft a welcoming banner. The one on the left of
the picture reads 'We expect and welcome" and that on the r g h t "the
gods and the saints". In P1.250, for a reason I have not been able to
fathom, the artist has omitted the wefcoming party, and the head of the
procession of gods comes directly face to face with the Whitehaired Old
Gentleman in his shrine. The wrocession is sometimes led bv the Four
Liaison Officers as in P1.253. it they will be found more often leading
the sedan-chair.
Leaving aside for the moment the intervening characters, let us
pause at this sedan-chair. Its occupant is usually a man, but can sometimes be a woman (P1.265 ). In one of the oldest series (XVII1 Century),
both husband and wife are shown together in the sedan-chair. Like a
coffin in a funeral cortege, the chair is preceded by an orchestra an a
ceremonial parasol carrier (PI. 2571, though the latter may also follow the
chair (P1.25 1). In some series (P1.25 0) the Five Spirits of Epidemics, or
the Four Liaison-officers (P1.2 65) ride their respective steeds between
the orchestra and the chair carriers. Furthermore, the deceased may be
preceded by a Conveyor of Money for the Treasuries, who also carries in
a tubular box on his back dl the deceased's priestly patents and his letters of introduction to the Administration.
Turning now to the other end of the scroll, we fmd at the extreme rght a group comprising the Three Pure Ones and their closest attendants. The Three Pure Ones are seated in oxcarts. This appears very
clearly in some of the oldest paintings (P1.263), but in later ones the

Among the remaining characters in the procession, one can easily
recognk familiar figures such as: the Twelve Maidens, who can be
placed either at the front of the procession (250), in the middle (25 1 ) or
at its rear (248). They often are the onIy women on the side of the gods,
but some pictures also show Hung Mou, the Imperial Lady, riding a
horse ( 2 5 1) behind the sedanchair; Kuan Yin; the Three Dragon-Phoenix
Ladies; or even the Seven Stars Sisters. But all these personages are never
shown together in the same scroll, presumably for lack of space.
One can often see long rows of male characters of similar
appearanoe. if, for instance, one sees a row of twelve almost identical
characters, one may assume them to be the Twelve Initial Itinerant
Teachers. But if there are ten of them, and one of them has a black face,
then they are the Ten Lords of the Triiunals of Hades. A group offour
is probably intended to represent the Four Governors, while a group of
three may be the Three Generals, especially if they are in soldierly
attire-other anonymous groups are called by the Yao themselves Fu Lo
Peng, The Soldiers who Guard the Registers '. That is, the list of gods,
saints, marshals, generals, soldiers and so on,whom a Yao priest is taught
to call upon, and whom he is entitled to summon.

Chapter 18 : The Enforcers of fasting and chastity

We now come t o the smaller sized scrolls. These show not only
the Four Liaison Officers (see Chapters 10 and 11 supra), but also three
typically Yao motifs: the Enforcer of Fasting; the Enforcer of Chastity;
and the Five Banners of King P'an's Knights (who will be considered in
the next chapter).
At first sight, the picture of the Enforcer of Fasting is paradoxical. The lively vignettes of life in a Yao house on a festive day seem far
removed from the rigours of the fast. We see all the preparations for a
hearty meaI. Women bring water to the kitchen, in a bamboo water carrier and in buckets IP1.266, 27 1). A pig is slaughtered and prepared for
cooking (267) by men sometimes dressed as acolytes or postulants Live
chickens are kept ready under baskets. An OM man lights his pipe at the
fire. These scenes will be familiar to anyone has spent a day or two
in a contemporary Yao household at the New Year- The key to this
apparent paradox lies in the enjoinder laid upon all postulants and their
wives to refrain from all kinds of meat before and during the ordination
ceremony. Even vegetables prepared -with pork oil (lard ) are prohibited,
and the ordinands must subsist on a meagre vegetarian diet. But at the
conclusion of the ordination ceremony, and after the offering of the
sacrificial pig and chickens to the gods, a l l the participants join in feasting on their flesh. The picture is thus an enjoinder to refram from forbidden things before and during the ceremony, and an encouragement to
endure this by depicting the indulgences to come. During the ceremony,
the picture is not included in the main display in the chapel. It hangs at
the exit from the postulants' dormitory into the sacred chapel (see p.5 1
supra), t o remind them that they are forbidden to enter the holy place if
they have broken their fast.
At the top of the picture we usually find a woman in Yao dress.
Sometimes, but rarely, a man brandishing a sword takes her place; but I
do not illustrate this here, for lack of space. The woman is seated behind
a table on which stand a number of bowls and cups. These may be offerings, or perhaps samples of the postulants' food and drink, set there for
inspection by her. She is attended on either side by a young man and a
young woman, in sacerdotal dress, representing the postulants. Her
exact identity is doubtful. Of all the gods in this Pantheon, she is the
only character to be shown in Yao dres. However, in one rare dlustration she is not in this costume, but in an elaborate Chinese robe, recalling
in some measure the serene and majestic appearance of the Hung Mou
(compare P1.271 and P1.239,240 in Chapter 16). Fortunately, in at least
one painting where she is shown in Clrinese dress, a caption identifies her
as chim clrai lliang r a h g %4
'The Lady Overseer of the Fast".
Referring to this painting in-a mlloquial vein, the Yao often call her
Tsou Chien, literally "The Kitchen Mand atin". The fact that this Divine
Lady can appear in Yao attire can be interpreted in two ways. In the frst
place, Chinese Taoists have the same regulations in the matter of fasting
before and during their great propitiatory rites (-)
which involve the
coming down of the Supreme Worthies from their Pure Heavens. But, in

the Chinese rites at which I have been present, I do not recall any deity
of this sort as being in charge of enforcing the fast at the entrance of the

sacred precinct ; and Liu Chi-wan (op.cit. ) does not mention anything
like this. Consequently, the lady is almost certainly an innovation introduced by or for the Yao. But this does not explain her appearance in
both Yao and Chinese dress. In the second place, could she be another
avatar of one of the Chinese divinities, transformed into a Yao by the
fact of her mundane function? For the time being, I cannot give a s a t k
factory answer to this question.

If the name of the Enforcer of Fasting, kiem tsei, raises no
problem, the Enforcer of Chastity's name is much more puzzling. It is
usually kiem keng. But the Yao have varying ways to transcribe this
word E.9 Zff3 meaning: "'tobar the way" or "to forbid the pit".48
But then it should be pronouced kiem k'eng. Both expression have
fortunately the same general direction: they link this picture to the trap
for evil spirits and curses that might pass the front door and nullify the
ceremony. In the same pit are bound to fall the s o d s of those who are
unclean (i-e., unchaste) and who may venture to enter the house, and
upset the gods.
To prevent such misfortune, the house is of course placed under
taboo, of which the passer-by is warned by a poster set up in the middle
of the path. But this does not protect the people of the house from
vicious and underhand attacks. So this trap is set up beyond the threshold of the front door, as a defensive stronghold against any breach of
taboo. A hole is dug approximately at the place where the visitor crossing the door will put his fmt step. Lnside it a red crested adult cock's
head has been buried. In this head have been planted knitting needles
linked to each other by a red thread. Talismans have been burned all
round the pit, and the priest has made thirty six standing jumps in a
helical movement, to associate the thirty six Baleful Stam (see figure in
the margin).
If the function of this device (mainly used for fou sai ordinations
and tzodang commemorative ceremonies) appears quite clear, the ident*cation of the characters on the related Yao picture is still conjectural.
The picture is seldom found in a set, and as a result, has to be r e p l d
by the two pictures of the Liaison Officers of the Four Administrations.
The picture (or its substitutes) is placed in a kind of a niche outside, on
the left of the entry side of the front door (see p.51). This altar is sometimes flanked by two vertical verses of a couplet:
"In front of the altar are lit the one thousand years candles.
Outdoors the ten thousand years incense bums."
The scarcity of such Kiem Keng picturesmakes any attempt at
extensive comparison difficult. I do not remember having seen more
than ten of these pictures, and they all had special details that were not
fully reproduced in another. From the few samples I have been able to
photograph, I can draw this rough analysis:
This picture, the size of which is slightly larger than of the
Enforcer of Fasting, is usuallv structured into four rows, although it may
have only three, as in P1.274. The top row is invariably occupied by a
character in a yellow (imperial) robe and mandarin hat, o r court bonnet,
sitting on a throne or at a tn%unal table. In one instance however, not
illustrated here, the presidential chair is occupied by a female character.
Male or female, this character is attended by one female on the right and
one male on the left. They carry a fan and a banner respectively. The
fan may be replaced by an umbrella, as in Pl.272.
On the last and fourth (or third) row, a group of three Yao
young women in ceremonial attire is facing a group of Yao young men in
priestly robes and headdresses. Sometir.~esan inscription is set up between the two groups. It reads: "From now on, 10,000 years of long
life to His Majesty". Somet irnes the two groups are separated by a
drummer beating a long hand drum. It reminds me of a rite occuring at
48. By an error of calligraphy in some texts kiem keng is written with these
characters: *MY , meaning "The Four Diamond Kings of Heaven" In this
context it can lead to serious misunterpretation.
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the end of a tzo dang ceremony, when two rows of young virgin men and
virgin maidens face each other ,miming alternate verses to the voice of a
chanter. The preservation of fecundity within the ethnic group is most
probably involved here.
The two intermediate rows are apt to vary. For instance, the
second row of P1.2 73 shows a civilian official flanked by a lad and a girl
(the latter in Chinese dress, while the former wears a priest's gown and
headdress). Ln H.272 we see two Yao women, holding a fan, in ancestress's attitude, with a sacrificial cock and pig behind them. The inscrip
tion reads "Great Auspiciousness for the God of the Temple to King
P'an's Ancestral Merits". In Pl.275 one can see two women and one
man in ancestor's attitudes. So one may surmise that the central character of the second row in P1.27 1 , is also an ancestor, attended by pious
descendants.
In the third row of P1.27 1 , and the second row of P1.270, the
central character wears military dress and helmet, and holds a sword.
Furthermore, in P1.270 his other hand holds a squadron flag. This fwre
appears in about half the number of kiernkeng scrolls that I have been
able to study. A similar character occurs in two other scrolls of the same
series: one (illustrated here in P1.237 ) is the founding ancestor of
the Chia-fin "Forebears" painting, the other (not illustrated in this book)
is Hoi Fan in a Tru Tmng, "Religious Ancestors" scroll. This leaves us
with a choice between both solutions. I must stress the fact (unfortunately 1 cmnot show it here) that the military character in the Kiem Keng
picture looks slightiy more like Hoi Fan than this founding ancestor. So,
one may perhaps identify him with Hoi Fan, and the couple of new
ordainees who attend him do not seem incompatible with this solution.
But this divinity also resembles The Lord of the Tenth Tribunal,
He who turns the Wheel of Reincarnation, as illustrated in P1.179 and
238. All the m e - and this may be the true answer - the rituals indicate a close association between Kiem Keng and T'ai Sui, the God of
the Year and Ruler of Time.
This link with the Ruler of Time may explain the unusual scene
depicted in the third row of P1.272. Here we fmd a civilian holding in his
hands a white circular object with a hole in the middle, wsembling the
pi disk ofjade which the ancient Chinese placed at the back of their dead
inside the coffin. These disks wem symbols of Heaven. Here the disk is
inscribed with four of the Twelve Branches, which the Chinese use to
count the hours. Clockwise, the four are: tzrr , mao , ~ 1 and
1 yu, respectively: 11 p.m.-1 a.m.; 5-7 a.m.; 1 1 am.-1 p.m.; and 5-7 p m . They
correspond to the North, East, South and West. So this disk is here
considered as a kind of sundial or geomanoer's compass. Finally, according to sino-yao cosmological beliefs, they represent the favourable
h o w for giving birth. The meaning of t h i s is obviously a recommendation made by the ancestors to their progeny, The three central characters
of this row may be ancestors or one ancestor attended by "Golden Lads"
(but this is doubtful). h any case, the two outside characters could be
two Marshals of the Thunder Buieau, or else Shang Yuan and Hsim Fong.
Thus, to summarize, the second important character of the Kiem
Keng scroll may be either a military or a civilian character. At least in
one instance the wanior figure has been identified with Hoi Fan or T'ai
Sui When he is a civilian, he wears a yellow robe, as in the two examples shown here. Then he could either be the Jade Emperor, or the G e
vernor of the Sky,both of them being specifically described by rituals as
wearing such a yellow robe.
Let us now turn again to the top presidential character of this
picture. In almost all the scrolls he is wearing a yellow robe, and in some
even a m i e ~imperial bonnet. My conviction is that this must be the Jade
Empemr, Nyut Hung. But another hypothesis is provided by comparing
P1.283 and 272. The upper character could equally well be P'an Hu. In
any case, I doubt that Kiem Keng could be a specific deity. It rather
seems to me that it is a committee of gods m c i a t s d with Yao m c e ~
tod, which seats at the front door and punishes unclean trespassers
caught in the trap.

Chapter 19 : P'an Hu's Five Banners of Knights

This painting illustrates the story (translated on p. 15 supra) of
the Voyage across the Sea at the Mercy of the Waves. This is why it
shows a boat on a raging sea. The sail has been carried away by the wind,
or hauled down by the sailors. One or two men are seen at the bow and
at the stem, trying to steer the boat with long oars. They are dressed as
Chiness boatmen. The passengers, inside a cabin, express much anxiety.
Their hands are joined together in an attitude of prayer. They most often
are: a couple(P1.277, 283,284);two couples (P1.279)three men in priestly
attire (P1.276); or more. (280); o r even a man alone appearing at the
entrance of the cabin (281). All of them wear ceremonial Chinese
clothes, the women not showing the slightest hint of Yao ethnic traits.
When there is only one couple, the man wears a Chu KO-liang turban, like
the court attendants of the Three Pure Ones or of the Jade Emperor.
The boats are depicted as Chinese junks (276), but more often as
a kind of "dragon boat". In P1.278 the dragon is replaced by a huge
dolphin. The symbolic transformation of the Yao boats into a dragon
shape is an interesting metaphoric construction, if we consider the part
of the story encapsulated here. The Chinese boats in which the Y ao are
sailing drift on a raging sea, and are heading straight to the "Dragon Gate
of the Four Seas", an abyss through which the Sea Underworld communicates with this World. Only the miraculous intervention of King Fan's
knights can prevent them from being engulfed. Thus the dragon motif as
used in this context is simply a representation of their worst fern. In
other words, the transformation of the boat into a dragon is a graphic
metaphor for the dreadful fate which appears t o face them.
The size of the boat, which varies from one picture to another,
may cause an argument with those who cannot believe that the Yao did
in fact cross the sea, and consider their story as a misrepresentation of
a true journey on land, with the crossing of a lake on their way. But
although the mast may indicate a sea junk, the size and shape must be
regarded as 2 poetic representation of the Yao vernacular story, m d e
centuries later. It cannot shed any light on the story itself. To this I
add that it does not help to solve the question as to whether the Yao
were already converted to Taoism when all this happened. In any case,
the actual event took place several centuries before the oldest known
painting was made. But this picture showing Yao in priestly robes aboard
boats explains why some Yao informants "think that their pilgrim fathers
must have been Taoists at the time of the Crossing of the Sea".
The boats are however not the real theme of this picture. The
prominent character stands in the upper part, perched on the roof of the
cabin, or on the mast of the boat. He could be P'an Hu in person. H e
is dressed as a general, with a pheasant's feather, helmet, and amour. He
brandishes one or two swords and he is escorted by one, two o r four
constables and soldiers. P1.278 identifies P'an Hu in a very naive albeit
irrefutable way, by placing a little dog besides him. The mast of the boat
has been transformed into a genealogical tree. The little dog is sitting on

285. P'an Hu as shown in King Ping's Charter. Another example of t h s picture is reproduced in Shiratori's book (Yao hmments).

a branch below. Like the gods, King Fan descends from green clouds.
They can be seen above his head. A priest welcomes him at the foot of
the tree or mast.
Now one may wonder why this picture which we have now outlined is called by the Yao "The Five Banners of Knights". As a god,
King P'an is entitled to possess his own battalion of spirit-soldiers. And
as in every Chinese anny, they are divided into five corps, one for each
direction and one in the cent re (in a Roman or Napoleonic way). This is
usually emphasized by the little pennants which a general wears fixed on
his back, as in PI.284. (There are only four, because he keeps the fifth
and central squadron under his command in the centre of his marching
troops). The same order of battle is symbolised in P1.282, where four
officers and soldiers surround him. In P1.28 t, however, they are replaced
by two Master fgures, who might well be Master Chang and Master Li,
though their presence in this place seems difficult to explain.
P1.279 is yet more puzzling. On the right of the picture is the
usual scene: the dragon boat, sailors and passengers, and Pan Hu perched
on the mast. On the left, one can see a kind of haII with a character
looking at the scene and attended by a young lad, as if he had been
prayed to and had sent help. Below him, three musicians (oboe, gong
and cymbals) represent the religious orchestra needed for all major rituals;
but it is difficult to tell if they came from above or are part of the human
flock below. In any case. the question arises; who here is King P'an ?
The character on the mast or the character in the hall? In the first hypothesis, then who is the person in the hall: an ancestor or a master who
has interceded for the descendants of the disciples? In the second case
P'an Hu commands the rescue operation and the character on the mast is

Banners of Knights in the guise of a
general. Under this hypothesis, P'an Hu would not appear personally in
the other pictures, except for P1.276, where he would show himself as a
little dog. There exists another portrait of P'an Hu at the end of King
P'ing's Charter (see p. 12 above). In this,P'an H u is depicted (see P1.285j
as seated on a throne, attended by two lads carrying a fan and an urnbrella. Beside him,on his right, stands a character holding his hands in
his sleeves somewhat similar to the side character in P1.279. In any case
he is not a god, but rather an ancestor. The remaining part of this picture
(where appear a cock and a pig, and three Yao maidens entertained by
two musicians with flute and drum, and a Id)closely resembles the scene
depicted in P1.272. This raises yet another hypothesis for that picture,
since the top character is none other than P'an Hu.
only the embodiment of the Five

The picture of Mu Ke Peng I W ~'The Five Banners of Knights'
stands in the Chapel, on an altar set against the partition between the
Chapel and the postulants' dormitory, directly behind the altar of the
Enforcer of Fasting (cf-p.5I).
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Conclusion

It is always difficult to decide when and how to end a book. Of
course this book does not presume to offer full and accurate answers to
all the questions it poses; but it does point the way to some previously
unexplored avenues of investigation. I have sought t o present, perhaps
for the first time, a preliminary study of Yao religion and the art form it
has engendered. I hope that these new data may induce other scholars to
look more closely into the Chinese religious trends within which this
religion and art form evolved.
The Yao genus of communal Taoism developed in the XI11 and
XIV Centuries under the influence of one or two of the several Taoist
schools which had flourished during the two Sung dynasties (960-1 126
and 1 127- 1278). Among these schook this book identifies the Tienasin
Cheng-fa movement and the Lu-shan tradition, both of which are specifically named in the Yao rituals. But the roots of Yao Taoism still remain
in Mei-shan , that far distant and nebulous grotto eroded mountain in
Western Hunan whose name occurs so often in the verses 1 have quoted
throughout this book. However, it is beyond the scope of this work to
develop all the implications, both for history and religion, which stem
from the simple fact that Yao Taoism appears to be both so similar to Chinese Taoism in its various schaols and yet at the same time so different
from it. T!le important point, then, is that Yao Taoism presents a combination of doctrine, liturgy. magic, and divine history which is not
found elsewhere as far as I know.
The Yao Golden Legend begins with the creation of the World by
P'an Ku (see pp.47,48, supra). It then moves to the transmission of the
Precious Talismans: that is, magical techniques, ways o f acquiring spirit
guardians, and of invoking the aid of Heavenly Cohorts. This took place
during the Three Ages 49 of Mankind's history un ti1 the Three Pure Ones
were born again into the world to reform liturgy and the magic arts. X s
Golden Legend incorporates, as special features of this Yao tradition,
such prominent figures as the Master of the Saints (alter ego of the better
known Jade Emperor) and the mysterious Celestial Master Li, a rival of
Celestial F.4aster Chang. Then we have the patrons of the use of magical
arts when undergoing dangerous ordeals: r a i Wai the High Constable,
with his henchmen Shang Yuan and Hsien Fong; and Hoi Fan, the Sea
Banner. After them - and better known in the Chinese tradition - the
exorcists: the Six Marshals and the Three Generals. Finally, a number of
Chinese deities taken from the Chinese national or regional folklore have
been added t o the Gods' Pageant (as illustrated in Chapters 15,16 and
49. Here again I try to translate the difficult concept of the San Yuan "Three
Origins" or "Three Principles". Since the 1V Century A.D. it is ako known as
"Three Periods" or "Three Epochs" , mainly a dvision of the Year in three terms,
each being con~oUedby one of the Three Rulers. But in thii context, w h h deals
with long periods of time, "Ages" seemed more appropriate. The rebirth of the
Three Pure Ones, according to that tradition, happened during the Third or
"Lower" Period.

17). The fact that thew particular deities were chosen from among many
others should prove to be of great help in the eventual clarification of
the links between Y ao Taoism and its Chinese counterparts. 1 have tried
t o identify the major and minor pemnalities with the help of the data
provided by the paintings themselves and by the ritual texts. In this, I
have not been entirely successful, and must confess that further research
is needed before absolute certainty can be attained. So my readers should
regard this book as a preliminary approach to a most intricate subject,
and not as a final appraisal.
M y readers may also have bcen disappointed by the lack of art
criticism as such. For this there are two wasons. Although in my selection for this book I have attempted to match the beautiful and the relevant, t could not provide much information on the rather obscure and
provincial artists whose talents are rcproduced here for the first time.
Secondly, this kind of Chinese religious art has hardly ever been s t u d i d ,
and I know of no analysis of its late XVlII and XIX Century emanations. We therefore lack a basis on which t o discuss the pictures reproduced here, which mostly datc fmm this period. One reason for this
may be that this form of applied art has always been kept hidden by
Chinese priests for their own exclusive ritual use. Thc only basis for
comparison is thus the Tun-huang Buddhist frescoes and silk paintings
of the VIII Century, or the later Yung-lo Kung
Taoist frescoes of the
XI11 and XIV Centuries. But there is still a considerable gap in our information. If we now consider the paintings displayed in Taoist rituals in
Taiwan (as illustratd in Liu Chi-wan's book). we find that Yao paintings
stand halfway between the fresca tradition and the more scholarly art of
the Taiwan Taoist painters. It does not follow that the tradition from
which the Yao paintings arise was not without a structure of its own.
Looking for divergencies of style and at the same time for affiliations between one series and another, I happen t o have selected pictures which,
after study, appear to have been produced by successive generations
of the same families of Chinese and Yao painters. Another outcome of
this study is the definite location of one center for this religious art: the
Prefecture of S z u En in Kwangsi Province. Perhaps further research will
elucidate that point.
In any case, the numerous illustrations in this book will provide
the student of art with an abundant harvest of organised data. I have
touched slightly on this in my commentary on the subsequent List of
Plates.

Scholars and collectors may wonder whethe; museum curators
and art historians will afford a just and proper recognition t o Y ao paintings. I acknowledge their interest and concern. But as an anthropologist I may also be permitted some measure of concern for the future of
the Yao religious tradition and its associated art form. When I began my
preparatory work for this book, the prospects for the survival of both
were not good. The Yao of Laos were on the run, some fighting Communist invaders in the mountain forests. Others were under strong Christian missionary pressure in refugee camps. Economic and psychological
forces combined t o induce them t o sell off their cultural treasures. But
luckily they still enjoyed the protection of the Tao, and their paintings
proved t o be an unexpected financial reserve for them. Prices rose very
sharply as the paintings became better known to collectors. This should
have led - and did in fact lead - to a rapid exhaustion of the source of
supply, which was mainly in Laos. A side effect of the success of these
sales and of the almost feverish demandfor Yao paintings smuggled from

Laos was that the Yao of Thailand began to sell in their turn. But here
the need for ready cash was not pressing, and so there was no corresponding haste t o sell. But hungry middlemen began to seek this new
range of antiques in the hills, and robbers soon followed in their tracks.
In the last two years, many consequent casualties have been report&. In
Nan Province a woman and her daughter were knocked senseless in an
attempt t o steal a set of paintings; but the basket container for them was
empty. In Arnphur Klong Lam (Kharnphaeng Phet Province), seven
robbers guided by a Yao of Thai origin knocked out the master of a
house, tied his eight year old son to a post, and tried in vain to find his
series. Fortunately the man had changed their storage place two days
previousiy. The robbers left with only Bht.3,000 in cash. But many
people were not so lucky, and reports of thefts have continued to darken
the outskirts of the trade in Yao paintings. The end of the road appeared
to have been reached with the recent death. in Chiangrai Province, of
what was thought t o have-been the last living painter of these pictures.
Anthropologists foresaw that, in a predictable future, the Yao would
have very few paintings left; and, as often happens when part of a religious structure is lost, the ritual would atrophy and fall into desuetude.
It seemed almost as if Mr. Armentrout's baleful comment might prove
true:
"In sum, the Yao use a written language they virtually cannot read
t o perpetuate a Daoist tradition they otherwise could not remember." (Orientations, Dee. 1980).
Howcver, rays of hope have- appeared on this dark horizon. One
is a report from a Yao recently returned from the People's Republic of
China that the Yao there were still maintaining the practice of Taoist
rites and beides this their priests had not lost the art of painting the
holy pictures. But I have yet t o sce any Chinese (or Vietnamese) report
of Yao paintings in their territories. Stronger hope has come with tlre
news from Francc and the U.S.A. The Y ao who have settled as refugees
in these countries have found that they can still perform their rituals
without hindrance, and sometimes even receibte some help from refugee
agencies for this. I very recently heard that a young man, who had becn
for a time in the refugee camp of Nam Yao in Nan Province, had arrived
in the United States. liere he had been able to complete a set of paintings he had started while in the refugee camp.
the three photographs of his pictureswhich were shown t o me, he appears to be following
the- genuine tradition o f Yao paintings.

I regard this as an important development for Yao refugees in
the Western World. It implies that when their income is adequate t o enable them to buy their own house ( and this is already the case for some
Yao refugees in the U.S.A. ), they are likely to find money to commission
a series of paintings. Thereafter they can be ordained into the higher
ranks, and thus finally feel "saved". The Yao have a saying that: ' A man
should have three married sons and three grandsons from the same son
before he commissions a series of the divine pic-tures '. The paintings
(and the gods they represent) are thus introduced into a prosperous and
harmonious house as a crowning indication of success. From then on
they will act as protective ancestors. If we11 honoured, they will see that
the prosperity of the house increases; and if mistreated, they will cause
the house t o be burned to ashes. One Yao inforrnant,who had just learned
that a series of paintings in which he had a share was reported to have
been burned with the house of his relatives in a refugee village in Thailand,
wryly commented: "The paintings which are sold arc no g ~ o danyway.

They havc no virtue. Thus the house which owned them has fallen on
such hard times that the paintings had to be sold."
There are a number of hidden implications in this simple remark.
It leads one to suppose that the Yao migrants are now beginning to
emerge from the anguish and despair caused by the losses and disruptions
they have suffered; and thus begin to discern, with renewed hope, the
prospect of a future in which their traditions can be restored to their
former importan-.
Of course, the older generation may underestimate the power of
attraction of their hosts' cultures for their young people. The first indications of change have already appeared in the behaviour within migrant
families, where Confucean ethics are to some extent disregarded by the
younger generation. Nobody can predict how Yao culture will handle
this crisis. One of the main reasons for writing this book was to assemble
basic data about some aspects of this culture. I hope that western educated Yao will one day find it both a source of interest, and an incentive
to further research into their own tradition.

List of Plates

1 . IIigh Priest Lei Fu Ts'ing at Pang Pu b',Arnphoe
Mae Chai, Thailand.1969.

2. Young children practicing calligraphy in Vang Vieng,
Iaos.
3,4,5,6,8,9, and 17. Photographs taken at the ordination
of Chao la. Amphoe Chiengkhong. Thailand 1979.

7- Medium in Beng Zo, Amphoe Mae (Ihai, 1979.
10. Yao priest in full sacerdotal dres. h p h o e (Jlieng
khong. 1980

11. Deconsecration rite in Arnphoe Chienglchong,l977.

26. Jade Maidens, detail from a Yen 9 picture. Painter:
Huang Chin-hsiu(if Chinese) or Yang Chiem Siu (if Yao).
Date: 1809. The caption in full reds: ' On the ffih of
the first month of the 14th Year of Chiach'ing, ChiYear (1809), the hand began its w o k etc. . k t the Most
Exalted Perfects protect the h u s e lord, so that his
household may i~lcreasein numbers, the six domestic animals become flmks, and the. five cereals give an abundant harvest, and that they all be blessed by the great
warmth. The artigt from Kwangsi, Huang Chin-hsiu and
the postulant, Pien Chiem Fing.' (Schwoerer-Kohl
conection).
27. Detail frorn a Yen Si picture. Painter: unnamed.
Date: 1815. Origin: Yunnan( Wenshan). (Author's col.).

The painting shown here is also illustrated in H.2 14.
12. Caption from a Yen Si picture. For the upper part of
this picture, see H25.Translation on p38.

13. Two examples of inscriptions on the back of Yen Si
m o b . Translations on p 39.

14. Another typical jnscription on the back of Yen Si
scrolls, dated 1903.

15. Two inscriptions in the same series. The upper is a
detail from a Minor Altar Hoi Fan dated 1793, illustrated in P1.101. The lower is a caption from the Yen Si
picture in this series, dated 1802. Wgraphy and painting in one picture a ~ eobviously done by a different
hand from those in the other.

28. Detail from a Yen Si picture. Painter:Yang Chiem
bang and his s o w i d e p. 41). Origin: Kwangsi. Date:
1817. Wrrin collection).

29. Full scroll Yen Si. Painter:Ls Wen-k'a-e:
1789.
(The present owner prefers to remain anonymous). This
is from the oldest series dustrated in this book. The captimn reads: "From knoeforward, lonz life to His august
Majesty,whose servant I am ." Origin: Kwangsi.
30. Detail .from a Yen Si picture. Painter: unknown.

Date: early XIX Century. ( Present owner unknown).

31,32,33. Sbtches of the Three Pure Ones ( m o m
Ekarath).

16. Inscriptions on the back of a Heng Fei picture, dated
1809. Tranf tions on pp.43 and 44.

3435. Details from a To Ta scroll. Painter: Yang Chiem
Luang and sons-Date: 1817. Part of the same series as
Yen 9 on H.28.

17. A photograph taken at Chao La's ordination rvide
supra PI3 etc.)

36. Jade Maiden and Golden Page, detail frorn a To Ta
scroll. Date: 1815. See notes on PI. 27.

18,19,20. ' h e Three Pure Ones. From left to right To
Ta; Yen Si; arid Leng Pu. Painter: Pan Chin-min; date:
1817;origin: Kwangsi. (Joly Iwllection).

37. Full scroll To Ta . Date: 1849. See notes on PI-21.

2 132. Details from a Yen Si picture. Painter: Tsiou Kuei
On (a Yao artist) Origin: Yunnan. Date: 1849. (author's
collection).
23. Detail from a Yen Si picture. Painter: unknown.
Origin: Kwangsi. h t e : 1803. (hesent owner unknown).
24. Jade Maidens, detail from a Yen Si picture. Date :
early XIX Century ( Frere Collection ).

25. Full scroll Yen Si. Artist: Iiu Te-ch'ing. Date: 1842.
( Schworer-Kohl collection).

38. To Ta, detail from a To Ta picture. Painter: Li Ta
Tseou. Date: 1860-1863 (see folder). Present owner unknown.
39. To Ta, detd from a To Ta scroll. Painter: Fan Wenlong. Date: 1868 (Author's mllection).
40. A full scroll To Ta. Refer to notes on P1.2 1.

41. kngPu,detailfroma~~Pupicture.Date:
1815.
%e notes on Fl.21.
42. k n g Fu,detail fmrn a h n g Pu picture-Date: 1817.
See notes on PI. 28.

43. Detail from a Leng Pu picture, sly
See notes on PI.24.

XIX Century.

44. h n g Pu, detail from a h n g Pu picture. Date: 1801.
(Schwoerer-Kohl collection).

Lmg Pu , detail from a k n g Pu picture. Origin:
Yunnan. Date: Early XX Century. ( Musee de l'Homme,
Pacis.)
45.

64. Rcture taken during a Ta Chiao ceremony in the village of Pai-shadun, Taiwan, September 1974. The scroll
belongs to the High Priest who officiated at this cerern*
ny-

65,66. Head and feet of Master Lei, details from a Lei
T'in picture. h t e : 1803. See notes on El-23.
67. Full scroII Celestial Master Lei. Date: 1842. See
notes on PI. 25.

46. The Dragon General ,detail from a h n g Pu picture
also illustrated in PI. 47.

68. Detail from 67.

47. h n g Pu, upper part of a Leng Pu picture.
See notes on I1.25.

69. Full scroll of Lei Tin mounted on a kuci-niu. Painter:
unnamed
Date: 1850. (Santma collection).

48. Seng Tsiu'detail from apicture of the Masterofthe
Saints. Date: 1789. A particular fine example of

70. Full scroll Lei T'in riding a kuei-niu. Painter: unnamed. Date : 1852. (Whitmann collection).

painting in the late Ch'ien-lung period. See notes on

29.
4933. Details from a Seng Tsiu picture. See notes on Pi.
28.
50. Full scroll Master of the Saints. Date: 1803. See
notes on Pl. 23.
51. Full scroll of a Seng Tsiu pictwe. Date: 1842. See

notes on P1.25.
52. Detail from PI. 5 1.

71. Celestial Master Lei, detail from a Lei T'in scroll.
Datc: 1850. See notes on PI. 21.
72. Master Chang meditating, detail fmm a Tsiang Tin
picture. Date: 1815 . See notes on A. 21.

73. Full scroll Celestial Master Lei trampling upon the
dragon and the tortoise. ( Date, painter and present
owner unknown).
74. Full scroll Celestial Master Chang. Date: 1803. See
notes on PI. 23.

53. Vide supra, Pl.49.

75,76.Det ads from a picture of Celestial Master Chang.
54. Full scroll Jade Emperor. Date: 1803. See notes on

Date: 1842. See notes on Pi. 25.

Fl. 23.
55. Attendant of the Jade Emperor, detail from a Nyut
Hung picture also illustrated in Pi. 57. Date: 1817. See
notes on PI. 28.
56. The Jade h p e r o r , detail fmm a Nyut tlung scroll.
Date: 1789. See notes on PI25

57. The Jade Emperor, detail from a Nyut Hung picture.
Date: 1817.See notes on H.28. Notice the more delicate
treatment in this picture, as compared with that of the
Master of the Saints(PiS3). There were four artists
working on this seria*,and these two pictures no doubt
come from different hands.
58. Attendants of the Jade Empeteror. Detail from a
Nyut Hung picture. Date: Egrly XIX Century. See notes
on Pi. 24.

59. The Jade Emperor, detail from a picture of Nyut

77. Celestial Master Chang, detail from a Tsiang Tin
.picture. Date: 1801. See notes on El. 44.

78.Full scroll Master sang with a white crane. A very
unusual picture. Painters: Fan Ts'aihsin and Fan Chinhsien. Date: 1862- Origin : Kwangsi. ( Present owner
unknown.)
79. Master Cfiang riding a tiger. Date: 1868. See notes
on H.39.
80. Full scroll Master Chang riding a tiger. k t e : 1842.

See notes on Fl. 70.
81. Detail from 8 1.
82. Master Chang, detail fmm a Tsiang Tin picture.
Date: 1817. See notes on Pl. 25.

Hung. Date: 1842. See notes on PI. 25.

83. T'ai Wai ,full saol.Date: 1850. See notes on PI. 69.

60. Full scroll Celestial Master Lei (Li). Date: 1817. See
notes on PI. 18,19,20. The Chinese character at the
head of the picture reads:'Fulfdment'.

84. Full scroll Tai Wai. Date: Early XIX Century. See
notes on Pl. 24.

6 1 Full scroll Celestial Master Lei. Date: 1809. See notes
on PI. 26.

62. Celestial Master Lei, detail of a h i Tin picture.
Date: early XIX Century. See notes on H.24.
63. Full scroll Celestial Master Lei. Date: Early XIX
Century. (Artist and present owner unknown).

85. Detail from 84.

86. Tai Wai, detail from a T'ai Wai picture. Date: 1803.
See notes on R.23.
87. T a i Wai, Shang Yuan, M e n Fong, upper part of a
Tai Wai picture. Date: 1842. See notes in PI. 25.

88.Detail fmm PI. 83.

89. Tai Wai, detail from a Tai Wai picture. Date: 1817.
See notes on R.28.
90. Slang Yuan, detail from a Tai Wai picture also illustrated in PI. 94. Date: 1801. See nates on PI. 44.
9 1. Tai Wai, Shang Yuan and Hsien Fong, upper part
of a Tai Wai picture. Date 1815. See notes on R27.

92. M e n Fong, detail from the same picture as 91.

93. Upper part of a Tai Wai picture. Date: 1817. See
notes on PI. 18.19,20.

94. M e n Fong. Date: 1801. See notes on H94.

95. Full scroll Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date: 1815.
See notes on Pl. 27.
96. Minor Hoi Fan, detail from a Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date: 1817. See notes on R. 28.
97. Hoi Fan, detail from a Minor Hoi Fan picture.
Date: 1801. See notes on Pi .44.
98. Hoi Fan with the divinahry blocks in his headdresx,detd from a Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date: 1860
1863. See notes on Pl.38 and folder.

I 10. Hoi Fan and Tai Wai, lower part of a Minor Hoi
Fan picture. .'lnothr detail is shown in Pl. 89. Date
1825. See notes on PI. 99.
1 11. Major Hoi Fan encouraging the postulants to
ascend the Sword Ladder, detail from a Major Hoi Fan
picture. Date: 1817. The Chinae character at the head
of the scroll reads: 'Langefity' .See further notes on R.

18,19,20.

1 12. Full scroll Major Hoi Fan. Date: 1868. See notes on

R.21.
113. Major Hoi Fan holding between his teeth the red
hot ploughsham, detail fmm a Major Hoi Fan picture.
Date: 1815.See notes on PI. 27.
114. Major Hoi Fan holding between his teeth the led
hot ploughshare, detail from a Major Hoi Fan picture.
Date: 1817. See notes on H28.

1 15. Detail from a Major Hoi Fan. Date: Early XIX Century (?I.

116. Full scroll Major Hoi Fan. Date: 1842. !ke notes
on Pl. 25.
117. Upper part of a Major h i Fan picture. Date: 1850.
See notes on P1.69.

99. Hoi Fan, detail from a Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date:
1825. This picture was sold with a 1817 series. See notes
on PI. 18,19,20.

118. Full scroll Major Hoi Fan. Date : 1809. See notes
on PI. 26.

100. Hoi Fan, detail fmm a Minor h i Fan picture-Date:
1793, late Ch'ien-lung style, compare with PI. 29. Painter: Tch'en Ying-neng. Origin: Yunnan. mesent owner
unknown.)

XIX Centwy. ( Artist and present owner unknown).

101. Hoi Fan, detail from a Minor h i Fan picture.
Date: Mid XIX Century (?) ( Artist, owner unknown.)

121. 'The Master who Leads the postulants' ,detail from
a Aiajor Hoi Fan pictu~e,also illustrated in P1.114.
and 135.

102. Hoi Fan, detail from a Minor Hoi Fan picture.
artist, and owner unknown. Probably late XIX Century.
103. Minor Hoi Fan. Early XIX Century, see notes on
P1.24.

104 Upper part of a Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date: 1803.
See notes on PI. 23.

105. Upper part of a Minor Hoi Fan picture. Date: 1842.
See notes on PI. 25.
106. Clhese coloured print depicting Kuei-hsing on the
Ngao sea monster, ppmduced from 'Chinese Superstitions' by Henri h r e (191 1-1928).

119. Detail from a Major Hoi Fan picture. Probably
120. Detail from a Major Hoi Fan picture.
1863. See notes on PI. 38 and folder.

Date: 186@

122,124, 125. kcending postulants and Master who
leads the passing, details from a Major Hoi Fan picture.
Date: early XIX Century. See notes on PI. 24.
123. Detail from 118.
126. The fire wheel under Hoi Fan's foot, detail from a
Major Hoi Fan also illustrated in Pi. 113. See notes on
R. 27.
127. The Chief High Priest at the foot of the Sword

Ladder, detail of Major Hoi Fan picture also iflustrated
in 122,124,125.

128. Hoi Fan and the Sword Ladder, detail from 117.

107. Lower part of a Minor Hoi Fan picture, detail
from 95.

1M.Lower part of a Tai Wai picture. The upper part
is shown in H.91. Date: 1815. See notes on ll.27.
109 Hoi Fan and Tai Wai, detail from the lower part of
a Tai Wai picture. The upper part is shown in Pl. 93.

109. Shang Yuan and Hsien Fong, lower part of a Tai
Wai picture. The upper part is shown in Pf.93.

129. The masters summoning the postulants, detail from

H.116.
130. The orchestra, detail of a Major Hoi Fan picture.
Date: 1863. See notes on PI. 38.

131. The orchestra, detail from a Major Hoi Fan picture.
Date: 1849. See notes on Pl.21.
132. W i ~ of
s postulants, detail from a Major Hoi Fan

picture. Date: 1863. See notes on P1.38.
of postulants. Detail from a Major Hoi Fan

tail from a Tin Fo Tei Fo picture. Date 1842. See notes
on R.25.
161. Medium with a sacrificial cockerel, detail from the
same painting as 160.

134. Detail from a Major Hoi Fan picture also illustrated
in Pl. 119.

162. Further detail of the same painting: the Treasury
of the Right.

135. Wives of postulants and musicians, detail from a
Major Hoi fan picture also illustrated in 121 and 114.

1 63. The Iiaison Offmr of the Governor of the Sky on
a white crane. Date 1868. See notes on PI. 79.

133.
picture.

136. Detail from a Major Hoi Farn picture a h illustrated in PI. 113 and 126.

Sui Fo picture. Date: 1852. See notes on Pl. 157.

137. Young wives of postulants. Hcture taken at Chao
La's ordination, September 1979.

165. The Liaison W . r of the Governor of the Sky.
Date : uncertain. SBe notes on PI. 152.

138. 'The Governor of this World, upper part of a Yang
Kin Sui Fo picture. h i e : 1842. See notes on Pi. 25.
139. Detail from PI. 147.

164. The Treasurer of the Right, detail from a Tin Fo

166. The Liaison Offi~erof the Governor of the Sky.
Date: 1868. See notes on El. 79.
166. 'Ihe Treasurer of the Right. Date: 1817. See notes

140,141,142,144, 146, 148. Details from ather parts of
the scroll shown in H.138.

on H.28.

143 The Governor of This World, detail fmrn a Yang
Kin Sui Fo picture. Date: early R X Century. See notes
on PI. 24.

167. The Liaison Mficers of the G o ~ m o r sof the Sky
and the Underground. Painter: :Huang Chin4ung (if
Chinese) or Yang Chiem Luang ( if Yao)- Date:1858Chiengmai Triial Rewarch Center collection.

145. The Treasurer of the Left, d e t d from a Yang
Sui Fo picture. (Date,painter and owner unknown)

Kin

168. The Treasurer of the Right, detail from a Tin Fo
Tei Fo picture. Date: 1817. See notes on PI. 18.19,20.

149. The Treasurer of the kft, detail from a Yang Kin
Sui Fo picture. ( h t e , painter, and owner unknown).

169. The Liaison Offmr of the Governor of the Underground, detail from a Tin Fo Tei Fo Kung Tzo picture,
also illustrated in PI. 163. Date : 1868. See notes on
H.79.

150. The Governor of This World,upper part of a Yang
Kin &iFo picture. h t e : 1863. See notes on H. 38.

151. The Liaison Officer of the Governor of This World,
detail from a Yang Kin Sui Fo Kung Tzo picture. Date:
1815. See notes on Pl.27.
152. Full scmll Yang Kin Sui Fo Kung Tzo. Date:
uncertain. ( Schwoerer-Kohl collection).
153. Full scroll of Yang Kin Sui Fo picture. Date: 1817.
See notes on PI. 18,19,20.

170. The Iiaison Officer of the Governor of the Underground, detail from a Tin Fo Tei Fo picture, also illustrated in PI. 165.

f 71. Horsehead taking the dead into custody, detail
from a Tsiep Tm Ldng Hung picture, algo illustrated in
El. 179.
172. Crossing the Nai-ho Bridge, detail from a Tsiep Tin
Ling Hung picture. Date: early XIX Century. See notes
onH. 24.

154. Full scroll Yang Kin Sui Fo Kung Tzo. Date :1849.
See notes on H.21.

173. Crossing the Nai-ho Bridge, detail from a Tsiep Tim
Ling Hung picture. Date, painter and p r m t owner un-

155. 'Ihe Governor of the Sky, detail from a Tin Fo Tei
Fo picture. Date: early XIX Century. S8e notes on P1.24.

known.

156. The Governor of the Sky,detail from a Tin Fo Tei
Fo picture, also illustrated in Pi. 158,160,161,162. See
notes on El. 25.
157. The Governor of the Waters, detail from a Yang
Kin Sui Fo picture. Painter: Tchen Yuank'ang. Date:
1852. ( Present owner unknown)
158. ?he Governor of the Underground, detail from a
Tin Fo Tei Fo picture also illustrated in Pl.156. See
notes on PI.25.

159, Full scroll picture of The Governor of the Sky and
t h Underground. m e : 1849. See notes on Pl. 2 1.
1M). The tiger of the Governor of the Underground,de-

174. A buddhist ( boddhisatva?) escort, detail from a
Tsiep Tm Ling Hung picture illustrated in PI. 179.

175. Full scroll Tsiep Tin Ling Hung. Date: 1803. See
notes on Pl. 23.
176. Crossing the Bridge of No Choice, detail f ~ o ma
Tsiep T ILing Hung picture. Date: 1863. See notes on
H.38.
177. Preliminary hearing, detail from a Tsiep Tin Ling
Hung picture. Date 1842. See notes on Pi. 25.
178. Entering the Gaols of Feng-tu, detail from a Tsiep
Tm Ling Jhng picture. Date: i 868. See notes on P1.79.
179. Full scroll Tsiep Tin Ling Hung picture-Date: 1817.
See notes on Pi. 18,19,20.

180. The dead stripped of his clothes, detail from a
Tsiep Tin Ling Hung picture. @ate, painter, and present
owner unknown).

201. Marshal Chao, upper part of a Tsiou Yun Suei picture. Date: 1817. see notes on P1. 18,19,20.

181. The b r d of the Tenth Court, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, aka illustrated in Pl.177.

202. Marshal Chao, detail of a Tsiou Yun Suei picture,
also illustrated in PI. 212. Date: 1815. See notes on
A. 27.

182. The h r d of the Eighth Tribunal, detail from a
Tsiep Tin h g Hung picture, also illustrated in Pl.177.

203. Marshal Ma and Marshal Chang, detail of a Tsiou
Yun-Suei picture. Date: 1801. See notes on Pi. 44.

183. The h r d o f t he Sixth Tribunal, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, aIso illustrated in El. 177.

204. An erroneous picture of Marshal Chao, detail
from a Tsiou Yun Suei picture. Date: 1842. See notes on
PI. 25.

184. The Lord of the Fourth Tribunal, detail from a
Tsiep Tin Ling 1Iung picture, a h illustrated in R.177.

205. Marshal Chao, upper part of a Tsiou Yun Sue1 picture. Date: 1817. See notes on A. 28.

185. The h r d of the Secmd Tribunal, detaiI from a
Tsiep Tin Ling Hung picture also iUustrated in H.177.

206 Marshal Chang and Marshal Ma, detail from a Tsiou
Yun-Suei picture. Date: Farly XIX Century. See notes
on PI. 24.

186. The Lard of the Ninth Tribunal, detail from a picture also illustrated in Pi. 177.
187. The Lord of the Seventh Trihund, detail from a
Tsiep T
i
n Ling Hung picture, also illustrated in P1.177.

188. The h r d of the Fifth Tribunal, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, also illustrated in Pl.177.
189. The Lord of the Third Tniunal ,detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, also illustrated in E'l.177.
190 The b r d of the First Tribunal, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, also illustratsd in Pl.177.
191. The Chief Controller of merits and the gods of the
Northern Dipper'who fixes death', and of the Southern
Dipper who ' fkes life-spans', details from a Tsiep Tin
Ling Hung picture. Date 1809. See notes on H.26.

192. Torture by boilingod, detail of PI. 179.
193. Torture by sawing in twain, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture a h illustrated in Pl. 196. Date:
1815. S8e notes on PI. 27.
194. Upper part of Tsiep Tin ling Hung picture, also
illustrated in Pl. 180.
195. Torture by quartering, detail from a Tsiep Tin Ling
Hung picture. also illustrated in Pl.178.Date: 1868. See

207. Marshal Chao, detail from a Tsiou Yun Suei picture.
Date: 1852. See notes on Pl.157.

Marshal Cllang and h l a d a l Ma, detail fmrn a
Tsiou Yun-Suei picture. ( Date, artist, and owner unknown.)
208.

209. Marshal Chang, detail from a Tsiou Yun-Suei pic-

ture also illustrated in PI205.

210. Full scroll of Marshal Chao. Date: 1809. See notes
on P1.26-

2 1 1. Marshal Ma and Marshal Chang, detail from a Tsiou
Yun-Suei picture, also illustratsd in PI. 204. Date:1842
See notes on PI.25.
3 12. Marshal Ma, detail of a Tsiou Yun-Suei picture, also illustrated in H.202. Date: 1815. See notes on Fl.27.
2 1 3 Marshal Teng, detail from a Tang Yun-Sueipicture.
Date; Early XIX Century. See notes on PI. 24.
2 14. Marshal K'ang and Marshal Hsin, detail from a Tang
Yun-Suei picture, also illustrated in PI. 2 16. Date: 1817.
See notes o n Pl. 18,1920.

2 15. Full scroll Tang Yun-Suei. ( Date, artist and owner
unknown.)

notes on PI. 39.

2 16. Marshal Tcng, detail from a Tang Yun-Suei picture,
also illustrated in H.214. Date: 18 17. See notes on Pf.

196. Torture by grinding and pounding, detail from a
Tsiep Tin Ling Hung picture. b e : 1815. See notes on
PI.27.

18,19,3,0.

197. The ways of rebirth, detail from a Tsiep Tin Ling
Hung picture. Date: 1863. See notes on H.38.

217. Full scroll Tang Yun-Suei. Date: 1809. See notes
on H.26.
2 18. Marshal Teng, detail from a Tang Yun-Suei picture.
Date: 1815. See notes on Pi. 25.

198. The Chief Controller of Merits, detail from a Tsiep
Tin Ling Hung picture, a h d u s t rated in PI. 1 73.

2 19. Marshal Teng, detail from a Tang Yun-Suei picture.
Date: 1842. See notes on Pl.25.

199. Thc mirror of past evil deeds, detail from H.179.

220. Mamhal K'ang, detail from a Tang Yun-Suei picture,
also illustrated in PI. 213. Date: Early XIX Century. See
notes on Pl24.

200. 'Ihe ways of rebirth, detail from a Tsiep Tin Ling
Hung picture, also illustrated in PI. 177. Date: 1842. See
notes on Fl.25.

?2 1.Marshal K'ang and Marshal Hsin, detail from a Tang

Yun-Suei picture

, also illustrated in PI. 213, and 220.

222,223. The Three Generals. Date:
onP1. 167.

1858 . See notes

224. Full scroll Heng Fei picture. (Date, artist and pre*

ent owner unknown).

225. Full scroll Heng Fei picture. Date: 1849. See notes
onPl. 21.
226. The upper reaches of the Pantheon, detail from a
Heng Fei picture, also illustrated in P1. 230 and 232.
Date: 1789. See notes on P1.29.

244. The Seven Sisters and the Twelve Fernmortal

Maidens. detail from a Chia Fin picture. @ate, painter
and present owner unknown.)

245 The Sewn Sisters and tfie Twelve Maidens, detail
from a Chia Fin picture . Date: 1809. See notes on PI.
26.
246. The reception committee, detail from a Tom To
Tsiaupicture. Date:1849. See noteson P137.
247. The reception committee, detail from Tom TO
Tsiau picture. Date , painter and present owner un-

known.
248. Fulls scroll Tom To Tsiau. Date: 1868. See notes

227. The upper reaches of the Pantheon, detail from a
Heng Fci picture. Date: 1815. See notes on P1.27.

on PI.39.

228. Kuan Yi and the Three Dragon Phoenix Ladies?
detail from a Heng Fei picture. Date: 18 17. See notes
on PI. 28.

249. The reception committee, detail from a Tom TO
Tsiau picture; also illustrated in P1. 364, 265. (Date,
artist, and present owner unknown.)

229. The Three Dragon Phoenix Ladies, detail fmrn a
b g fei picture, also illustrated in P1.234. Date: early
XIX Century- See notes on H24.

250. Full scmIl Tom To Tsiau, also illustrated in Pi. 256,
258, 262, 263. Date: 1817. See notes on H.18,19,20.

230. The sacrificial table and the Five Orderlies, detail
from a Heng Fei picture also illustrated in Pi. 226, and
232. Date: 1789. See notes on P1.29.
23 1. Kuan Yi flanked by the Dragon Daughter and the
Good and Talented Youth, detail from a Ikng Fei picture. Datc:1842. See notes on H25.

232. Kuan Yin, Tai Suei and the Three Dragon Phoenix
Ladies, detail from a Heng Fei picture also illustrated in
Pl. 226 and 230.

251. Full scroll Tom To Tsiau. Date: early
See notes on PI. 24.

XIX-

252. The reception committee, detail from a Tom To

Tsiau scroll, also illustrated in
1803. See notes on P1.23.

PI. 253, and 26 1. Date:

253. The four Liaison Officers leading the Pageant,detail
fmrn a Tom To Tsiau picture also illustrated in Pi252.
254. The Dragon Baidge in use-Picture taken at a Sending the Soul ceremony,in Amphoe (Shiengkhong.

233. Full scroll Tzu Tsong ('Ancestors') picture. Date:
1858. See notes on P1.167.
234. The God of the Soil, detail from a Heng Fei picture
also illustrated in PI.229. See notes on P1.24.

255. In the same ceremony, setting fire to the Patent

235. h w e r part of a Heng Fei picture. Date: 1863. See
notes on H.38.
236. Full scroll Chia Fin picture. Date: 1858. See notes
on PI. 167.

257 The sedan*,

237. Full scroll Chia Fin picture. h i e : 1849. See notes
on PI. 21.
238. 'Ihe Four Governors and the Four Liaison Offim~s,
detail from a Chia Fin picture also illustrated in H.239,
241,242,243. Date: 1801. See notes on Pl.44.
239. The I Iung Mou lady,further d e t l from the same
moll. See notes on P1.44.
240. The Hung Mou Lady, detail from a Chia Fin
picture. Date: 1809. See notes on Pi.26.

and the Seal of a dead priest.
256. Musicians,detail from PI. 250.
detail from 248.

258.The sedanxhair, detail fmrn Pl. 250.
259. The g d in the palanquin, detail from a Tom To
Tshu picture, also illustrated in Pl.260. .(Uate, painter,
and present owner unknown.)

260. The sedanchair, detail from a Tom To Tsiau picture also illustrated in El259
261. The Three Pure Ones riding white cranes, detail
from a Tom To Tsiau picture also ilIustrated in
253. Date: 1803. See notes on P1.23.

262. The conveyor of money, detail from I1.250.

241. Er-lang who releases the chains, detail from a Chia

263. To Ta and Yen Si in oxcarts, detail from P1250.

242. The Judge who erases Sins and Punisments, detail
from a Chia Fin picture, also illustrated in PI. 238.

264. Master Clang and Master Li preceding the Four
Gomnors, detail from a Tom To Tsiau picture, also illustrated in Fl. 265. Date, Painter and owner unknown.

243. The general who affixes the chains, detail f ~ o ma
Chia Fin picture aIso illustrated in P1238.

265. A deceased Yao woman in the sedanchair, detail
from a Tom To Tsiau picture, also illustrated in P1.264.

Fin picture, also illustrated in 238.

266. The Lady Overseer of the Fast, detail from a Kiem
Tsei picture. Date: 1849. See notes on PI. 2 1 2 2 .

288. Mask of Tai Wai. Date: 1817. See notes on PI.18,
19,20.

267. The lady overseer of the Fast, detail fmm a Kiem
Tsei picture. Date: M y XIX Century. SIX notes on 24.

289. Mask of Yen Si. See motes on PI. 18, 19, 20.

290. Mask of T a i Wai. Date: 1803. See notes on P1.23.

268. The Lady Overseer of the Fast, full scroll Kiem
Tsei. Date,painter and owner unknown.

269. The Lady Overseer of the Fast, full scroll Kiem
Tsei. Date, painter and owner unknown.

291. Mask of Wien Fong. Date 1803. See notes on Pl.
23.

292. Acolytes wearing masks, picture taken in 1979,
Amphoe Chiengkhong,nailand.

270. The Lady Overseer of the Fast ( with inscription),
full scroll Kiem Tsei. Date, painter, owner unkmwn.

293. Mask of Yen Si. Date 1803. See notes on PI23.

271 The Lady Ovemeer of the Fast. Date: 1817. See
not= on A. 18,19,20.

294. The ceremonial wreath. Date, paints and owner
unknown.

272. Full scroll K i m Keng. Date, painter and owner
unlcnown.

295.A priest sounding the horn, picture taken in 1975,
near Vang Vieng, Laos.

273. Full scroll Kiem Keng. Date, painter, owner unknown.

296A postulant wearing a Tai Wai mask, picture taken
in 1975, near Vang Vieng, Laos

272. Full moll K i m Keng. Date: 1849. See notes on
2122.

297. Mask of To Ta. Date: 1803. See notes on

273. Full scroll Kiem Keng. h t e : 1809. See notes on

R.26.
274. Full scroll Kiem Keng. Date:late XIX Century
(Au rhor's colled o n.)
276. The boat on a raging sea, detail from a Mu Ke Peng
Ma picture. Date: 1809. See notes on P1.26.

277. Dragon boat on a raging sea. Date: 1858. See notes
on Pi. 167.
278. Full sc:roll Mu Ke Peng Ma. Date: 1817. See nates
on PI. 18,19,20.

Mu Ke Peng Ma. Date: uncertain.
(Schwoerer-Kohl collection).

279. Full saon

280. Full moU Mu Ke Peng Ma. Date, painter and owner
unknown.

281. Full scroll M u Ke Peng Ma.Date, painterunknown.
(Author's collection).
282. Upper part of a M u Ke Peng Ma picture.
See notes on Pt38.
283. Full scroll Mu Ke Peng Ma. Date: 1868. SBe notes
on PI. 39.
285. Pan H u in King Ping's Charter, detail fmm a manuscript from the village of Khun Haeng, Amphoe Ngao,
Thailand. Courtesy of Dr. Chop Kacha Ananda.

284.Full scroll Mu Ke Peng Ma. Date: 1849. See notes
on Pi.21,22.

286. Detail from Pi. 116.
287. Mask of To Ta. Date : 1858. See notes on Pi.167.
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This book is about a very rare art tradition
which has remained virtually unknown in the
West until recent years. It has been kept in
seclusion for centuries by one of the most
fascinating of the many hilltribes who inhabit
South China, North Vietnam, Laos and
Northern Thailand. They are the Mien branch
of the Yao tribal family.
The popular art tradition described here
stems from Chinese Taoist Religious art of
which little is as yet known to the outside
world. The Yao have been adherents to a
Southern Schod of Chinese Taoism for several
centuries. Thkhas made them unique representatives of an ancient Taoist trend which is
barely, if at all, manifested in the various
slchoolsof modern Taoism. For these reasons,
and despite the fact that it has been written
for the lay reader, this book cannot fail to be
of interest to historians of both art and

religion
The author, Jacques Lemoine, is a veteran
&Id anthropologist from the French National
W c h Centre. He has lived for over twenty
years in Asia, and was the first of his profession
to identify the Yao religion as Taoism, a
discovery he made in the early 1970 s. During
the hst ten years he has made a special study
of Yao traditional religious paintings. He has
k e n able to secure photographs of many of
the best sets, before they were divided, sold
and dispersed throughout the world in the
hands of many individual collectors.
Dr. Lernoine's principal works include a
book on the Green Hmong (UN VILLAGE
HMONG VERT DU HAUT LAOS, C.N.RS.,
Paris 1972); numerous articles about the
Hmong (Meo) and Yao peoples, who have
been his main professional interest over the
years; and a significant contribution of 555
pages to the best modem French encyclopedia
of mthropology, in which he concentrated on
the Han Chinese, the minority peoples of
China, the Japanese and the Ainu (ETHNG
LOGIE REGIONALE 11, La Pleiade, Gallimrd, Paris 1978).
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